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PREFACE

A New Way of Seeing

"We are trying to create conditions like those in ancient

Greece, which saw the flowering of ideas because people

looked at the world with new eyes."

- Neil Turok, Director of The Perimeter Centre, Waterloo, Ontario, welcoming Stephen

Hawking

Young Neil Tyson kept talking even while he walked out of the Hayden

Planetarium in Manhattan. He had just toured it for the first time. Part of the

American Museum of Natural History, the Hayden regularly shows people things

about space they could never even guess at. Small wonder this kid from the Bronx

turned skeptical: based on what he had seen night after night with his own eyes,

the sky they projected at the planetarium was just plain wrong.

“It’s nothing but a hoax! The sky doesn’t look like that!”

Did he let his doubting be the final word? No way! Neil got hold of a pair of

binoculars so he could peer at the moon. When he was 14 he went to a youth

camp in the Mojave Desert; there in the clear night air he saw stars he had never

known from city streets. He took a course in astrophysics at the Bronx High

School of Science. He pursued his education at Harvard, then at the University of

Texas/Austin and at Columbia. Earning his Ph.D. didn’t slow him down: he used

telescopes over much of the world. He is now Astrophysicist of the American

Museum and the Frederick P. Rose Director of the very planetarium that had so

upset him as a youth. To many, his face and name are familiar as the frequent and

ever genial host of TV’s NOVA or as writer of a monthly essay, “The Universe,” in

Natural History Magazine. To mark their esteem, the International Astrophysical

Union even named an asteroid in his honor.

Shall we read this as a modern success story? African-American youngster

from poor neighborhood achieves world renown as space scientist. If



so, the account resembles a typical Horatio Alger narrative, mixing elements of

high intelligence, strong determination, an independent spirit, community

support, the ability to stay with a problem until it surrenders its secret. And

maybe a generous helping of good luck, too.

At another level the story grows even more fascinating -- though more

straightforward. Everything hinges on Tyson’s ability to look at things in a new

way. To let go of the idea that what he had always “known” was absolutely right.

To dream. To test ideas. To open himself to new possibilities. Without that

openness of mind, Tyson’s story would have dead-ended before it began.

That’s what this book is about. Clearly, it’s about maps -- many maps -- with

special attention to the Peters map of the world. At a deeper level it’s about how

we shape and use maps and how they in turn shape us. In short, it’s about you

and me and ways of seeing: how we see the world and therefore how we

understand our place in it, how we connect to it and to all the people with whom

we share this spaceship called Earth.

Such concerns have always been important; never have they been more central

to the way we live on the planet. In the aftermath of September 11, 2001 and in

the context of relentless technological shifts, runaway social change, and budget

crises, talking about maps may seem impractical, even trivial. This book aims to

persuade you otherwise. We contend, to be upfront about it, that in the world we

are now entering maps belong front and center.

We offer no guarantee that this book will raise your IQ or your ability to steer

an independent course or provide round-the-clock support for whatever goals you

set. We don’t promise you a Ph.D. or an important job. Nothing in these pages

will by itself heal a wounded world. What we will be focusing on is the need and

the possibility of gaining a new vantage point, a different perspective.

Welcome to a great and useful adventure -- and even, possibly, to the

satisfaction of making a difference!



CHAPTER 1

Framing Questions, Managing Answers

"The fascination of maps is found ... in their inherent

ambivalence and in our ability to tease out new meanings,

hidden agendas, and contrasting world views from

between the lines."

- J. B. Harley

We all use maps as tools of exploration. But the most basic – and most

surprising – discovery we can make with maps goes far beyond any factual

information; it comes in that “Aha!” moment when we perceive that maps are

loaded not just with data but with meaning. Maps speak to us at a deeper level

and do more than we might guess.

To the untutored eye maps exist to provide specific information: where a city is

located, how to get from place A to place B, what countries border a particular

body of water. Straightforward, totally factual, utterly reliable.

If maps just did that, you wouldn’t need this book. Neither would we need the

dazzling variety of maps we now enjoy. What would there be to discuss? Wielding

unquestioned power, the authority of the map would wipe out all differences of

opinion.

In the real world, however, things are seldom that simple... or that bland. Maps

stretch our minds, letting us see the world in ways we might never have imagined.

Maps matter, not only because they provide factual information but because they

confront us with large questions and working answers, as we hope to show in the

pages that follow. Maps also exist in a social context, which this chapter will

illustrate.

Questions that Never Go Away



Was French artist René Magritte playing

with our minds when he declared “This is not a

pipe”? Come on, Mr. Magritte, what else would

you call it?

Or was he saying that what he created is only a

representation of a pipe and not the real thing

at all? In what sense are maps interpretations

to be read with understanding and care?

Among the most significant

questions human beings ask - in

addition to Who am I? - are Where

am I? How did I get here? Who or

what is over there? Through

responding to just such questions

we develop self-understanding and

a sense of how we connect to the

world and the people around us.

Politics, language, faith,

philosophy, psychology, sociology,

anthropology, economics, history,

archaeology, art, evolution, and

astronomy all contribute to this

understanding. So does the

creation and study of maps -

known as cartography (from the

Greek chartis, map) - and its

sibling, geography, meaning the

study of the Earth (Greek geo, earth).

Just as maps are vastly more than tools for finding our way, actually tackling

some of life’s core questions, so this modest book boasts big ambitions. For many,

it will provide a doorway into the perhaps arcane operation of how maps are made

and the many ways we shape them and they shape us. It can be your key to

understanding an important and especially controversial world map, the Peters. It

may also, in ways difficult to measure but nonetheless real, contribute to your

ever-changing perspective on who you are as a person and how you find your

place and purpose in the world.

Let’s turn to a specific example.

Assignment: Solve Our Energy Problem

Spring was bursting out in Washington, D.C.; day after day came alive with



energizing beauty. Kwanzan and Yoshino cherry trees, given by the Japanese

people, were exploding into bloom, harbingers of hope and global peace.

Migratory birds were back; tourists strolled the boulevards between visits to the

halls of Congress and museums. Workers from nearby offices soaked up the sun’s

rays as they took time for lunch on park benches.

Inside a federal building a group of powerful men gathered around a polished

table. Under the guidance of Vice President Dick Cheney, they constituted the

National Energy Policy Development Group, or “the Energy Task Force.” With

that title as a clue, we might assume the group would be concerned with the big

picture: all aspects of energy supply and demand. That logic would gain support

as we read a Presidential Memorandum of January 29, 2001, in which George W.

Bush called on the group to develop “a national energy policy designed to help the

private sector, and government at all levels, promote dependable, affordable, and

environmentally sound production and distribution of energy for the future.”

On the demand side, then, they might look at questions of

Conservation, including building insulation, low-energy appliances, and

standards for vehicle efficiency.

The power grid: how to meet demand peaks by shifting available supply.

How adjustments to price might affect consumer demand.

Questions of safety and reliability in delivery systems.

Available evidence, however, suggests that this newly minted Task Force chose

to focus solely on supply. Questions of demand didn’t make it onto the agenda.

(We say “available evidence” because, even though the Task Force met in the

spring of 2001, its proceedings have never been made public.)

To focus on energy supply, then, one might assume they would survey a full

range of options, including - for starters -

Nuclear

Wind power



Tidal

Hydroelectric

Geothermal

Solar

Coal

Oil

Natural gas

Agricultural sources such as corn, as used in ethanol

Extracting energy from waste

Plus any others their assembled brain-power might conceive.

For example, as a matter of speculation they might have sought expert advice

on transforming vibrating air into electrical energy (precisely what we all do every

day: the ear gathers sound waves that set up ripples in the fluid of the cochlea or

“inner ear” that in turn pass over hair cells whose induced motion becomes

electrical impulses; these in turn are carried to the brain and received as meaning

and information) ... who knows what creative possibilities they might come up

with? In other words, what would it take to ramp up supply to meet growing

demand?

Again based on the evidence, the team turned away from such a broad look;

instead, they limited their focus to oil. Though they were called the Energy Task

Force, they interpreted their task narrowly, and concerned themselves exclusively

with fossil-based fuels.

With that decision made, the Task Force might logically turn its attention to

America’s major sources of oil, both existing and potential. These would include

such places as

Canada (which supplies more oil to the United States than any other



country)

Saudi Arabia

Domestic sources, both offshore and land-based

Nigeria

Venezuela

Iraq

That’s where the third big surprise comes in: not only did the Task Force

neglect demand to focus on supply... not only did they exclude all sources of

energy other than crude oil pumped from under the ground ... when they

considered where oil was to be found they zeroed in on one country above all

others: Iraq.

Maps Provide Perspective

Any task force looking at Iraq does well to use maps. Since they were meeting

in Washington, D.C. this one had impressive resources at hand. The offices of the

National Geographic Society, for example, stand only blocks away. The Federal

Government certainly has a wealth of maps. A phone call or two would have

brought a small mountain of cartographic resources to the table. Figure 1-1 is an

example.



Fig. 1-1 What information can you extract from this map: national borders, major cities

and towns, distances, neighboring countries, position (coordinates), major rivers, lakes,

access to the Persian Gulf...?

Source: United Nations. Map No.3835 Rev 5



Or the Task Force might have opted for some of the many maps available on

the Internet. Fig. 1-2 provides an example.

Fig. 1-2 While this map agrees with Fig. 1-1 at many points, you will find important

differences. See, for example, the border between Iraq and Saudi Arabia: This map adds a



“de facto” line.  Compare the selection of cities and towns. If your question has to do with

commercial activity or terrain, which map might be more useful? How would a person get

to Baghdad, the capital, from say Nukhayb (in the west) or Rayat (in the north)? 

Source: sf.factmonster.com/atlas/country/iraq.html

If team members wanted a map from the area itself - often a useful idea - there

were good ones to choose from. Fig. 1-3 shows a map of Iraq published and used

in the Middle East.

Fig. 1-3 This map, utilizing satellite data, adds information about highways (see the

numbered boxes) and major and small airports (see symbols). Note also that it shows

more lakes than Fig. 1-1 or 1-2. Can you get a clearer idea of the topography - note the

relative lack of towns on the western side of the country, the label Syrian Desert, plus the

http://sf.factmonster.com/atlas/country/iraq.html


many “wadis” or seasonal river beds (usually dry, often steep-sided). Of these maps, which

show regional capitals? The Tigris and Euphrates rivers?

Source: Atlas published in Kuwait.

In point of fact, the Task Force apparently rejected all existing resources in

order to create a map of its own - see Fig. 1-4.



Fig. 1-4 This map, key to understanding the work of the Energy Task Force, was

released by the Bush administration after a lengthy battle in federal court. The lawsuit was

launched by Judicial Watch, a public interest law firm. Maps of oil fields in Saudi Arabia

and the United Arab Emirates were also made available.

Source: www.judicialwatch.org

http://www.judicialwatch.org/oldsite/IraqOilMap.pdf


"I am saddened that it is politically

inconvenient to acknowledge what

everyone knows: the Iraq war is largely

about oil." - Alan Greenspan, former

chairman, U.S. Federal Reserve, in September

2007. Greenspan and others took several years

to reach their conclusion. What if they - or all

of us - had analyzed the Task Force map (as

you have just done) before the invasion? What

would have happened if the Task Force map

had been widely circulated? Might the course

of history have shifted in another direction?

What would you say is the purpose of this map? General interest or specialized?

Does it depict a nation-state along with its infrastructure, or is it a map of oil

fields? Compare it to the other three maps of Iraq: how much does it tell us about

topography, desert areas, where the cities, towns, roads, and airports are located?

What information does it provide on the river systems that Iraq depends on? In

bringing information about oil to the forefront while de-emphasizing population

centers, does the map subtly suggest that Iraq functions primarily as a place to get

oil? (Forget that it is home to 26 million people who live and love; forget its rich

archaeological resources as the site of an ancient civilization.) One may criticize

the creators of this map ... or one can accept that they were simply doing what all

mapmakers do: selecting what suited their purpose.

These four maps well illustrate a

central, essential fact about all

maps: each is selective. Maps select

and frame a particular piece of

geography - that much is obvious.

More important, and more

surprising, is this: every map

frames a question, which then

becomes the question. Every map

then responds to its own question

by selecting those data deemed

relevant. No map shows

everything; what is selected reveals

the mapmaker’s mindset or purpose. To apply that general principle to the

example before us, if the Task Force on Energy had been assigned the task of

securing Iraq’s oil for America, Fig. 1-4 would be a very good map. Rejecting all

clutter, it single-mindedly draws attention to what supports that purpose.

But maps do more than reflect intention. They also create a mindset. They

nudge us toward a particular view of reality. What maps say to us, or show us -

the “answer” they set forth to the question they frame - exerts a powerful

influence on our perception, especially since maps still carry an aura of being

reliable and bias-free.



Everybody has an opinion on the Iraq War -

soldiers and bloggers and Jane Q. Citizen. How

many know how a particular map changed

things, building up a mindset that changed the

future both of Iraq and every nation that joined

the coalition for regime change in Iraq?

What we’re saying is this: maps are verbs. They may seem to be tactile objects,

documents we can handle or fold – nouns - but don’t be fooled. In persuasively

framing questions and selectively supplying answers they act; they initiate; they

function as agents. This is “the power of maps.”1 Just as a map of the United

States that highlights the network of Interstate highways (while suppressing, say,

historic sites or economic realities or elevation or voting patterns) sends one

message, so each of these maps depicting the same chunk of real estate carries its

own message. A map of Iraq that says, in effect, “Here is a rich and tappable

source of oil,” will influence those who see it.2

So I assert that buying a map is

not an innocent choice. Why?

Because maps have agendas. By

the way they frame and answer

questions they may quietly shift

the way we perceive reality. It’s no

exaggeration to say that those who

control our maps help shape the

outcome of our lives.

To summarize: maps are always more than they seem. They may look like

squiggles - however accurate and useful - on a page, but they actually mirror a

purpose and shape a perspective. Both of these actions occur simultaneously. The

next chapter will explore this more fully.

A Scenario

If I were writing a play or a movie script to show how maps reframe our questions, then

customize answers, I probably couldn’t do better than to give center stage to the Energy

Task Force. I’d show them as intelligent, top-of-their-form, Type-A personalities. They

know how to run a business; they have a impressive history of getting results.

They’re human as well. Very much aware of waistlines (expanding) and time horizons

(shrinking). Guys who know what tension is, and ruptured relationships. At least as

likeable - and perhaps as flawed - as the rest of us.

What they don’t have is map skills. Not one is a cartographer (cartographers never get



appointed to task forces like this). So members of the team commend the advance work

done for their meeting. Especially the map of Iraq. “It’s clear, it’s factual, it’s a solid basis

for developing our recommendations!” one of them explains, enthusiasm in his voice. One

person with a bit of exposure to map construction might even point out that its angles,

sizes, shapes, and distances speak to the professional expertise behind it.

Just off stage, semi-seen by the audience, stands a stash of maps offering other

perspectives on Iraq: topographic, commercial, water supply, you name it. But the team is

content with what they have been given ... one member, channeling Ira Gershwin, sings,

“Who could ask for anything more?”

So they are seduced by the appearance of objectivity, unaware that the map they have is

not a map of Iraq at all but a map of oil in Iraq, unaware that the focus of their inquiry has

shifted. The map before them is changing things. And they don’t even know it.

Notes to Chapter 1

1. The phrase is borrowed from The Power of Maps by Denis Wood. New York, The Guilford

Press, 1992. ←

2. Groups using this book for study and discussion might consider presenting the following

scenario:

In foreign Country X a committee has been charged with recommending changes in their

nation’s foreign policy. Spread out before them is a map of the U.S.A. with highly selective

data. Actually, it is a map tailor-made for this purpose. To illustrate how it picks and chooses

from available data, we zero in on the state of Georgia. And what do we find?

any reference to the original inhabitants, early exploration, or Civil War sites? No!

data about population distribution? No! (While Atlanta is shown, Savannah, Augusta,

and Athens are not mentioned.)

highways or airports marked? No!

natural attractions such as Stone Mountain? No!

centers of learning and public interest: Emory University, the Heard Museum, the

Carter Center, the Centers for Disease Control? No way!

major employers such as Coca-Cola’s world headquarters and the Ford Assembly plant?

No again!

http://www.deniswood.net/books.htm


Instead, the map before the task team fixates on peanuts:

it shows present growing areas, with figures on capacity,

it identifies areas that could be converted to peanut cultivation, and

it locates shipping ports to use to get product out of the United States and into country

X, which has an amazing appetite for peanuts.

Let your group assume a similarly selective agenda in the foreign task team’s mapping of all 50

states -- concentrating on oil in Texas, oranges in Florida, cheese in Wisconsin. (Canadians,

Australians and others will adapt the idea to their own situation.) If the foreign team had no

bias to start with, what effect might their map have on their perspective? What reaction would

you expect from the target nation if and when they learned about the other nation’s covert

intentions? Would that be an appropriate response? To what extent does this fictional

narrative shed light on the real-life story of the Task Force on Energy? What would you add to

or subtract from this imaginary scenario to make it more realistic? ←



What’s a map? Obviously, it’s a document;

in the past typically a sheet of paper,

increasingly today an image on a screen

showing the world or some part of it. What

does it do? It provides useful information such

as names of places, distances, types of terrain.

In many cases it shows us how to get where

we want to go. If such a response seems

obvious, no need to consider it any further,

please read on. You may be in for a surprise.

CHAPTER 2

Maps Send Messages

"... there can be no such thing as a truly objective map.

All maps are to a greater or lesser extent, and always have

been, propaganda."1

- Simon Winchester, author of The Map that Changed the World

Every map packages an idea. When there’s a match between what a map sets

before us and our expectations, we may hardly notice that the map is, after all, not

the real world but only one way of looking at it. When a map diverges from what

we expect, showing us another way of viewing reality, we may be stimulated, even

gaining new insight... or puzzled, disturbed, angry, or confused. The map may

make us so uncomfortable that we simply reject it.

What’s a Map For?

Ask the right questions. If you’re

not sure what the right questions

are, ask anyway. Keep an open

mind. These are key to gaining

benefit from any map. Our

worldview may be stretched and

enriched with new ideas. Here’s a

case in point: near the end of a

course on mapping, I may invite

students to comment generally about what maps are and do. Here are a few

responses, gleaned from a college course, a continuing education program for high

school teachers, and a church mission study on maps. You may find the range of

responses revealing.



Building on their recent exposure to a variety of map images, participants

responded with analytical skill and their personal feelings:

A neat way to get certain kinds of information

Highly political statements

Enrichment for following the news or the Olympics

A prelude to prayer

Propaganda in disguise

A way of connecting to people I’ve never met

It’s humbling - it puts us in our place

Helps students “really connect” with their studies in literature, language,

history, math and science

A helpful corrective to some of our mistaken ideas

A way to separate “us” from “them”

A device for telling me things I could never guess at

A way to get answers to questions like How far? How big? Where?

A way to demonstrate “We’re all in this together”

Some maps make me almost cry because they bring home what’s going on.

A reminder of the richness and variety of the world

Every time I see a map of our country it’s like falling in love.

What a wonderful world!

Those diverse responses functioned as windows into students’ thought

processes. The statements were never intended to be definitive ... just markers

along a journey of discovery. At one time these students, like many of us, may

have seen maps simply as factual documents – a map is a map is a map – but

through their exposure they began to read them at a deeper level. They



The Mercator projection

Map Fact

Conformal: the name given to a projection

that maintains correct angles and shapes at

any given point. The Mercator is the example

most commonly cited.

understood the “messages” that lay behind the map and were there all the time.

Now let’s turn to a particular case.

Deciphering the Mercator Message

A prime example of maps

sending messages is the familiar

Mercator. We’ll have more to say

about it later, but right now let’s

simply state that it’s a perfect map

in some ways but perfectly awful in

others.

Consider the positive aspect

first. When used for its original

purpose – navigating – the

Mercator asserts, as clearly as any

projection2 system can, that the

world is predictable, measurable, reliable. Even manageable. Angles on the map

accurately represent angles on the surface of the Earth. It makes no difference

whether you measure those angles along the equator or in high latitudes, at the

edges of the map or near its visual center; if you’re a sailor you can trust your ship

and your life to the answer. Moreover, what was true in 1569, when the map was

devised, remains equally true today; technology has not outdated it. The world,

like the map, is - in this respect at least - user-friendly. As surely as daylight first

appears on the eastern horizon, this map can be trusted.

On the other hand, when a

world map on the Mercator

projection is used – as happens far

too often – as a wall decoration, a

symbol standing for the whole

world, to promote a product, for

classroom teaching, or as context

for negotiating how the people of the world will live together, it sends the wrong



message.

Why? Because it grossly enlarges some parts of the world and seriously

diminishes the size of others. Given that India is about three times the size of

Scandinavia, a map that accurately shows that ratio might be said to be fair, free

of bias, value-neutral. But the Mercator makes the larger area look smaller.

Similarly, Russia shows up larger than all of Africa: that is, the reality on paper

does violence to the reality on the ground since Africa is close to twice the size of

Russia. The essential point is: Where size is concerned, better not count on a

world map on the Mercator projection.

Fig. 2-1 Greenland vs. Africa on this use of the Mercator Projection.

Source: www.ODTmaps.com

There’s more: the way the Mercator is typically presented drops the equator low

on the page, giving about two-thirds of the map’s space to the northern

hemisphere and placing, say, Europe near the visual center of the map. What

message does that send? How about these:

http://www.odtmaps.com/


North rules!

Europeans are the center of the world.

Some of us are big and powerful.

“South” is the graphic equivalent of the segregated back of the bus in the days

before Rosa Parks initiated the Montgomery bus boycott and so created a critical

moment in the U.S. civil rights movement.

Some people count for more than others.

“It’s all about us!”

In graphic terms it sets before the viewer a contrast:

This is US – This is you.

Fig. 2-2 Notice the low placement of the equator on this map in the Mercator

Projection.

Source: www.ODTmaps.com

http://www.odtmaps.com/


Still, let’s be fair to Gerhard Kremer, the map’s creator. In situating Germany,

the country to which he had fled as a refugee, near the visual center of his map, he

was following age-old precedent. As humans we have a pervasive – universal is

not too strong a word – tendency to place ourselves at the center of things. (How

could it be otherwise? Stand somewhere ... gaze around while you turn full circle,

then in your imagination project your view outward, farther and farther until it

takes in the whole world ... don’t you get a virtual map centered on yourself?) So

here’s an approach to reading map messages: on any world map - often on other

maps as well - pay attention to the visual center. What you find there offers one

clue to “important ” and to “home.” Specifically, to the home base of the

mapmaker and what places really count. Often, as with the Mercator, the two

merge into one.

Fig. 2-3 World map using the Mercator projection

Source: www.ODTmaps.com

http://www.odtmaps.com/


Little Town, Big Message

Maps can do many things. For one, they can legitimately depict a world

centered on the viewer, as in the process just described. Within that category are

maps known as equidistant. As a projection system this has the playful capacity to

be centered anywhere you choose. Thus, if you believe “all roads lead to Rome,”

you can set the center there: you look out on the world as if that is where you are

standing. If you hold, as the Human Genome project declares, that humans first

appeared in Africa, you might center it there and plot the probable migrations

outward. Figure 2-4 shows the whole world as if the tiny town of Beamsville,

Ontario, Canada (population 10,000) stands at the center. Suddenly, it's as if the

world revolves around this tiny community!

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_Genome_Project


Fig. 2-4 Shows the whole world as if the tiny town of Beamsville, Ontario (population

10,000) stands at the center of everything. Suddenly, the world revolves around this tiny

community!

Source: www.ODTmaps.com © Len Guelke, from the author’s collection.

Does the map send a message?

http://www.odtmaps.com/


Map Fact

Equidistant: Any map that accurately shows

straight-line distance from a central point.

Figure 2-4 is an equidistant map. The

Mercator, on the other hand, sacrifices

accurate distance over the entire surface

(except along the equator) in the interest of

correct angles. The Peters and the Hobo-Dyer

(which we will introduce in later chapters)

sacrifice measurable distance for the sake of

getting size right.

Very clearly! It says that

Beamsville, too small to appear on

many maps, sometimes subsumed

under its town name of Lincoln,

counts. It has as much right as any

other place to consider itself the

center of our planet! Reinforcing

that impression are the concentric

rings, designating distance to

Beamsville in kilometers. Is it a

good map? One might find fault

with it: it distorts shape (note

Australia especially). As for distance, only distance to/from Beamsville is correct;

all others will be wrong. Yet the map is perfect – for its purpose.

Fuller Makes His Message Clear

When futurist Buckminster Fuller launched his map, which he labeled the

Dymaxion World Map or Dymaxion Airocean World, he articulated its messages.

Since his flat map (Fig. 2-5) may be assembled into a multisided “globe” in several

different ways, he pointed to the map’s several meanings:

... one of these pictures is ... the One Ocean World, fringed by the shoreline

fragments .... It discloses the relative vastness of the Pacific and emphasizes that

ocean’s longest axis, from Cape Horn to the Aleutians. Oriented about the Antarctic,

the waters of the Indian and Atlantic Oceans open out directly from the Pacific as

lesser gulfs of the one ocean ...

... compare the impressions derived from looking first at the one-continent

arrangement and then at the one-ocean assembly. Turning away and reporting his

[sic] impressions ... [the reader] would be inclined to testify that these maps were

composed of different components; that the one-continent map was composed of

seventy-five per cent dry land area, that the one-ocean map was comprised of ninety

per cent water area.3



Fig. 2-5 Dymaxion World Map

Source: BFI

Either way the message is striking: the world is a vast ocean (punctuated by

chunks of land, outcroppings of the world’s one continent) or one large land mass

(flooded in places by the surrounding sea).

Fuller also saw his invention as a long-needed corrective to an outdated

perspective on the world. He spoke of

... our prevailing public ignorance of dynamic Air-ocean geography, we being as yet

blinded by ... Mercator projection vendors, and by the historical east-west orientation

inertia. It is hoped that a new north-south dynamic world orientation will be aided by

the Dymaxion Airocean World .4

Fuller was also known for his

now-famous expression, “We’re all

astronauts aboard a little

http://bfi.org/


Source: BFI

spaceship, called Earth.” His map,

foldable into a 20-sided globe (at

right or below), reinforced that

idea.

Message: What’s Up?

With the stunning clarity of an

alarm clock comes the message of

the What’s Up? South! Map. (Fig.

2-6) The interpretation printed

beneath the map opens with the

provocative question, “Who ever

said North must be on top?”

Fig. 2-6 What’s Up? South! Map

http://www.odtmaps.com/detail.asp_Q_product_id_E_DymaxionModel
http://bfi.easystorecreator.com/items/maps/fold-up-globe-w-base-stand-306-detail.htm


Source: www.ODTmaps.com

First, let’s be clear about one thing: it’s convenient to keep north consistently at

the top of a map: you don’t have to check the compass symbol printed on the map

every time. But north doesn’t have to be given pride of place. In some earlier

centuries east got top billing, and our continuing use of terms like “let’s get

oriented” reflects that practice. (“Orient” refers to east; get east right and

everything else falls into place.) One of Mercator’s own maps – of the British Isles

– has west uppermost. South has often been set at the top; that practice is

sometimes still followed by organizations that cater to motorists, including the

American and Canadian Automobile Associations, books like Along Interstate 75

and some British road maps. So even for drivers heading to Florida, south may be

“on top.” Some software allows you to print strip maps either “up” or “down” -

whatever “feels” right, based on the direction you are going. All of this points to a

fundamental fact: what goes “up” owes more to convention and personal

convenience than to any requirements of cartographic science.

That’s why this next map, known as the Hobo-Dyer, is both startling and

refreshing: it shows us another way to see the world. Actually two different ways.

Fig. 2-7 Hobo-Dyer south up, Australia-centric map

Source: www.ODTmaps.com

http://www.odtmaps.com/
http://www.odtmaps.com/


Fig. 2-8 Hobo-Dyer Africa-centric map

Source: www.ODTmaps.com

The first is, of course, the south-up perspective. Maps with this orientation are

particularly well known in Australia and New Zealand. The text printed on Stuart

McArthur’s map, another south on top map, is instructive:

... the first step in the long-overdue crusade to elevate our glorious but neglected

nation from the gloomy depths of anonymity in the world power struggle to its

rightful position — towering  over its Northern neighbors, reigning splendidly at the

helm of the universe. Never again to suffer the perpetual onslaught of Down Under

jokes – implications from Northern nations that the height of a country’s prestige is

determined by its equivalent spatial location on a conventional map of the world ....

Finally, South emerges on top.5

McArthur’s map soon resonated with Australians and has been used for

educational and humorous purposes in the Northern Hemisphere as well.6

For a second startling insight to come from the Hobo-Dyer image, compare

http://www.odtmaps.com/
http://www.odtmaps.com/detail.asp_Q_product_id_E_McA-23x35
http://www.odtmaps.com/detail.asp_Q_product_id_E_McA-23x35


Figures 2-7 and 2-8. Though the images seem sharply different, they have only

two differences, what goes at the top and what goes at the center. The traditional

presentation (2-8) places the prime or zero meridian (about which we’ll have

more to say later), running through Greenwich, England, at the center. Africa and

Europe claim a certain priority of attention. An alternate way to slice the map

centers it on the Pacific. Many viewers immediately get the point: Fig 2-7 not only

promotes Australia's visibility but dramatically emphasizes how much of the world

is water. Such a message impacts us all, given that about 70 percent of our

planet’s surface is water (though only three percent is fit to drink).

Where a “Simple” Decision Alters Political Perceptions

Imagine a light source inside an earth globe. Then imagine wrapping a single

sheet of paper around the globe, touching it, say, at the equator. Turn on the light;

the land masses and lines visible on the globe are now projected to show it as a

flat sheet on the paper, hence the term “projection.” See Figure 2 - 9



Fig. 2-9 You can project the globe onto anything that will roll out flat when you cut it.

Planes, cones and cylinders are most common. Note the effect each has on the pattern

made by the lines of latitude and longitude.

Source: © 1984 Friendship Press. All rights reserved.

Since the wrap-around sheet forms a cylinder, this type of projection is known

as cylindrical. In actual practice, it is not done that way, but the illustration is an

excellent metaphor for the mathematical mapping of points on the globe to

plotted points on the flat sheet. But back to the cylinder....

One more task remains: the cylinder must be cut to show it as a flat sheet.

Where is not dictated by the globe, which has no slice markings; it is the



mapmaker’s free choice. And that choice influences our perceptions, as we’ve just

seen in the case of the Hobo-Dyer.

In reality, what seems like an innocent and purely technical choice by a

disinterested mapmaker may have implications for international relations. For

example, to locate North America at the visual center (which might be desired in

some cases), Russia must be split. Some mapmakers rejected that approach,

preferring to show the vast sweep of Russia - or the Soviet Union in its day -

uninterrupted. But that choice may translate into a political statement, says

cartographic analyst John Snyder. “Contrary to wanting to de-emphasize Russia’s

importance, there were rumors that its large red size on some U.S.-made maps in

Mercator projection - with Russia not split – was to help justify the military desire

for U.S. military build-up.”7

A Subtle Message from a Border

A widespread impression holds that Canada and the United States are so

interconnected they are destined to draw closer and closer together. Perhaps even,

one day, join. In spite of the current emphasis on “walling off” its borders to keep

suspicious characters out, the United States historically shares with Canada “the

world’s longest undefended border.” The two countries have long been each

other’s best customer. They speak the same dominant language, watch the same

movies, laugh at the same jokes. Thousands of people call one of the countries

home while working in the other. Uncounted numbers have family and friends in

the other nation; according to State Department estimates, fully 300,000 people

cross the border on any average day.

From this perspective, the boundary is a costly nuisance. In an ideal world it

would be downgraded. The two countries would be integrated; common defense,

free trade and the unimpeded flow of such resources as water, oil, lumber, and

labor would wipe out its drawbacks.

The map, however, speaks of a realm of meaning just beneath the surface. It

points to two different ways of living. The simple fact that the line exists at all – in

spite of all the familial, cultural, economic, and political pressures to send it to the

trash bin – is evidence of another reality. A group of visionaries in the 1860s



chose, as The Times of London saw it, “to raise a barrier of law and moral force

extending near three thousand miles between [Canada] and the most powerful

and aggressive state in the New World.” Today James Laxer looks at a map and

says, “The Canada-U.S. border draws a line between two societies with strikingly

different views on key contemporary societal questions. On guns and capital

punishment, the environment and health care, war and peace, Canada and the

U.S. march to different drummers. 8

On Canada Day 2009 the New York Times invited some Canadians living south

of the border to speak about how they perceived the meaning of the border. Some

of their responses highlight the differences Laxer mentions, and which the map

highlights. Whimsically yet with bite, Tim Long writes from sunny California

about snow. “... to my Canadian eye, American snow is like American health care:

sporadic, unreliable and distributed unevenly among the population.”

Maps – like the lines across them marking a seemingly simple boundary - open

up meanings beyond anything a casual tourist discerns.

For Whom the Bill Tolls

If boundary lines speak of diverging attitudes, so their absence can make a big

difference. For this we turn to Florida, and to highway planning.

The goal seemed simple enough: build an interchange from Interstate 4 to Walt

Disney World. Three principal entities developed a plan: Disney, and Orange and

Osceola counties. A map of the area was provided: see Figure 2-10.



Fig. 2-10 Interchange in Orlando area

Source: Courtesy of the Orlando Sentinel

So far, so good. On and off ramps were designed, a schedule was adopted, a

budget set up. Agreements were signed. Then came the bombshell: Orange County

taxpayers were handed a bill of $53 million ... for an interchange in another

county. Osceola County officials were later quoted as saying, “Cheapest

interchange we ever got.” In effect they picked up a free benefit: the interchange

brought traffic, and therefore tolls and business, their way. In the controversy that



ensued the facts came out: the engineers’ map, which did not show county lines,

made it seem that Osceola was just a minor player.

Was the misinformation intended? You don’t have to believe that to get the

point: but the map had budget implications that taxpayers in Orange County

continued to pay for for years.

From Fuzzy Maps to Persistent Problems

Like sheet glass hit by a heavy rock, peace suddenly shattered in Caledonia, a

Southern Ontario town. It was early in 2006. On one side were First Nations

people; on the other, commercial developers and their supporters. From

February’s freeze to summer’s heat the issue was who did 40 hectares (about 99

acres) of land belong to: the native peoples or the newcomers? A housing

development was in its early stages; builders and potential buyers believed they

had rights; First Nations representatives challenged that. Over time the dispute

heated up, with blockaded roads, insults being hurled, non-stop police presence,

occasional acts of violence, people’s lives being disrupted. Even the U.S. Border

Patrol decided things were serious enough to take the unusual step of dispatching

agents into another country’s sovereign territory.



Source: Courtesy of Expositor, Brantford, Ontario

Outside observers might wonder what the fuss was all about. Just look at the

deeds, they might say. Check official records of land transfers, get the legal facts

and let that settle things.

“Things” didn’t yield to simple solutions, however. History and maps played a

role fully as important as legal deeds.

The story starts as the American colonies split from Britain. Thousands of

people – known in the United States as Tories or those who had chosen the wrong

side in the war but honored in Canada as United Empire Loyalists – migrated

north in the years 1775-1783. Upper Canada's Governor wanted land for them to

settle on, as well as to provide for indigenous Six Nations people who had rallied

to the British side in the American Revolution. Through Colonel John Butler he

procured land from the resident Mississauga Tribe.

But neither the Governor nor Butler knew exactly how much land they had



acquired. Neither did the tribal chiefs who granted it. Why? Because the land had

never been accurately mapped and measured. Efforts to define it soon ran into

trouble as landmarks and boundaries, stated in words, left surveyors scratching

their heads.

Fig. 2-11 Hand-drawn, thought to date from the 1930s but based on earlier sources.

Source: Collection of the author.

The story continues on October 25, 1784, when the Governor, Sir Frederick

Haldimand, turned over to the Mohawks what may variously be called the Grand

River Tract, the Haldimand Tract, Mohawk Territory, or Six Nations Land. This

first grant of Crown lands in the history of Upper Canada (now Ontario), it

encompassed an area extending “Six Miles deep from each Side of the River

beginning at Lake Erie, & extending in that Proportion to [its] ... Head.” 9



The devil, as often, was in the details. Where did the Grand begin? No one

knew. (Actually, its source is in an extensive swamp, so where in that morass do

you start measuring your six miles from?) Further, do you measure from the exact

center of the river or from each bank? When do you measure: in the spring, when

the river is in flood or when it dries to a summer trickle? What about tributaries:

were they to be considered part of the river, or not? Say that the general direction

of the river is south, do you measure six miles consistently east-west or, wherever

the river bends, apply the rule perpendicular to the riverbed? Map-making efforts

in this case, no matter how well intentioned and careful, left a lot to be desired:

they were imprecise and subject to various interpretations.

By 1791 a new governor, John Graves Simcoe, ordered a survey of the entire

province. In the process came a startling announcement: the land originally

purchased from the Mississaugas did not extend as far as the settlers supposed.

Early surveyors thought they had reached the Thames when they got to what is

today the Conestoga River, so the early calculations were confusing. The result

was a serious question: did the First Nations hold technical and legal title to

thousands of acres more than anyone had assumed?



Fig. 2-12 Shows the benefits of more advanced mapping techniques: it is more

accurate in scale and direction, for example. The shaded area represents one

interpretation of the six-miles-from-the-river grant of land to the Six Nations.

Source: Collection of the author.

Creating further uncertainty, the Simcoe survey map - for reasons unexplained -

stopped short of the source of the Grand River. On the one hand Chief

Thayendanagea of the Mohawks, also known as Joseph Brant, clearly believed that

the lands along the Grand were “absolutely our own;”10 on the other, if that

opinion had been widely shared history would be very different.

While our story here is unique, it needs to be seen as symptomatic of a larger

issue stretching across North America. Much of British Columbia’s vast territory –

some say 100 percent!11 - is subject to continuing land claims. In 1946 the U.S. set



up the Indian Land Claims Commission, but after 60+ years it still has work to

do.

Agreements on fishing and hunting rights, governance and taxation as well as

land transfers were often based on treaties and maps that – certainly by today’s

standards – were less than reliable. By and large, negotiations over treaty rights

have been fairly amicable though painfully, frustratingly slow. Yet enough claims

like the one in Caledonia are still unsettled to give cartographers, lawyers,

politicians, justice activists, and negotiators steady work for years to come. No one

intentionally falsified their maps but, clearly, both maps and the absence of maps

are at the heart of the continuing controversy.



Fig. 2-13 Part of the Six Nations’ effort to assert their claim. The shaded portion shows

land thought to have been granted by Haldimand October 25, 1784; the block shaded in

red/pink (center-bottom) shows current Six Nations land. This colored area measures

about 46,500 acres, or 4.9 percent of the original grant.

Source: Reclamationinfo.com

Another Way of Locating “Up”

To raise the question of what goes “up” on a map is to invite a serious look at

how North American indigenous people did mapping. Their experience has

http://reclamationinfo.com/


something important to add to the conversation. But first it is important to gain

some background, to develop at least a basic rapport with their context.

Few maps drawn centuries ago by the first North Americans have come down

to us.12 As a result, some tentativeness, even considerable humility, is in order

whenever we as outsiders deal with related subjects.

Still, some assertions can be attempted. Indeed, should be, for deliberately to

ignore indigenous people’s spatial communications would be to demean their

culture and impoverish our understanding. Let’s start by asserting that North

American natives created no maps of foreign lands. That sharply contrasts with

European practice: explorers and conquistadors were constantly documenting

their territorial ambitions with maps.

Yet European and American explorers often relied on mapping information

supplied by indigenous people. Samuel de Champlain in the New France of the

early 17th century, David Thompson, (whom some consider the greatest

geographer of all time), who almost single-handedly mapped the vast interior of

British North America, including Montana and the Columbia River region as well

as today’s Canadian West, and Lewis and Clark, with their 1810 history-making

map of the American West - these among others acknowledge their debt.

Further, the original residents of the Americas had no need of what we call

cadastral maps – maps with boundary lines to support ownership or taxation

status. With a different understanding of “this land is my land” than Europeans

brought, they neither set up fences nor laid down lines on maps separating “ours”

from “yours” or “theirs.” We can also state, in broad terms, that the “maps” they

did create were highly functional, showing the way to good hunting or fishing or

where a cave might provide shelter in a time of storm. Toward this goal they

relied on song and story as well as visual information. (Imagine, if you will,

“speaking” a map or “singing” a map rather than “looking at” a map.)13 Where

modern maps count on measured, verifiable data, early indigenous efforts

sometimes referenced the spirit world as part of the human experience. To our

Western mind with its linear thinking and dependence on documents, the oral

tradition may seem strange, foreign, unreliable ... yet its value was strikingly

affirmed by the Supreme Court of Canada in a landmark 1997 ruling on First



Nations land claims.14 Other times, as among the Inuit, stone markers provided

information that in a literate culture might be conveyed through maps and written

stories. Because they function as geographic markers and also say, in effect, to

travelers in a harsh and lonely environment, “You are not alone,” they blur the

line between “geography” and “relationships,” demonstrable fact and perception,

and finally between “maps” and “meaning.”15 It becomes crucial to look beyond

the physical object to ask about significance and even, sometimes, about the

mysterious. And that is true not only of Inuit markers but of any map.



Stone markers like this, known as Inuksuk (s.) or Inuksuit (pl.), served to provide

information or guidance among the Inuit in Canada's far north and in Alaska. They also

sent a message, “You are not alone. Others have come this way .” The 2010 Winter

Olympics in Vancouver popularized the symbol. One Inuksuk holds an honored place in

Canada‘s Parliament in Ottawa.)

Source: www.seethewestend.com

Now to the question of how they oriented their maps. Did North get to the top?

http://www.seethewestend.com/inukshuk/inukshuk.htm


Interestingly, pictographs created before the European conquest suggest a whole

other way of determining what goes “up” on the map.

In contrast to then-developing European practice, the top of the drawing could

never be assumed to represent North. Nor South nor East or West. Instead of a

compass direction, these mapmakers may be said to have thought outside the

compass box, setting “upstream” – that is, higher ground - at the top of the map.

Fig. 2-14 North American Indian pictograph

This pictograph illustrates how indigenous tribes in North America used highly

functional communication systems. Map users today expect to be told where North is;

those for whom pictographs/maps like this were drawn found upstream/downstream and

locating good hunting areas more to the point.

Source: Public Domain

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:GreatGalleryedit.jpg


Does this strike you as surprising or strange? If so, it demonstrates how fully

most of us have internalized the dominant Western system. It may be worth

asking why we are prone to look down on the practice of indigenous peoples - in

the Americas, the South Seas, Australia, wherever. Is it inferior ... or just

different? From another perspective, defining map orientation by the direction

streams flow may have more in common with current modes of thought than we

might suppose. A French friend once sketched for me a map of the area drained by

the Seine River, from Paris to its mouth at Le Havre. He put Paris at the top of the

page and finished with the English Channel at the bottom. In choosing to show

the river flowing “down” on the page, he reversed the orientation maps typically

follow. Interestingly, his choice conforms to the traditional naming of France's

administrative regions or départements - the area around the river mouth is

known as the Lower Seine (Seine Inférieure) - no matter that it is farther north.

And sailors on the St. Lawrence-Great Lakes system speak of “going up” even

when they are heading west or south, so long as they are moving against the

current. In a similar way, bioregional mapping may emphasize a “watershed”

approach, making clear that what is dumped upstream flows downstream.

Maps that look “primitive” or “unsophisticated” – lacking many features we

associate with contemporary, color-coded, computer-based cartography – can yet

be fully functional. That is, such proto-maps were doing exactly what they were

supposed to do. And they were sending their own important message: there are

more ways to create a map than most of us have ever imagined.

Mapping for Peace – Without a Map

Now let’s time-travel to Camp David near Washington, D.C. The year is 2000.

We look in on negotiations that we hope, as the whole world fervently hopes, will

bring peace to the Middle East. Or at least something significantly closer to peace

between Israelis and Palestinians. One common perception of the outcome is that

U.S. President Bill Clinton and Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak have come up

with a generous offer, which the Palestinians perversely reject.

Noam Chomsky begs to differ: “There is a simple way to evaluate these claims:

present a map of the territorial settlement proposed. No map has been found in



US media or journals, apart from scholarly sources and the dissident literature.”

Evidently with good reason, certainly with major result: “A look at the maps

reveals that the Clinton-Barak offer virtually divided the West Bank into three

cantons, effectively separated from one another by two salients consisting of

expansive Jewish settlement and infrastructure developments.”

Dennis Ross, a Fellow at the Washington Institute for Near East Policy and

chief negotiator for the U.S. in the Camp David process, agrees with Chomsky to

this extent: “we actually never put a map on the table.... We were leaving it to the

parties to ... develop the maps.”16

Develop their own maps - that is precisely what they did. In effect, the map

shown as Fig. 2-15A makes clear what mere words in a news release could hardly

show: that the proposed solution would, according to one understanding, subject

Palestinians to a permanent state of isolation and dependency. In fact, “In Israel,

maps did appear in the mainstream press, and the proposals are commonly

described as modeled on South Africa’s Bantustans of forty years ago” 17 (with the

same oppressive intention and result).

Would the right maps, widely circulated, actually change what people thought -

and still think - of Camp David 2000? Chomsky, a leading analyst of current

affairs, clearly says Yes!18



Fig. 2-15A This is one application of the Camp David proposals. It illustrates the point

made by Chomsky and by President Jimmy Carter and supported by many Israelis. The

areas designated Palestinian territory would be effectively cut off from one another.

Source: © 2004 Washington Institute for Near East Policy. Reprinted by permission.



Fig. 2-15B This map, according to Dennis Ross, reflects the actual proposal intended at



Camp David. Clearly, our mental maps make a difference in how we make decisions.

Surprising? Not really: maps always frame and shape the way we perceive reality. Their

messages have power.

Source: © 2004 Washington Institute for Near East Policy. Reprinted by permission.

We started this chapter asserting that maps come with purposes, perspectives,

and messages. Sometimes these messages are blatant and at other times hidden.

We looked at the Mercator, locale-centered maps as well as Buckminster Fuller’s

Dymaxion, and maps with different centering and different compass orientations

(say, south on top). Borders shape and reflect political perspectives. And mapping

from indigenous cultures represents a challenge to Western-based modes of map

making. Lastly, we saw the example of the Palestinian-Israeli peace talks getting

derailed due to a lack of common ground in mapping. The next chapter will

further explore the theme of maps and their messages, as we turn to what has

reportedly become the most controversial map in cartographic history, the Peters.
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had or created maps before the arrival of Europeans. This is currently a matter of debate

among cartographers. Some have stated that maps have a long history, even predating the

invention of writing. The monumental History of Cartography, especially Vol. 2 Book 3,

Cartography in the Traditional African, American, Arctic, Australian, and Pacific Societies, by

David Woodward and G. Malcom Lewis, eds. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998, treats

indigenous efforts as maps. Denis Wood, on the other hand, in his Rethinking the Power of
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much a part of the event being described that it would be arrogant to presume to classify or

categorize the event exactly or for all time. 

In the Aboriginal tradition the purpose of repeating oral accounts from the past is broader

than the role of human history in western societies. It may be to educate the listener, to

communicate aspects of culture, to socialize people...

Oral accounts of the past include a good deal of subjective experience. They are not simply a

detached recounting ... but, rather, are “facts enmeshed in the stories of a lifetime.” They are

also likely to be rooted in particular locations, making reference to particular families and

communities. This contributes to a sense that there are many [stories], each characterized in

part by how a people see themselves, how they define their identity in relation to their

environment, and how they express their uniqueness as a people.

The Court drove to its landmark ruling:

Notwithstanding the challenges created by the use of oral histories as proof of historical facts,

the laws of evidence must be adapted in order that this type of evidence can be

accommodated and placed on an equal footing with the types of historical evidence that

courts are familiar with, which largely consists of ... documents.

This brief summary, let it be noted, is part of a Court decision that runs to about 500 pages. To

pursue the matter, go to Supreme Court of Canada – Decisions - Delgamuukw v. British

Columbia, 1997. A provocative analysis may be found in John Ralston Saul’s A Fair Country:
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travesty passes without criticism, even notice.” ←



CHAPTER 3

Behind the Scenes with the Peters Map1

"Purely in terms of sheer numbers of distributed copies,

Peters’ world map may be the best known map in the

world, excepting only the Mercator and possibly the

Robinson."

- Jeremy Crampton, in The Cartographic Journal

If the statement above is true – and we have no reason to doubt it – it’s a

remarkable story. First published in Germany in 1974, the Peters map broke into

the English-speaking world in 1983 and is now widely available also in French,

Spanish, Italian, Swedish, and Danish editions. United Nations agencies, religious

communities, international development and humanitarian service organizations

are prominent among major users. It continues to make its mark in schools and

universities.



Fig. 3-1 Arno Peters Equal Area map. Originally meticulously drawn by a non-

cartographer while he was working on his comprehensive world history project. The

technical details were refined by Oxford Cartographers, who translated the map from

German into English.

Source: Oxford Cartographers

http://www.oxfordcartographers.com/publish/peters.htm


(From left to right) Lucy Peters, Arno, his brother Werner, Bruno Peters. Arno is about

5 years old here. He was exposed early in his childhood to social activists, as his parents,

Lucy and Bruno, were highly involved in the labor union movement.

Not surprisingly, Arno Peters’ work has encountered heated opposition as well

as enthusiastic welcome. To develop a fully informed perspective on the map, it

becomes important to know the man.

Shaping a Character

Born in Berlin, Arno Peters came of age during Germany’s Nazi era. But other

dynamics shaped him, notably his parents’ example of commitment to social

justice. They were independent thinkers and activists; indeed, Bruno Peters,

Arno’s father, was condemned to prison because he refused to conform to state

totalitarianism. One of Arno Peters’ early memories, he stated during an interview

in October 2001, was of a black professor from the United States being

entertained in their home (See also the Arno Peters Photo Album). The visitor, an

http://odt.org/album.htm


author and activist in what we today might call the civil rights struggle or the

liberation of the oppressed, left a lasting impression. This opening to a wider

world, unusual in the Germany of that day, grew through other encounters that

crossed the chasms of culture, race, and nationality. Together they tore at his

loyalties. How could this 13-year old German youth accept the official dogma of

Aryan superiority? How could he go along with popular put-downs of other

peoples? How could he deny his own experience?

The Peters family had many visitors from other countries and other cultures visiting

their home. Arno Peters' father, Bruno (missing from this picture), was imprisoned by the

Nazi regime near the end of the World War II. His parents’ activism put the entire Peters

family at risk. Bruno Peters lived through his incarceration only because the war ended.

As World War II drew to a close Arno Peters saw firsthand the terrifying and

tragic results of prevailing attitudes, of false world-views that led some people to

deny the inherent dignity of others. Moral outrage flamed within him; he

determined to do what he could to reshape the world in a fairer, more equitable

way.

Righting Wrongs: The Historical Record

Even before founding the Institute for Universal History, Peters brought



together an international, intercultural team of scholars to evaluate world history

curricula. According to his analysis, these typically lacked balance and

inclusiveness.

They concentrated on Western history, paying only scant attention to the

rest of the world.

They weighted certain centuries heavily – mostly the recent ones – as if the

accomplishments of other centuries didn’t matter.

They still used terms like “Dark Ages,” seemingly unaware that the period

they called dark was a time of great flowering of civilization beyond

Europe’s shores.

“World” histories specialized in kings, political figures and battles to the

virtual neglect of any deep understanding of cultural life or how the vast

majority of ordinary people lived.

In short, the claim of mainstream historians to present a reliable view of the

world’s history was false.

Peters’ bold response was to develop, over a period of years, and publish his

Synchronoptische Weltgeschichte (soon adapted in a French version as Histoire

Mondiale Synchronoptique)2. One might say that even as a historian he was

thinking like a mapmaker, assigning historical data – events in time – a spatial

value and location. Each decade, each century, from 3000 BCE to the present gets

its own allotment of space on a page; there are no favorites based on arbitrary or

personal preference.



This is a sample page from the monumental analysis of history, Synchronoptische

Weltgeschichte. Here we see historical events and trends deemed most significant, year by

year for hundred-year intervals. Readers are enabled to grasp time in spatial (not just in

linear) terms, and to "synchronize" a variety of economic, cultural, religious, political, and

military developments, allowing for integrated understanding.

Source: www.heliheyn.de

Righting Wrongs: The World Image

But Peters was not satisfied. He contended that people’s perceptions of the

world suffered from geographic distortion as well as from historical skewing. And

the Mercator projection, widely used, often uncritically assumed to be “the truth,”

had to be supplanted. Like the racist regime of the Nazis, it offended his sense of

fairness to all peoples. Finding no satisfactory alternative, he set about to create

one. It had to be an equal area map – absolutely no question there – as one might

expect from a person of his convictions. He felt it had also to retain certain

strengths of the Mercator, especially its rectangular grid, from which other

desirable properties derived -- including unambiguous orientation, north always

http://www.heliheyn.de/Maps/Pictures/Tafel_A.jpg


For a perspective on Arno Peters: the man,

his map, his creative message, we turn to

Mexico. Diego Kloss, then professor of

geography at the Universidad Nacional

Autónoma de México (UNAM), situates Peters

firmly among such leading thinkers as Galileo

Galilei, Isaac Newton, Sigmund Freud, Karl

Marx, and Noam Chomsky.7 The point is not

whether we approve the work each one did;

rather, it is to acknowledge that the world is

seen differently, and now works in a different

way, because of them.

This book invites you, among its other

being straight up and south always straight down.

Support and criticism soon surfaced. Dr. Peters reflected on the turmoil of that

time:

... public discussion was such as had not been known in the history of cartography.

I attribute this to the fact that the debate over my map was in reality not a struggle

about a projection as such but about a world picture. Clearly, ideology had entered

the struggle.3

And that points to what some consider Arno Peters’ greatest contribution to the

art and science of map making. In the storm of controversy that swirled around

his map, that extended to his other work and finally to his person, it became clear

that maps are never simply objective, scientific, mathematically precise, utterly

reliable statements of “truth” – they are constructs, they carry a point of view,

they have an agenda. To call that agenda political or cultural or ideological or

commercial or practical does not alter the essential reality: the map has a

purpose. It follows, then, as I have argued elsewhere,4 that a map needs to be

judged in light of its intent. Is the purpose worthy? How well does the map fulfill

that purpose? To apply extraneous criteria is to run the risk of being irrelevant

and unfair and, worst of all, to miss the point.

This is not to advance the claim

that Peters was the only one -- or

even the first -- to declare the need

for an equal-area representation of

the world. Rather, because of him

the point got made in such a

dramatic way that no one now can

go back to what Peters called “the

old cartography.”5 In a remarkable

way, the world of map making has

moved beyond the simple (though

significant) split: pro-Peters and

anti-Peters camps. Its taxonomy is



objectives, to see Arno Peters and his map as

changing the way we perceive and live in the

world.

now to be understood as pre-

Peters and post-Peters. To borrow

Jeremy Crampton’s cogent

phrase,6 with the Peters Map

“cartography’s defining moment had come.” It is a matter of record.

Arno Peters lived, and the world is no longer the same.

Arno Peters, age 64 (1980)

Source: www.ODTmaps.com

Notes to Chapter 3
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CHAPTER 4

The Map that Got Hijacked

"The Mercator Projection revolutionised navigation and

has become the most common worldview."

- Nicholas Crane’s Mercator, The Man Who Mapped the Planet

A Low-Key yet Powerful Message

Pushing back a shock of greying hair, the old man leaned lovingly over the

stamps spread out on his desk: British on one side, Canadian on the other. To the

youngster beside him they held little appeal. Subtle pastel colors, monotonously

similar in shape, all showing reigning monarchs who looked as if they never

enjoyed a joke. One stamp, however, stood out: brighter colors, larger size, no

king or queen to be seen. The old man lifted it carefully. “Here’s a stamp I’d like

you to have,” came the offer. The young boy sensed the Wow! in grandfather’s

voice even before he heard the reason, “It has special meaning.”

Just what made that one stamp out of a large collection so

important?

To a philatelist it was doubly unique: besides being the

world’s first “Christmas stamp,” it heralded a new era in

global communications. Known as the “imperial penny”

stamp, it enabled anyone, for the first time ever, to mail a letter anywhere in the

British Empire for just a penny – all the way from Hong Kong to Johannesburg or

from Gibraltar to Vancouver, for example.

But to my grandfather – yes, I was that youngster - the fascination of that little

piece of colored paper lay at a deeper level. It featured a map of the world. And

what a world! With Canada’s vast expanse dominating the top central section and

Australia anchoring the bottom left corner, plus the whole subcontinent then

known as India (today’s India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh) and chunks of Africa all



flame-bright against the drab, receding grayness of the non-British world, this

map made a powerful statement. “We,” Granddad seemed to be saying, “we are

part of this great Empire!” That map defined us. It made us feel good about

ourselves. We were big, powerful, important.

As you may have guessed, the map was on the Mercator projection.

The image was borrowed from a wall map published in 1893 by Bartholomew, a

prominent British map house. The map itself was widely used in schools,

especially in Great Britain and Canada. Titled The British Empire Map of the

World in Mercator’s Projection, it was the brainchild of George Parkin, a Nova

Scotian whose burning ambition was to promote the Empire.

Fig. 4-1 The Imperial Penny stamp

Source: Public Domain

That map – and the 1898 stamp that gave it a big boost – must have set the

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Timbre_penny_post_Canada_1898.jpg


hearts of many throughout the Empire beating faster. Granddad had lots of

company in his chesty pride. “Look how much of the world we control!” may or

may not have been actually said; it was surely felt. Britons were convinced they

had a clear and noble calling: to take the benefits of civilization, of Christianity, of

parliamentary democracy to the world. (The other side of the equation – the

wealth we could extract from the far-flung empire – hardly got mention; it was

simply assumed to be our right.) Studying the stamp through a magnifying glass, I

could practically hear trumpets and massed choirs at full volume,

Rule, Britannia, 

Britannia, rule the waves;

Britons never, never, never 

will be slaves!

We were impressed with our own power. That power was conveyed not only in

the might of the Imperial Army and Royal Navy; it came through an image that

was uncritically taken as “truth.” Nobody – so far as I know – ever cried “Foul!

This is a map of mass distortion! It sets out a false view of the world and our place

in it!” Who would dare call for time out, who would ask that the rules be changed

in the middle of the game when your own side was winning?

Sending a letter half way around the world for a penny (or two cents Canadian)

sounds, of course, like ancient history. Even licking a stamp and sending a letter –

anywhere – seems slightly antiquated. The penny coin is today a collector’s item.

The British Empire is history. Mercator’s world image, by contrast, is still with us.

How has it fared?1 What do people think of it? We turn first to cartographic

professionals for their opinion.

What Professional Cartographers Say

From the same land that loomed so large on that stamp, the Royal Canadian

Geographic Society says,

“For about four centuries, mankind [sic] has been exposed to a distorted

view of the world, largely due to Flemish-born German cartographer ...

Gerardus Mercator. The familiar Mercator projection planisphere gives a



characteristically European-centred view of the world... that turns out to favour

the north over the south.”2

Arthur H. Robinson, sometimes called the dean of American cartographers,

got right to the point. As an accurate picture of the world the Mercator

projection, he said flatly, “is just terrible.”

Such critical assessment was reinforced by the chair of the geography

department at the University of Waterloo as far back as the late 1980s. “We

have an extensive map collection,” he pointed out. “But when I asked our

librarians to pull for me all the Mercators, in response to your question, they

had trouble finding any, apart from pages in books on the history of maps.

No faculty member would ever use a Mercator ... well, unless they were

teaching navigation or cartographic history.”

“People’s ideas of geography are not founded on actual facts but on

Mercator’s map,” says Mark Monmonier of Syracuse University.

A high school teacher in Paramus, N.J. offered this observation: “I don’t

think anyone in our social studies department depends on the Mercator.

There’s so much wrong with it, I doubt any reputable publisher or teacher

these days is willing to use it.”

Rand McNally, a highly respected map company, declined to sell publishing

rights to a Mercator image it no longer used. In their explanation of

principle trumping profit, they said, “[The] North American centered

Mercator projection conveys a worldview and corporate image that are

contrary to [our] mission .... We do not license or publish products that

promote ethnocentrism.”3

How Lively Can a Dead Map Be?

Some reviewers of my earlier book, A New View of the World, felt it gave too

much attention to critiquing the Mercator. “It’s dead,” they seemed to be saying,

at least as a general-purpose map. “Nobody pays it much attention anymore.”

My experience, frankly, differs. As an image of the world the Mercator is



rejected by the experts – no question - but it remains strangely popular. If it’s

dead, it’s as lively a corpse as ever was seen.

Among those who agree is H. Daniel Stillwell, professor emeritus of geography

and planning, who in retirement took over a retail map store. He writes,

My wife and I operate Blue Planet Map Company, a retail store that caters to

university students and tourists. We found many cartographic materials in our store

that use the Mercator projection: educational booklets for children, blank world

maps, puzzles, inexpensive atlases, wall maps, outline maps, encyclopedia articles,

and even scientific publications. ...It turns up on shower curtains, wrapping paper,

and other products.

Assuming that map producers have no particular agenda, I can only attribute the

continued use of Mercator’s projection in schools to ingrained tradition and simple

ignorance.

As a former college professor, I am particularly concerned about the use of

Mercator-projection maps by scientific groups. For instance, This Dynamic Planet, a

large wall map issued in 1994 by the Office of Naval Research, the U.S. Geological

Survey, and the Smithsonian Institution, is touted as “a teaching aid for classroom

use and as a general reference for research.” Its makers chose a Mercator projection

“both for its familiarity and for the user’s ease of transferring information from other

Mercator maps.” (thus indicating how widespread the use of this “perfectly awful”

map is among scientists and educators.)4

We’ll return to the question of the Mercator’s surprising longevity, but first we

need to broaden our scope. The Mercator does not stand alone.

Mercator and its Look-Alikes: Down but Not Out

During a campus presentation a student asked how to quickly tell a Mercator

world map from some others we had been looking at. Specifically mentioning Gall,

Miller Cylindrical, and van der Grinten, she said they looked so similar. I

answered briefly, then called on a professional mapmaker in the room for his own

response. “There are clear differences,” he began, “but it takes some real training



and a sharp eye to see them. To the average viewer without benefit of cartographic

expertise, the only way to be sure is to read the explanatory note that usually goes

in one corner of the map. The name will be there.”

He was right. Figures 4-2, 4-3, 4-4 illustrate the point that, in spite of their

technical differences, some maps carrying different labels look remarkably alike.

To facilitate discussion, let’s call them the Mercator Look-Alikes, or simply “Look-

Alikes” 5... clearly identifying Mercator’s map as the standard of comparison.

What I assert, then, is that, collectively, the Mercator and its “Look-Alikes” are,

even today, a presence to be reckoned with.

Fig. 4-2 The Mercator. Rapidly falling from favor as an appropriate way to view the

world.

Source: www.ODTmaps.com

http://www.odtmaps.com/


Fig. 4-3 The Miller Cylindrical Projection, developed in 1942. Practically identical to

the Mercator at the Equator but with somewhat less size and shape distortion north and

south of the Equator. The Miller Cylindrical normally includes Antarctica, which any maps

on the Mercator projection will omit.

Source: Public Domain

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Miller_projection_SW.jpg


Fig. 4-4 The Gall Stereographic of 1855, often simply known as the Gall, also bears

striking resemblance to the Mercator. It can be found in some British atlases, among other

places.

Source: mapthematics.com

http://mapthematics.com/


Fig. 4-5a This projection, the van der Grinten (or van der Grinten I), by contrast, is

not a “Look-Alike.” It uses a curved rather than rectangular grid, and frames the result

within a circle. It is clearly a different projection. Nevertheless, print versions (as shown in

4-5b) often cut off the polar regions and frame the truncated result in a rectangle, so

reducing the distinction between it and the Mercator Look-Alikes. The National

Geographic used this map for most of the 20th century.



Fig. 4-5b

Source: © 2010 Lovell Johns Ltd

Comparing “Look-Alikes”

If your map shows parallels, i.e. lines of latitude (not all do), check the distance

between them. The Mercator keeps increasing the distance between those east-

west lines quite noticeably as the eye moves from the Equator toward either pole.

While the Gall and the Miller Cylindrical also increase that dimension, both do it

more gradually – actually by a precise but lower mathematical factor. As a result,

they distort size less than does the Mercator. To gain this advantage they pay a

price: they cannot show straight rhumb lines (lines of constant compass bearing)

over the entire surface; hence they give up the Mercator‘s principal strength: its

usefulness to navigators.

When used in atlases or educational settings, these alternative maps reduce

(though do not eliminate) the Mercator’s exaggerations. By showing a more

familiar world, they clearly cushion the cognitive shock delivered by equal-area

maps such as the Peters and Hobo-Dyer.

http://www.lovelljohns.com/


Whenever any of these “Look-Alikes” leave off grid lines, of course, the business

of identifying the map becomes more problematic. That’s when the average viewer

must rely on information supplied by the publisher, or make an educated guess.

Our rule of thumb for the “Look-Alike” category is to compare Greenland to

Africa. In actuality, Greenland is 1/14th the size of Africa. If a given rectangular

map shows Greenland nearly as large as the African continent, we call it a “Look-

Alike.”

Maps to Be Reckoned With

The following list illustrates some of the ways look-alike maps intrude on our

collective consciousness.

Books, Atlases, and Educational Settings

PC Globe, a computerized atlas widely used in education and commercial

settings, still - even in the 21st century! - relies on Mercator Look-Alikes.

Webster’s Online Dictionary uses a Mercator Look-Alike world map by

permission of ClustrMaps, © 2009.

The National Geographic, in its “Holiday 2008” and “Holiday 2009”catalogs

distributed online and by mail, offers two laptop learning games, each based

on a Mercator Look-Alike.

Geocart, a Belgium-based publisher of maps and atlases serving customers

worldwide, features a world map/Mercator Projection both for sale and as

decoration in its catalog.

Go to Google maps and – surprisingly to this observer - what pops up is a

world map on Mercator’s projection.

High-Tech High, an innovative high school in San Diego, California known

for its demanding courses and innovative methods, still – inexplicably -- had

a wall map in Mercator’s familiar shape on its wall – as seen on the PBS

News Hour, August 22, 2008. Part of the school’s stated purpose is to close

the achievement gap between America and its global competitors – in what



way, one may ask, does a lopsided view of the world bring us closer to that

goal?

A Sunday School teacher in the American Midwest, ordering Peters maps

from ODT in 2006, adds that the local school district “recently replaced all

their wall maps throughout the system with ... Mercator maps!” Can you

even imagine this - in the 21st century?

Mandate, published by the United Church of Canada, used Mercator images

for years whenever they needed a world map. "These are the images most

readily available from catalogs of stock photos," explained a spokesperson.

And, one might add, the Mercator enjoys the advantage of instant

recognition by readers. Nevertheless, that is now history; the magazine has

decided to give the Peters map priority, states editor Rebekah Chevalier.

Which means this story illustrates both the long-term hold the Mercator has

on people -- it remains popular precisely because it has been popular -- and

the possibility of shifting to a more appropriate equal area map.

Widely respected naturalist Milos Radakovich, in a 2009 lecture titled “Fire

from the Sea,” uses geological history and plate tectonics to explain

earthquakes, volcanoes, and the shaping of the world’s land masses. When I

asked why he chose the Mercator map to illustrate some of his points, his

comment was revealing. “I have no particular love for that map,” he replied,

“I just feel it’s important to let people see things through the perspective

they’re most familiar with.” That’s an opinion to be taken seriously, given his

wide experience as a university professor and popular lecturer whose

influence extends through radio shows and a CD that allows the Mercator to

mingle with other maps.

An Ivy League college developed a documentary to promote its mission;

school officers used it with prospective students, donors, and alumni. The

presentation was well received – until 2002 when one viewer pointed out

that the Mercator image embedded was a poor choice for showing the world.

The point is this: the product had been vetted by faculty and staff, it bore the

prestigious name of the school, and it was seen by many groups that never

called it into question. This strongly suggests that even among many trusted

academics as well as representatives of the wider community, the Mercator



image had become the accepted standard. There was no disconnect between

the map before their eyes and the image in their minds. (Still, without

diminishing the point just made, the story does have an important sequel:

when the issue was brought to their attention, school officials acted quickly

to replace the Mercator with other, more appropriate images. Credit to

them!)

Mass Media

The News Hour, a Public Broadcasting program, dealt with the world

financial crisis October 15, 2008 ... and featured a world map that was

unmistakably in the Mercator category. The same program, turning to the

Olympic Games (Sept. 28, 2009), again used a Mercator Look-Alike.

BBC World News, in a story on global warming September 30, 2004,

illustrated the problem with an area-distorting map. Question: Isn’t the size

of area affected by temperature change more important than, say, shape of

land masses?

Scientific American, in an otherwise excellent article on world water supply

(July 23, 2008), shows areas characterized as Abundant, Limited, Scarce,

and Stressed supply. In such a visual, area affected would seem to be of

primary importance. Yet even this esteemed magazine used a Mercator, a

map whose strength is navigational reliability, not area accuracy.

In a 2011 major exhibit on world water supply, the Royal Ontario Museum

(Toronto) occasionally fell back on a Mercator Look-Alike, even while also

using more appropriate maps.

The German TV news program Deutsche Welle broadcast a report on how

nations affect one another, using a Mercator map to show the interplay. This

was in December, 2009.

In the 2010 film, The Book of Eli, depicting a world in ruins three decades

after a disastrous war, the wall map we see is a Mercator. Is it significant

that the producers placed this map in the office of the villains? Or is the

presence of this map a throwback, intended to suggest a world that once

was, but is no more? Or does its use reflect mere carelessness or habit?



Commercial Applications

CenturyLink, a communications provider, chooses to show a Mercator,

which it then labels “The World Map” as if there were no other!

MyCoolTools, a technical service provider specializing in internet and

streaming video, until recently used a Mercator-based world map on its

website.

Publishers and other business leaders wishing to show world time zones

regularly choose a map on the Mercator projection, since for this purpose a

rectangular grid is highly useful (if you need proof of that, try showing the

world’s 24 principal time zones, plus variants, on a Robinson, say, or a

Dymaxion World or a Goode’s Homolosine). Since there are other maps with

rectangular grids available, we respectfully raise this question: would it not

be appropriate – even smart - to choose one of them to show time zones as

vertical ribbons? Examples of the Mercator or one of its Look-Alikes being

used for time-zone information are phone directories (Canada, U.S.A., U.K.,

and Germany for starters), Seiko’s “Touch Sensor World Timer” clock, and

Day-Timer’s appointment books.

MaRS, a Toronto-based think tank with global reach, still uses Look-Alike

Maps - a striking anomaly that contrasts with its impressive work on the

frontiers of science, technology, and social innovation.

The Pelee Island Winery, located in Lake Erie, Ontario, flaunts a Mercator –

some 8 feet x 12 in size – on its reception room wall. Thousands of visitors

see it year after year yet no one, says a company spokesperson, has ever

questioned it – suggesting that for great numbers of people, it is still seen as

“normal.”

In a particularly ironic example, a "business summit" took place in June,

2011, with the aim of "strengthening investment and trade opportunities

between India and Ontario." Fine - so far. But in their promotional material,

planners flaunted a Mercator look-alike, so supersizing one partner - Ontario

- and downsizing the presumably equal Asian partner. The contradiction

between identifying India as "the world's fastest growing economy" – as well



as the world’s largest democracy - and shrinking it visually seems not to

have hit home.

World Development and Service Agencies

In this category, let’s be clear, there are fewer entries. This reflects the fact that

by and large those who set policy for world development and service organizations

are tuned in to values such as fairness and respect. Because they work for fairer

treatment for all people they prefer a map that treats countries equally. Still, even

some progressive agencies have yet to keep their maps consistent with their

conscience.

AmeriCares, a relief organization, prominently displays a Mercator on a

brochure to show its global outreach.

Heifer International, in spite of its focus on global relief and development,

still uses maps that downplay the very areas they want to call attention to, a

contradiction its staff has never been able to explain.

Amnesty International USA occasionally reverts to a miniature Mercator-

Look-Alike map in its publications... interestingly, it “solves” what

cartographers call “the Greenland problem” (its gross size distortion on

Mercator maps) by omitting Greenland altogether.

Government Agencies

Anyone applying for a Canadian passport gets a booklet of information. For

example, the 2005-2006 edition, “copyright Her Majesty the Queen,”

includes a spread of ten world maps, all on a modified Mercator.

U.S. President George W. Bush had a Mercator Look-Alike behind him while

he gave a National Security briefing on January 10, 2001.

Regular background for press briefings in the early days of the second Iraq

war was a world map clearly reminiscent of the Mercator.

The United States Postal Service offers an information pamphlet on Global



Shipping options, boldly and without apology using Mercator distortions.

The G20 Summit of September 2009 in Pittsburgh created a huge map of

the world as its “signature” symbol – on a Look-Alike projection. (For more

on this, see Chapter 12).

A Personal Confession

Let’s be clear about one thing: I do not criticize others’ use of Mercator or

similar images as though I stood above reproach. For years the Miller Cylindrical

– one of the Look-Alikes - was my map of first choice. Curriculum materials I

once prepared for Grades 9-10 featured a political map of the world on Mercator’s

projection for students to use.

Anyone looking for a way to understand that – or to excuse me - may point out

that those were younger, more innocent days. Now with greater awareness, I hope

I’ll always choose the appropriate map for the task at hand ... which means, in

part, I’ll never again take the path of least resistance, settling for a Mercator or

one its proxies when I need a visual: there are better choices available! That’s a

promise!

What Arno Peters Learned

When Arno Peters faced this same question: How widely is the Mercator used?

in 1974, he uncovered some startling facts. Granted that the situation today has

improved considerably, his comments are revealing:

... the central map office of the Federal German Republic (Geocenter) answered the

question as to how far Mercator and Mercator derived maps control the map market

with ‘about 99 per cent’. In the great Readers Digest Atlas and in the small pocket

atlas of Haack [a prominent German publisher] we find the old representation of the

world unchanged. ... If one studies the map of the news on German television it shows

the old map of the world. ... If one orders a global map stamp from the educational

publishers Westermann for use in schools ... one automatically receives the Mercator

map; ... and if the Federal German Post Office wishes to instruct [a customer] on air

mail tariffs they offer one the world in the Mercator projection ... and when foreign

statesmen sign treaties ... in the great assembly hall of the foreign office in Bonn, over



their heads hangs the old map of the world from the colonial era. ...6

Analysts Provide Their Perspective

In a professional paper prepared for the U.S. Geological Survey, John P.

Snyder and Philip M. Voxland say of the Mercator, “Often and

inappropriately used as a world map in atlases and for wall charts. It

presents a misleading view of the world because of the excessive distortion of

area.” 7

Simon Winchester, author of The Map That Changed the World, says

“Mercator’s influence in creating a whole raft of political attitudes ... is little

short of astonishing. It is no exaggeration to say that Europe looked at his map,

saw itself depicted so impressively, omitted to admit that it was a distortion,

and promptly felt itself superior to most others on the planet. .... And America?

North America, Mercator-blessed as well, has long looked and seemed so

central to the planet’s structure that to unquestioning consumers of Mercator’s

maps there is simply no questioning its supreme importance.8

Matt T. Rosenberg, in a valuable online essay critiquing the Peters map, says

the Mercator image “became the standard ... in the mental map of most

Westerners.”9

Mercator Mentality/Imperial Mentality

“[O]ur understanding of the world is based, to a significant degree, on the work

of map-makers of the age when Europe dominated and exploited the world.” This

is the assertion on the side panel of the Peters wall map. It is time to flesh out that

statement.

Colonialism – substitute the term imperialism if you wish - is often identified

with military conquest. As the Persians, the Mongols, the Turks, and others had

done, Europeans dispatched their armed forces – this time to Asia, Africa, the

Americas, and the Middle East to take over major blocks of territory, resources,

and people. But conquest alone is not colonialism/imperialism; it is only the entry



Either we give up our ideals of

fairness or we get different maps. That

is the choice before us.

point. A second, necessary part is economic: the human and natural resources of

the conquered land are exploited. There is a vast outflow of goods and services;

value is transferred from the weak to the powerful. A third phase is equally

insidious: the work of colonialism is completed as the subject people internalize

their subservience. When they see themselves as “people of a lesser breed,” as

small, weak, and having limited potential compared with the super-people who

are their masters, then the work of imperialism is complete.

Even as some nations and people

are diminished by size-distorting

maps, some people in the

supersized nations may be

increasingly uncomfortable with

what they see. Psychologists call this cognitive dissonance; it becomes intolerable

to hold two conflicting views at the same time. You simply cannot reconcile the

conviction that all people are essentially equal, and the unequal treatment they get

on some maps. Either we give up our ideals of oneness and fairness, or we get

different maps. The choice is that stark.

Any map that gives prominence to “colonizing powers” while minimizing “the

colonized” in clear violation of actual size, may have other uses. It may be a good

map for some specialized purpose. But it is totally unsuitable as an image on

which to base relationships of mutual respect. And those who mindlessly continue

to use it are in denial: they are living in a world that, if it ever existed, has long

since passed into history. Their contact with the real world is tenuous at best.

The Hangover Effect

Sometimes people ask what would happen if we got rid of all Mercator Look-

Alikes. It’s a good question, as long as we understand it to mean as general

purpose maps. No one - let me repeat - wants to do away with their legitimate use.

Would the world suddenly become a better place? Unfortunately, no. Like some

binge drinker the morning after, vowing never to touch the stuff again, the world

will experience the lingering effects of its long-term behavior.

And why and how do those lingering effects show up? A story may help. While I



was living in France, colleagues told of seeing certain people stop on their daily

errands, kneel, and cross themselves beside an old stone fence. Since there was no

religious symbol in sight, and since at least some of the people were in any case

only vaguely associated with a church, their behavior was puzzling. Then, one day,

workers tearing down the wall uncovered the clue: there had been, at some earlier

time, a shrine in that wall. It had long since disappeared under successive repairs

but - and here is the point - there was a residual memory. The stimulus for the

behavior was gone, but the response - even to an absent stimulus - had a life of its

own.

I leave it to others better qualified to explain the phenomenon: conditioned

reflex, culture lag or psychic imprinting or muscular memory perhaps. What I do

assert is that Mercator-like images of the world will live on in people’s minds long

after the visuals have passed into history.

Maps of Mass Distortion?

If we were collectively invited to conjure up some sinister force in the universe

scheming to undo our sense of unity with all humanity, that “devil” couldn’t find a

better visual aid than size-distorting maps. Why? Because such maps encourage

the feeling that some areas are home to movers and shakers while others shelter

mere pawns. In other words, this “evil power” could take what was intended to be

– and in some respect remains – a major contribution (a useful navigational tool,

supporting commercial success and saving lives), and transform it into a device

for reinforcing existing biases: the feeling that some groups are innately superior,

others inferior. The simple, originally innocent, distortion on the face of the map

segues into a distorting perception of the world. You don’t have to believe in a

conspiracy theory to get the point: a projection system that perfectly served its

purpose got hijacked. Size-distorting maps continue to be used for unintended

purposes. Once this skewed perspective enters the psyche of both world leaders

and average people, we become living instruments of mass distortion.

When things go wrong, there’s always a price to pay. And that does happen,

because the map as mindset is always more powerful, stubborn, and resistant to

change than the map as document.



Is This a Problem?

Let’s rephrase the question: How can it not be a problem?

Look at it this way. Life made me a man. It wasn’t a choice I made, but it is my

destiny. I fully, even gladly, accept it. But the moment my affirmation of male

identity downgrades the contributions of women, I impoverish my life and totally

distort the experience of being alive. Fate - or the Creator or the accidents of

ancestry or the lottery we call the gene pool, call it what you like - gave me a

Caucasian heritage. I accept that; indeed, cannot escape it. But the moment I

minimize the importance of persons with a different history, I reject the richness

of life.

Fortunately, mapmakers have given us many tools for understanding the world;

in our time, particularly, they have helped us appreciate the importance of the

whole world, not just the once-dominant North. The right maps help us deal with

the world-as-it-is. This too is a choice we have.

Why then should it be a matter of indifference when large numbers of the

world’s people go through life supposing the real world resembles a Mercator

projection map – or their own – lopsided view of it? Why should their

understanding of the world be impoverished? People do count; their opinions

count, their votes and choices count. Therefore their maps count. That was Arno

Peters’ conviction, and it’s our thesis in this book.
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CHAPTER 5

The Peters Paradox

"All truth passes through three stages. First, it is

ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed. Third, it is

accepted as being self-evident."

- Arthur Schopenhauer, German philosopher

In Chapter 3 we referred to the controversy that broke out after Arno Peters

presented his map. Now it’s time to flesh that out. What happened? Why? What

was the charge, and what was the defense? Who was right? To what extent has the

issue been settled? What does it mean for professional cartographers and for

average map users?

First let’s get the big picture. To achieve this let’s look at summary statements

from both supporters and detractors. These are a matter of record; we offer no

further comment on them here.

What Critics Say What Enthusiasts Say

“a remarkable example of cartographic

deception”

Derek Maling – Kartographische

Nachrichten – 1974

“I consider the Peters projection to be

superior in several respects to all previous

projections known to me and would

support its use in schools and the media.”

Prof. Carl Troll, former president,

International Geographers Union.

"American Cartographers Vehemently

Denounce German Historian's Map"

American Congress of Surveying and

Mapping Bulletin – 1977

“My favorite. The coolest map in the

world. I keep one right over my PC where I

write.”

Thomas Barnett, professor, U.S. Naval



War College and author of The Pentagon’s

New Map

The Peters map projection is a "plague"

on cartography

John Loxton – The Cartographic

Journal – 1985

“The first honest map of the world.”

Harpers Magazine

the Peters map projection is a

"provocative" and mischievous" product of

"a thoroughly confused cartographer"

whose work is "perverse and wrong headed"

Philip Porter and Philip M. Voxland -

Focus – 1986

“In his world map Arno Peters combines

all those qualities that are important for

climatology. No other production achieves

such a sum of qualities. Without a doubt,

the Peters Map is superior.”

Prof. Heinz Fortak, Director of the

Institute of Theoretical Meteorology, Free

Univ. of Berlin

the Peters map is "misleading"

"manipulative," and "falsifying"

German Cartographic Society – 1985

“The most accurate map of the earth’s

surface yet drawn.”

Oxfam America – world relief agency

What Critics Say What Enthusiasts Say

the Peters map is a "cleverly contrived,

cunningly deceptive attack" against

cartography

Arthur Robinson, Prof Emeritus of

Cartography,

Univ. of Wisconsin, 1985

“I never teach a class in comparative

development without showing the Peters.”

Prof. Kathleen Staudt, Chair, Dept of
Political Science, University of Texas at El
Paso

"The land masses are somewhat

reminiscent of wet, ragged, long winter

underwear hung out to dry on the Arctic

Circle."

“demonstrates more accurate and

objective perceptions of the significance of

nations in both hemispheres.”

Elizabeth Judge, Exec. Dir, Texas State



Arthur Robinson – 1985 Board of Education

“in over 40 articles on the subject,

cartographers have vigorously denounced a

number of Peters' claims”

John Snyder (engineer retired from the
U.S. Geological Survey) – 1988

“a burst of brilliance that can be

compared with any major breakthrough in

any field of science.... For the first time in

history, almost, we are seeing on paper

what our world really looks like.” Prof.

Vernon Mulcansingh, chair, Dept of

Geography, Univ. of the West Indies

RESOLUTION: urging publishers to

“cease using rectangular world maps for

general purposes”

American Cartographic Association –

1989

“the best education tool for showing us

our place on Earth... coincides well with the

teachings of the Bible and the church.”

Arthur O.F. Bauer, Lutheran Church of

America

“Academic cartographers became both

puzzled and enraged”at Dr. Peters'

“preposterous assertions.”

Mark Monmonier, Prof of Geography,

Syracuse University, 1996

“innovative” and “accurate”

The Brandt Report of the Independent

Commission on International Development

Issues

What Do You Think?

What you have just read is a small but fair sampling of what has been spoken

and written in criticism and support of the Peters map. Now it’s time to formulate

a stance of your own – which need not, of course, be your final answer. On a scale

of 0 – 10, with 10 representing your full approval and 0 your total rejection, rate

each comment. On what basis did you reach your opinion? On which statements

would you rather pass until you get more information? (Actually, any statement

that has ever been made for or against the Peters can itself be critiqued. What we

are dealing with, then, is a multi-layered complexity rather than a simple debate.

Result? It’s all right to develop your own opinion; you’re allowed to change your

mind; it’s OK also to keep an open mind. The only thing that is not appropriate is

to walk away from this chapter as if the debate doesn’t matter.)



Critiquing the Criticisms

The principal objections to the Peters map may be grouped together. To that we

now turn, this time adding some interpretation and comment.

The Peters looks funny. Robinson’s comment about long winter underwear

makes the point vividly, but others have felt something similar. I count myself

among them: the first time I saw the map I turned down the offer to publish it.

Who needed a funny looking map like that?

In reality, however, the point of

making a map is not to remodel the

world until we all agree that it looks

“pretty” – whatever that might mean -

but to set out some aspect of truth in a

way that we can understand it, talk

about it, deal with it. Note these words:

not to represent all truth about the

world, but whatever is determined to

be most important. Just as Gerhard

Kremer wanted to develop a projection that would make the seas safer for sailors –

and succeeded – so Arno Peters sought to create a map that would treat all nations

and all peoples equitably. In that he succeeded. The Peters, like any other map, is

to be judged in light of its purpose. Since he did not set out to create a “pretty”

map, to complain that the Peters (or the Mercator or the Fuller or any other) looks

weird is to miss the point.

The Peters uses a rectangular grid. The planet is round, not rectangular.

Therefore any attempt to show it in a rectangular frame is mistaken, runs the

reasoning of the American Cartographic Association in its 1989 advice to map

publishers and users.

Point partially granted. Still, two comments must be added.

First, since the world is clearly more like a ball than either a rectangle or an

oval, anything other than a circle – or, more precisely, an oblate spheroid - gives a

false impression. This means that, to apply the full logic of the Cartographic



Association’s stance, most world maps in common use would have to be rejected.

Even the National Geographic’s Winkel Tripel and its predecessor, the Robinson,

even Goode’s Homolosine and Buckminster Fuller’s Dymaxion. This was certainly

not the Association’s intent! The point is clear: an absolutist position such as this

resolution takes may, in seeking to solve a perceived problem, get all tied up in its

own contradictions. Rather, it seems to me that all maps – in all their dazzling

variety --have a contribution to make to our ongoing conversation about our world

– even if some people would prefer them to be housed in a different frame!

Next, even supporters of the resolution sometimes violate their stated principle.

One example: The Genographic Project, of which the National Geographic Society

is a sponsor, uses a world map in rectangular format and based on a rectangular

grid (though grid lines are not shown) to illustrate human migration patterns.

Similarly, on the National Geographic’s website one finds world maps – in

rectangular format! - used to show vegetation and land use and to situate smaller-

area maps. Why would such reputable organizations violate their own advice? Is

this a case of “do as we say, not as we do”? Or is the whole point about a

rectangular format being wrong itself questionable?

Fig. 5-1 This is how The Genographic Project, using DNA evidence, reconstructs how

one person’s early ancestors may have migrated.



Source: genographic.nationalgeographic.com

The Peters promotes a cause. Shall we think about maps as disinterested

statements of some objective truth that exists out there? Or do maps have a point

to make or values to promote or an agenda to support? We have contended, with

examples, in chapters 1 and 2 and elsewhere1 that every map carries a point of

view. Maps are inherently political. Some of their messages are obvious, others

must be dug out; either way, there is a message.

The Peters is no exception: it invites us to think about the world and its peoples

in terms of fairness and respect. Actually, it is quite up-front about that purpose;

read the explanation on the right side of the popular wall-size version, for

example.

In a free society anyone can object to a particular cause. People may, for

example, find fault with the goal of fair play for all. (Some have gone so far as to

label this map “communist” or “socialist” – therefore unworthy of serious

consideration – precisely because it advocates fairness.) We begin with the

recognition that all maps are selective in what they present, and that all maps have

a purpose and a point of view. By what logic, therefore, can we take what all maps

do, label that a fatal fault in the case of the Peters but a virtue in all other

examples?

The Peters comes from a non-cartographer. That much is fact: Arno

Peters did not carry a union card in the guild of professional cartographers. As we

pointed out in Chapter 3, he was fully immersed in his landmark study of world

history with its goal of filling in the empty gaps: the forgotten periods, the

overlooked cultures, the neglected majorities of the people. When he needed a

world map that would be as balanced geographically as his unique approach was

historically, he found none. So he set about to create one.

One might well ask “What’s wrong with that? Do we not honor those who find a

need and fill it? Do we not recognize the contributions of gifted amateurs?” Bill

Gates claims no M.B.A. behind his name, yet who would deny that he shows great

skill in running a business? John P. Snyder was a chemical engineer by training;

he never took a course in the ways maps can be projected, yet his impressive skills

https://genographic.nationalgeographic.com/
http://odtmaps.com/images/products/Pet-Wall-35x50.jpg


were front and center when the American Cartographic Association elected him to

head their Committee on Map Projections. Vincent Van Gogh was a lay preacher

without formal training in art, yet his paintings fetch record prices at auction.

Maya Angelou came from a background of poverty where books were rare, but her

literary contributions have been saluted in the White House and by those common

people who, with a few dollars to spend, buy a book if it carries her name. Orville

and Wilbur Wright worked in a bicycle repair shop; today we remember them not

for the grease they got under their fingernails but because they obsessively pursued

the possibility of human flight.

Arno Peters belongs in that pantheon. Do not assume, however, that creating a

map was simple or easy. He worked diligently, even laboriously at his self-assigned

task. He developed a number of variants before fixing on the one he introduced to

the world in 1974. Peters was a perfectionist. He didn’t start out as a cartographer,

but he became one.

Some claims were unfounded. Some critics objected to certain of Peters’

own claims; others, to statements about the map made by enthusiastic users.

An example of Peters’ own claims is what he termed fidelity of axis. In this way

he called attention to the fact that his map, like Mercator’s and some other

projections, was based on a rectangular grid. As a result, all North-South lines

(meridians) intersect East-West lines (parallels) at right angles. This has an

intuitive quality: it “feels right” to have a map laid out with the clarity of a

compass. Such a grid, Peters contended, results in directional consistency across

the face of the map. Some authorities have objected to that claim, contending that

fidelity of axis is not a property of the map per se but simply a by-product of the

projection system.

In critiquing the praise some have heaped on the Peters map, a number of

authorities have pointed to what they call “overblown” or “meaningless”

statements from enthusiasts. They point out - correctly, let me add - that many

maps show the world “as it really is,” therefore any claim that this map is a first, or

the one and only of its type, or the best thing since somebody crafted the first

wheel, is simply misguided. In this respect maps may be no different from other

products or experiences – a play, a piece of music, a car – what people say about it

may not be the final truth. We are free to listen – and to make up our own minds.



The Peters is a copy. The basis for this criticism lies in the striking similarity

that the Peters map bears to one devised by James Gall, a Scottish clergyman, in

1855.

The question becomes: Did Peters copy what we know today as the Gall

Orthographic or did he independently hit on the same solution? The two maps are

virtually identical.

Fig. 5-2 Arno Peters created a map by hand that was nearly identical to Gall’s

mathematically-derived world map.

Source: Scottish Geographical Magazine, 1885.

Investigators generally are convinced that Peters did not know of the existence

of the earlier map. That is, he devised his map himself; he did not copy it. Seeking

further clarification, some of us put the question directly to Dr. Peters in the fall of

2001. He gave an oral response, which I would summarize as an emphatic “No”: he

did not plagiarize Gall’s work.

Some related realities are worth noting. For example, James Gall created his

map, published it in an academic journal, then filed it away. Of his experience he



says, " ... for more than twenty years after I had exhibited the three new

projections before the British Association I was the only person that used them."2

The U.S. Weather Service subsequently saw value in one of these – the

Orthographic - and used it regularly. That was the exception, however. The Gall

Orthographic became, as we might say, the most important map nobody ever

heard about.

We know also that Arno Peters experimented with several alternatives before

hitting on this one. Specifically, where to place the standard parallels, that is, the

lines of zero distortion. An early version of his map had these at 43° N. and S.

before he finally set them at 45° . Though he tested a number of options, he

decided to go with 45° - which means his map duplicates choices made by Gall.

Significantly, Peters committed himself to his dream of a better map, which Gall

clearly had not done. Peters tied his map to a cause – the equal value of all peoples

– in contrast to Gall’s purpose: an academic exercise to achieve an equal-area

map. Peters was not content to have constructed a map; it had to reach the people.

As a result, where one map languished in obscurity, the other has leaped into

prominence. The world that never heard of the Gall has learned to take the Peters

seriously.

Peters was perceived as a threat. In lectures and in his writing Professor

Peters contrasted what he called “the old cartography” and “the new cartography,”

and in that analysis many mapmakers saw themselves being disparaged. Perhaps

understandably, they did not take such comments lying down. As Mark

Monmonier, himself a respected academic and cartographic expert, said, the

criticism leveled by the cartographic community against Arno Peters and his map

was “often irate, sometimes defensive, occasionally desperate.”

J. B. Harley, a distinguished student of the history of mapmaking, analyzed the

controversy around the Peters map as a struggle over power. “There is no doubt,”

he wrote, that “Peters’ agenda was the empowerment of those nations of the world

he felt had suffered an historic cartographic discrimination.”

Was it also a question of who would wield map-making power: the

establishment or an upstart? To the cartographic inner circle, to suggest that their

work was anything but accurate, disinterested, and reliable was about as likely to



"I’ve got a saying: If all your peers

understand what you’ve done, it’s not

creative."

Henry Heimlich, M.D., after being criticized by

other medical specialists for advocating the

“useless” maneuver, now accepted worldwide,

that bears his name.

make peace as waving a red rag before a bull. How could anyone – especially an

outsider – dare talk about a political or ideological agenda lurking in the

mapmakers’ “values-free” results? If Peters prevailed, would not their prestige and

authority be compromised?

Not only were Peters and his

map attacked, sometimes even

those who found value in his work

were similarly marginalized. Thus

Harley writes, “I was invited to

publish a version of this paper

['Can There Be a Cartographic

Ethics?'] in the ACSM [American

Congress on Surveying and

Mapping] Bulletin. After submission, I was informed by the editor that my remarks

about the Peters projection were at variance with an official ACSM pronouncement

on the subject and that it had been decided not to publish my essay!”3

Denis Wood provides his own take on the controversy. “It really is a shell game.

When the aesthetic ['it looks funny'] issue gets hot, switch to science and talk

about accuracy, but when that bluff is called, bring on the ‘wet, ragged, long

underwear.’”4

As Arno Peters saw things, it was a question of worldview. “... the debate over

my map was in reality not a struggle about a projection as such but over a world

view.”

A struggle for power, comments by each side that the other side resented, a

shifting battle scene resembling a shell game, a belief system under threat, a

preference for the status quo over change, the need to defend the territorial

integrity of an honored profession against the inroads of a maverick – you can find

all these and more if you look for them. The final chapter in the story has yet to be

written ... but right now it appears that Peters has achieved some of his goals. His

bête noir, the Mercator projection, is in decline as a world image. His map, on the

other hand, is increasing in popularity.

A major moment in recent map history demonstrates just how far we’ve come



Fig. 5-3 Hobo-Dyer - North up / Africa

centered

Source: www.ODTmaps.com

since the days when controversy over the Peters was at its height. The Hobo-Dyer

map (Fig. 5-3) is so similar to the Peters that most people have trouble quickly

telling them apart without the clue of differences in color. It too is equal-area; it

too accepts distorted shapes for the sake of achieving fidelity of area. I’ve never

heard people call it “Peters II” or “Son of Peters,” but such terms would make a

point: it belongs in the family. It makes its contribution to the category of equal-

area projections. Granted that fewer sweeping claims were made at its launching,

the contrast remains striking: no brickbats have been thrown; there has been no

public outrage; its creators and supporters have not been vilified. Mapmakers and

map users seem to have settled back into a kinder, gentler mode; we may be

moving into the third stage of dealing with new truth: acceptance.

If this means that a new

understanding of the world is

making its way into thinking and

decision-making, the work of Arno

Peters and his supporters will have

been worthwhile. In that effort,

even the contributions of Peters’

critics are to be acknowledged, for

without them the controversy that

enabled his map to move to its

place of prominence would not

have been possible.

Full disclosure

After I had signed the contract to publish the Peters Map in the English-speaking

world, the news evidently reached Arthur Robinson. His simple advice: cancel the

contract. The reason? The Peters was not a "good" map; it would soon be sent to the

failed-maps graveyard. Neither my company nor I took his avuncular advice, as you may

gather. Today I think of Professor Robinson as sincere in his action, but I wonder about

his not mentioning that he also had a map to sell.

http://www.odtmaps.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hobo%E2%80%93Dyer_projection
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hobo%E2%80%93Dyer_projection
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CHAPTER 6

A New Day for the World?

The prime meridian - and the global system that derives

from it - is commercialized, standardized, politicized – and

enshrined in habit. But that is not to claim it is the best we

could come up with. Read the story; is there a better

approach?

- WLK

Our planet doesn’t come premarked with lines of latitude and longitude. In fact,

neither gradations of distance nor units of time are a given. They had to be

invented.



Fig. 6-1 Earth from space.

Source: NASA

In the case of meridians – north-south lines of longitude - they were devised

long ago. Running in a series of arcs from pole to pole, they divided the earth’s

surface into manageable units. Only one problem: there was no obvious starting

point, no “zero” meridian. Or rather, there were many. The United States had one,

running through the national observatory in Washington, D.C. France had one; it

ran though Paris. Britain had its own, precisely located in Greenwich, a suburb of

http://eoimages.gsfc.nasa.gov/images/imagerecords/8000/8108/ipcc_bluemarble_west_lrg.jpg


How long is a mile?

The difficulty of determining a ship’s

position at sea had its counterpart on land. For

centuries the mile varied in length, based on

local custom. Not until 1593 was it

standardized, when an Act of the British

Parliament fixed it at 5280 feet.

London. Spain had one, in Cadiz; Brazil’s zero was in Rio de Janeiro. And so on.

As a result ships at sea, using separate systems, couldn’t signal position with

confidence. Sailors not only spoke different languages, they calculated east-west

distance from different zeroes. Words and numbers presented twin problems.

When Laissez-Faire Led
to Chaos

The chaos of communicating

location was overlaid with the

chaos of telling time. Until well

into the nineteenth century every

community was free to set its own

clocks. That hardly mattered as

long as people lived out their lives

in their own villages or valleys. Then, as rail travel grew more popular, people

began to wonder about changing the system: could residents of different places

not somehow agree what time it was? Could time be standardized? Even in a day

when few people owned a watch or a clock, that seemed like a good idea. To get a

sense of the problem brought on by imprecision, imagine a railroad timetable that

gave arrivals and departures according to local clocks with their own varying

times. Suppose, based on that timetable you expected to travel for two hours, your

actual time between stations might be, well, 117 minutes – or 107 or 136.

The dream of getting everybody in a geographic area to conform to one official

time found strong support in Sir Sandford Fleming (1827 – 1915), a Scots-

Canadian engineer, explorer, surveyor, and mapmaker. Obsessed with the idea of

standardizing time, he made speeches, wrote papers, cornered those he thought

he could influence, lobbied and traveled widely to promote the cause. Eventually

he was dubbed “the father of standard time” – deservedly so.

The Unity of Time and Distance

Here we need to set out the

assertion that time – as measured



The east-west lines mark latitude, and the

north-south lines are meridians or longitude

lines.

on a clock or a calendar – and

distance on an east-west line – are

aspects of a single reality: the

space-time continuum. To deal

with one is to deal with the other.

If that seems strange or surprising,

think of two places at the same

latitude; let’s say they are 2000

miles/ 3200 km. apart. Obviously

they have different longitude

readings. Will they not also have

different “sun” times: first light,

high noon, sunset? Of course! This

tight connection between east-west

distance and local time results

from the earth’s rotation. As the

planet revolves eastward, places

farther west experience their times

later.

Could a way be devised to measure how much later, and to impose on the

planet’s unmarked surface a sequence of time zones that would be generally

acceptable? Could Earth’s space – that is, its geography or distance measurement

- and Earth’s time be coordinated in a single system?

To that end an international conference was called, set for Washington, D.C. in

October, 1884. Its primary assignment was to fix the prime meridian: that starting

point from which both distance and time could be measured. Twenty-six nations

took part; in that simpler era that was the number of countries deemed self-

governing. Fleming’s adopted country, Canada, did not qualify, but Fleming was

made an honorary member of the British delegation in recognition of his

pioneering work. Before the doors closed on the three-week consultation, the

Royal Observatory in Greenwich, England had been chosen as the locus of the

prime meridian.



That decision marks both a remarkable achievement and a deep

disappointment. Let’s take the upside first. The conference itself serves as a

remarkable example of nations coming together to solve a problem that was

spilling over national boundaries. Credit belongs not only to the big-name leaders

of the event (including President Chester Arthur of the United States who, while

not joining in the debate, did lend the conference the prestige of his office, and J.

C. Adams of Cambridge University, renowned for having mathematically inferred

the existence of the planet we now call Neptune though no one had ever observed

it)... credit goes also to the temper of the times. People in general were becoming

more aware of their own identity, their geography, their history, their power ... and

of their relationship with other nations and cultures. Canadians took as their

home a country just seventeen years old; in some respects they collectively

resembled a teenager eager to find out what their new freedom meant. The United

States was experiencing unprecedented growth in population, industry, and

philanthropy, and continuing its heady westward expansion. Europeans and

Asians, no less than Americans, were thrilled at the prospect of submarine cables

linking their three continents. There was growing support for negotiating rather

than fighting, for international cooperation and peace. This was the era of “Give

me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free...” –

Emma Lazarus’ 1883 poem that was later enshrined on the Statue of Liberty. It

was an era of idealism confronting human need. The conference built on that.

Holding the conference in Washington also signaled that the United States could

be a player on the world stage.1

And delegates took a clear step forward. They imposed order on the existing

hodgepodge of chronology and geography. By standardizing time the conference

gave support to commerce and travel. It recognized the interdependence of

peoples. Now there would be one system, widely accepted, for identifying location

and talking about time; that agreement represented a major move toward

international cooperation or what we now call globalization. Making just one

change on the map - where the zero meridian would be placed - brought about a

major shift in the way people dealt with the world.

Still, there was a downside. Some participants were far from pleased. Among

the frustrated minority were Fleming and the entire French delegation. The



French had made their position clear: the choice should be made on the basis of

reason rather than political favoritism. “Let us place the crown on the brow of

science,” they pleaded, hoping to avoid unseemly competition among supposedly

friendly nations. But disinterested science proved no match for commercial and

political advantage.

As for Fleming, he arrived with a set of twenty proposals that he had presented

and polished at earlier conferences in Toronto, Venice, and Berlin. This time he

had impressive support from such astronomers as Otto Struve of Russia and

trusted academics including Frederick Barnard, a geographer and president of

Columbia University. His proposal was that “the prime meridian and time zero

shall be established through the Pacific Ocean, entirely avoiding the land of any

nationality.”

Delegates voted him and his supporters down. Fleming was crushed. One

member of the British contingent – a colleague of Fleming’s – was particularly

opposed. He zealously lobbied to set the zero marker in Greenwich, showing zero

patience for any other idea. One hesitates to impugn another’s motives –

especially when he cannot explain them himself - but questions of narrow vision,

national pride, and commercial advantage inevitably intrude.

Why, then, did a majority vote for Greenwich? Why not follow precedent and

choose the Canary Islands, which had appeared as zero on some ancient maps

because people supposed they marked the western edge of the world2? Why not

the Great Pyramid of Giza (honoring an ancient civilization) or the Leaning Tower

of Pisa (to honor the great Galileo) or Copenhagen or Paris or some other

candidate?3 Let’s not overlook the commercial factor: British charts were much

more widely used than any others. That meant two things: since British charts

were based on the Royal Observatory in Greenwich, the prospect of moving the

Prime (as the Prime Meridian came to be commonly known) anywhere else called

forth strenuous objections not only from conference attendees but from chart

makers. Their investment, after all, was at stake. And since non-British sailors

had at least some familiarity with British charts, even if Greenwich was not their

first choice, it was a less troubling alternative than some other candidates, so their

opposition was muted.



Another factor was political. A full century after the split with Britain,

Americans were collaborating with the British in ways that gave them a readiness

to support Greenwich rather than some other contender. And Britain, then at the

head of the most extensive empire the world had known, did call forth respect.

Choosing to locate the Prime in Greenwich meant that a second line had to be

set. Regularly called the anti-Prime, it would serve as the International Date Line.

Though some delegates pressed for the Prime and the Date Line to be the same,

that was simply not possible in the case of Greenwich. It would never work to run

the date line through a crowded, urban area! In reality, however, fixing the anti-

Prime at the 180th meridian (counting either east or west) didn’t solve the

problem: it sliced through areas that logically should not be divided. Some

Russians, some Americans, and some New Zealanders, for example, would be

living in a different day from others in their own country.4 To avoid this, planners

gerrymandered the line – pushing westward here, eastward there as shown in Fig.

6-2. Indeed, the process goes on: in 2011 the people of Samoa voted to skew the

line again so as to situate themselves on its other side. That is, precisely at

midnight on December 29, 2011 they turned their calendars to December 31.

Though they lost a day, they synchronized from then on with such major trading

partners as Australia and New Zealand. Their action may be one more indicator

that the decisions of the 1884 conference are not forever.



Fig. 6-2 Time zone map

Source: U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO)

http://www.odtmaps.com/detail.asp_Q_product_id_E_Wtz-puzzle
http://www.usno.navy.mil/


On a Clear Day You Can See...

The Diomedes – a group of islands in the Bering Strait – are split into two by the

International Date Line. That means if you stand on Little Diomede, which is part of

Alaska, you can look west about five miles, across the Date Line, to Great Diomede in

Russian territory. In effect you are seeing “tomorrow.” And Russians looking east can see

“yesterday.”

Source: flickr.com/photos/amapple

Credit: Andy Proehl

http://www.flickr.com/photos/amapple/3416483188/sizes/m/in/photostream/


Try this for fun

Pick a location – your nation’s capital, your

school, your kitchen table, say - then develop a

case for why the Prime should be located there.

Should the International Date Line also be

there? If not, where would it be – i.e., what is

the meridian exactly halfway around the world

from there?) How workable would the result

be?

If the conference proved imperfect in its principal focus, it may be said to have

come up short in another respect as well. Not geographically, but in failing to set a

new, high standard for international justice and respect. A mere month after the

Washington conference, leaders of many of those same countries met to carve up

Africa for themselves. The decision makers were mostly elite, elderly white

Europeans, often without Africa experience. They had plenty of power - their

decisions changed the future of a continent5 - but little empathy. The people most

affected, the Africans themselves, had no voice, no vote, not even a symbolic

presence. The world still lives with the tragic results of their decisions; the

boundaries we see on the map, the history of the continent, and daily news stories

provide the evidence.

Fast forward ninety years. Enter Professor Peters.

A Bold New Proposal

A little-understood feature of the map bearing Peters’ name is his proposal for a

new Prime Meridian, a new International Date Line, and a new system of

numbering both meridians and parallels of latitude. Let’s consider these one at a

time.

Move the Prime

If choosing Greenwich was a

political rather than a science-

based decision in 1884, it may be

even more questionable now. In

point of fact, the Royal

Observatory, originally marking

the precise spot through which the

prime passed, is no longer even in

Greenwich. (In 1948 it was moved

to Herstmonceux Castle in Sussex and three decades later to Cambridge.) In any

case, calculations no longer depend on measurements taken from any point on

the ground; powerful computers, atomic clocks, and global information systems



Source: Punch

have taken over those functions. Obviously, the 1884 assumption – that the Prime

had to pass through a major observatory – no longer holds. In principle, the

prime meridian can be anywhere.

Straighten Out the Date Line

The only reason we have an

international date line that is not

the prime meridian, reasoned

Peters, is that you can’t split the

week in an urban area like London.

(Imagine the confusion if

commuters left for work on

Wednesday, arriving on Tuesday –

things like that.) So planners

transferred the problem to a

relatively uninhabited area. But

they still had to skew the line, as

we pointed out, to make it work

But if we set the prime meridian

in the Bering Strait, it can also

serve as the international date

marker. And it doesn’t have to be

manipulated. That is Peters’ point.

Adopt a Decimal Grid

Nearly the whole world uses the metric system of measurement, the United

States being the one major holdout. That generalization, however, has to be

qualified:. The USA early on adopted the decimal system for its money: 10 mills =

1 cent, 10 cents = 1 dime, 10 dimes = 1 dollar.6 And though milk and gasoline are

sold by the gallon, wine and liquor dealers long ago gave up quarts for liters.

Pharmacists measure medications in metric units. Every automotive mechanic

depends on a set of metric wrenches, even for American cars.



Neither is the “metric world” consistent. Automotive and bicycle tires are sized

in inches even in “metric” nations. Measuring the globe continues to be done in

degrees (360 in total), which are then divided into minutes and seconds (60

minutes to a degree, 60 seconds to a minute). That system, using base 60 rather

than base 10, was first devised by Sumerians some 4000 years ago, then spread by

Babylonians.

Now look at the numbers along the borders of the Peters map. Note the one

hundred “fields” of longitude marked across the top and bottom. Pick any number

on the top border; take the same number on the bottom, and the line between

them is a meridian.

Suppose someone asked you to find Nagoya, Japan on a map. Even if you were

situated continents apart, if you both had access to a Peters map your friend could

say Nagoya is in longitude field 85. So find 85 on the top border, run your finger

straight down and voilà! Or they could add the east-west field – in this case, 31 -

to increase precision. In effect, the process is the same as in the traditional degree

system (90 degrees north and 90 south, 180 degrees east and 180 west). The

numbering changes, however, from hexagesimal to decimal. Each system is

capable of fixing locations with equal precision.

Why Change, Anyway?

The 1884 Conference that set the Prime Meridian and the International Date

Line also gave us the time zones into which the world is divided. Yet the idea of

imposing order on the existing chaos - which today seems so obvious, so

elementary - was a long time coming. Many influential people were apathetic or

even resistant; they saw no compelling need to change things. And if things didn’t

have to be changed, why mess around?7 Fleming's stubborn insistence on a

coordinated, reasonable approach to clock time has clearly benefited the world.

We all depend, whenever we travel to another country or another town, on the

seemingly simple advance he advocated. Peters' proposals, on the other hand: to

reset the International Date Line and the Prime Meridian, and to adopt a decimal

grid for latitude and longitude, remain relatively unknown, even though his equal

area map continues to gain acceptance. Both men’s attempts to bring a reasoned



order to their areas of concern thus connect in remarkable ways.

Is there a point there? We’re at the earliest stage of this part of Peters’ proposed

new way of understanding and managing the world. Granted that the idea may be

impractical or too costly or ahead of its time (or much too late), rather than cut off

all discussion would it be prudent to look at it, air it in debate and assess whether

there may be some value in it? 8 Did the French delegation at the Washington

conference have a point after all: a decision based on rational considerations is

likely to be superior to one based on other factors – even long tradition? Perhaps

the next chapter in the story has yet to be written.
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CHAPTER 7

Questions People Ask

When children call out from the back seat “Are we

nearly there?” they prefigure more mature queries.

“Where are we? If we’re here, where is here? And what

lies beyond the horizon?” The mind is a questioning

machine.

Maps exist as a response. But they do more than give

answers: The power of maps is their ceaseless ability to

open up new questions.

- WLK

All maps stimulate questions.

At the most immediate level stand the factual questions: How far from this

place to that? What bodies of water border Japan?

Some questions focus on function: how do maps operate? What influence do

they have on us?

Others probe: why do maps elicit such a range of emotional and intellectual

responses? Why do we consider some maps better than others? Exactly what does

“better” mean? Since all maps provide information, how is it that some effectively

expand our horizons? How do some maps challenge – or further entrench - our

worldview or values?

This chapter contains material, largely verbatim, from radio and television

interviews, lectures and classroom discussions, customer queries and personal

conversations. Many of the questions specifically relate to the Peters projection

world map, reflecting its demonstrated capacity to stimulate and provoke.

Knowing about maps is a lot like knowing Swahili or algebra: it’s



"I work in the entertainment

industry. I could tell you who reality

show star Lauren Conrad’s last four

boyfriends were but I didn’t have a clue

where in Africa Maasailand is, let alone

anything about it," says Jessi Cruickshank,

co-host of an MTV show.

(Still, in an encouraging sequel, Jessi has

become something of an activist for global

humanitarian organizations such as Free the

Children, “the world’s largest network of youth

helping youth.” Her advice to young people

nice, but who needs it? I mean, I can be a competent person – keep my

lawn neat, pay my bills, show up for work – without stuff like that. So

don’t we need to be putting our energies somewhere else?

What I get from your comment is that nobody can do everything, so we need to

set priorities. Within those priorities, where do we place the ability to understand

maps?

Few complain that people know too much about maps. When we are told – as

we were not long ago - that according to the polls, one-fifth of Americans cannot

locate the United States on a world map, there’s a lot more hand-wringing than

rejoicing. Those statistics were quoted to Lauren Upton as she represented South

Carolina in the Miss Teen USA contest in 2007. She commented, “I personally

believe that U.S. Americans are unable to do so because ... people ... don’t have

maps.”1 Actually, you can watch her inept response, and judge for yourself.

In Canada, where geography holds a somewhat more prominent place in school

curricula, the results are not much more encouraging: a 1988 Gallup Poll asserts

that one in seven Canadians failed to locate their country on a world map.

Fortunately, the situation may not be as serious as those figures indicate. A

National Geographic-Roper Public Affairs 2006 Geographic Literacy Study says

that 94 percent of young Americans can point to the USA on a map. (How well

they do on Iran or Tibet or the Nile River – well, that’s another story.)

Whatever set of statistics you

choose, the point is not just to feel

good or gain competitive

advantage for our educational

systems. Two reasons strike me as

more important.

First, we’re talking about

democracies – countries where, in

the final analysis, the people take

responsibility for voting in

politicians, who support a

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lj3iNxZ8Dww


everywhere: “We all need to stop thinking

about me all the time and start thinking about

we.”)

particular policy. In the case of the

USA, power intentionally derives,

in the final analysis, from “We, the

people ...” and any elected leader

forgets that at his or her peril. That

includes international relations. So we all have a duty to be informed on the

issues.

Furthermore, today we live in a connected environment: a world where what

happens anywhere matters everywhere. Illness that strikes in an area we’ve never

heard of can jet halfway around the world before we even know its name. Choices

made in Ankara or Darfur, in Canberra or Beijing impact the lives of millions

whether they can find them on a map or not. Similarly, vast numbers of people

live or die based on business connections or foreign aid or emergency relief

coming from, say, U. S. or Canadian or European centers of power. We live linked

lives.

True, a person can get by in life without knowing much about maps. But let’s

ask, Can they be good citizens? Are they full participants in creating a better

world? Karl Marx once said, “Our task is not [simply] to understand the world

but to change it.” I would ask, Do we really think we can change it without

understanding it? And how can we claim to understand it unless we understand

what maps do to our perceptions?

What are some ways we can overcome ignorance about geography

and maps?

Not knowing much about the world is without question a major problem. But I

hold there is a more serious problem: misperceptions. Memorizing a mass of facts

may be impressive, but it won’t solve anything. How people view the world is

crucial.

Specifically, do we see the world through the eyes of fairness and respect or

through the eyes of privilege and power? This can show up in such practical

decisions as what groceries to buy. Coffee is a prime example. A widespread

misperception is that when we in the global North buy coffee we are helping

people in the developing world: the more we drink, the more prosperous they



become. The facts tell a different story, however, so “Fair Trade” enterprises such

as Ten Thousand Villages, Dean's Beans, Pierce Brothers and – increasingly –

retail stores and coffee shops like Starbucks seek to help consumers relate in a

fairer way to those who do the work of cultivating, harvesting, roasting, hauling,

and shipping. Are we willing to pay a little more for the sake of ensuring that

farmers can provide food and a decent education for their families? Imagine for a

moment the possibility of trading places with the coffee producers, or having your

child trade places for a day with the child now harvesting the beans that go into

your morning cup of coffee. Would that prospect ... shifting from a distant,

faceless connection to a more personal one ... make a difference? Would your

enjoyment of your morning cup of coffee be affected? The production of cocoa, the

mining of diamonds, the weaving of carpets provide other examples of the system

exploiting the weak and vulnerable, sometimes even fueling civil war. Our

response to issues like this reflects our worldview, which in turn is shaped in part

by the maps we use. To change the image is to take the first step toward changing

the world.

One of the maps you have on exhibit for us is identified as Goode’s

Homolosine. Would you say more about it?

This is the map projection that is commonly described – sometimes with a

smile – as looking like the skin of a peeled orange. That having been said, it is a

map to be taken seriously. It was created in 1923 by J. Paul Goode of the

University of Chicago. He developed it by combining two other map projections,

the Homolographic and the Sinusoidal; by telescoping the two names he coined

the term Homolosine. Goode’s world map is “interrupted,” that is, with empty

space between segments or “lobes.” The important thing to note about this map is

that it is equal area. In other words, though you’d never mistake it for the Peters

or the Hobo-Dyer, it shares that important characteristic with them.

http://www.tenthousandvillages.com/
http://www.deansbeans.com/coffee/fair_trade_roadmap.html
http://www.piercebroscoffee.com/


Fig. 7-1 Goode's Homolosine, correctly shows land masses by size.

Source: Oxford Cartographers

Fig. 7-2 Inverted Linear Equal-Area Projection

http://www.oxfordcartographers.com/


Goode, Peters, and the creators of the Hobo-Dyer were not alone in their efforts to

achieve an equal-area image. This example – admittedly rather unusual - was presented

by John Snyder in 1988. Look carefully to recognize continents (Africa is set near the

center of the upper triangle, for example). Shape is obviously compromised, but accuracy

of area is maintained.

Source: John Snyder. From the collection of Ward L. Kaiser.

Fig. 7-3 Lambert Azimuthal Equal-Area (Centered on Chicago)

In 1772 J. H. Lambert created this equal-area projection in an effort to correct the

Mercator’s distortions. A mathematician and physicist by profession, he developed a

number of maps that continue in use to this day.

Source: www.ODTmaps.com and © Len Guelke

What is the thinking behind the choice of colors on the Peters map?

http://www.odtmaps.com/


Colors are an important part of the language of maps. We did indicate that

color may be used to provide political information, as when India was printed in

red to show it belonged to Great Britain. Sometimes color can be based on

political preference. Depending on the color chosen for the Malvinas/Falkland

Islands, or Tibet, or that part of Kashmir that is claimed by both Pakistan and

India, or certain disputed areas in the Middle East, the mapmaker might well be

making a statement of political preference. The Peters map deliberately sets aside

colonial connections of the past in favor of present-day realities. One of those

realities is the heightened sense of identity among the people of the world,

particularly in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Regional affiliations more and

more take precedence over a relationship that owes its origin or continuation to

forcible conquest and foreign domination.

A case in point: in the international concern over rigged elections in Zimbabwe

(2008), it became critically important for other African nations to act. Zimbabwe

is a former British colony, but history is not the same as present power. Britain’s

ability to pressure the Mugabe government was ineffectual, whereas neighboring

African countries were in a stronger position to make an impact.

In his analysis of the world scene, Dr. Peters conceived the idea of showing a

whole region in one dominant color-family, with each nation having its own

variant. Thus the “family connections” as well as the separateness of each country

can be shown. To my knowledge there is no other world map that uses color in

precisely this way, or that takes regional awareness so seriously.

You and others claim a special place for the Peters map. Why not

just see it as just one more map among all the others?

The Peters is one map among many - true. Still, it serves as what we may call a

game-changer. With most maps, people can look, get the information they need,

and move on. The Peters, on the other hand, regularly stimulates another level of

response or engagement. Some viewers reject it and energetically denounce it.

Others “love” it, advocating its widespread use. Not only does its appearance

“shock,” it has the ability to shift the way we look at the world. From that altered

vision emerge new ways of relating to the world. It is this “social” dimension, this

ability to open up new questions, that gives it an iconic quality, leading Prof.



Jeremy Crampton to say that the launching of this map, plus the vigorous debate

that followed, have given us “cartography’s defining moment.”

Satellite imaging is becoming more and more important. How is that

changing the way we deal with the world?

You’re right in identifying satellite imaging as an important new tool in

mapping and dealing with the world. It can lead to some unexpected results. Take,

for example, the Hans Island affair.

Hans Island is a small outcropping of rock in the Kennedy Channel, between

Ellesmere Island (Canada) and northern Greenland (Denmark). No one lives on it;

no vegetation grows there. It has no known natural resources, and no tourists go

there on vacation. Maps show it as part of Canada; the rest of the world couldn’t

care less – who would want it?

Along comes satellite imagery, and Danish authorities are convinced, they

claim, that Hans is connected to Greenland. So they want it. They have even –

several times now – planted the Danish flag there. Of course, the world’s new

awareness of the importance of the Arctic and its oil and gas resources plays into

this. (Fig. 7-4)

http://www.canadiangeographic.ca/hansisland/


Fig. 7-4 Whose Hans? - that is the question as both Canada and Denmark compete for

control.

Source: Steven Fick; Canadian Geographic January/February 2007.

The question of control has yet to be decided. One can hope that two peace-

loving nations like Canada and Denmark will not resort to violence over a chunk

of barren rock. In any case, killing or threatening to kill seems a pretty primitive

response when maps are available – especially when they can claim the precision

of satellite images.2

It bothers me, what the Russians have done, planting their flag on

the seabed under the North Pole. The Pole is part of Canada, so why

doesn’t the international community take action?

I’ll answer your question with another: Doesn’t the North Pole, in fact, belong

to Santa Claus?

http://www.canadiangeographic.ca/hansisland/images/HansIsle1.gif


Actually, the North Pole is not in Canadian territory – it’s at sea, ice-locked as

that sea may be, beyond the territory of any nation. Your comment, however,

points up a fairly common assumption among Canadians. Maybe it has been

encouraged by Canada’s national anthem with its soaring pride in “the true North,

strong and free”: over time, people have sung the phrase and absorbed the idea

that “true North” and “Canada” belong together. A map or a globe, however, tells

a different story.

If, on the other hand, you ask who discovered the Pole – well, it certainly wasn’t

a Canadian. It was more likely an American – either Admiral Robert Peary, who is

regularly credited, or his African-American colleague Matthew Henson. Others

hold that the Norwegian Roald Amundsen got there first.

Adding complexity is the fact that there is not one North Pole, but two:

magnetic and geographic.3 Magnetic north, the point to which a compass needle is

drawn, shifts.

Whether at any given time it is situated in Canada or anywhere else carries no

great importance. Geographic north, that one point on the earth’s surface where

you can look in only one direction, south, is what the fuss is all about. Of course,

the issue is over more than bragging rights: it is clear that the Arctic region will

play a major role in world affairs. Its oil resources if nothing else will see to that!

The Northwest Passage – a shortcut between continents – is also lusted after. So

the Arctic nations: Canada, Denmark, Russia, Norway, Sweden, and even the

United States will each want to advance their interests.

On road maps directions are easy to figure out: north is always

straight up and east-west is 90 degrees from the north-south line. The

size of a town or city is given, at least in general terms. In contrast,

world maps can be frustrating. Sometimes north-south and east-west

lines seem to come together at strange angles, so I feel as if I’ve got to

tilt my head to figure out directions. As for size, if a map distorts that

without offering any explanation or warning, isn’t that like false

advertising?

All world maps have limitations: that’s our starting point. Most world maps do

not claim to show accurate distances – except sometimes along the equator or



some other chosen parallel - so for the great majority of users that’s not a

problem. If you want a world map where north-south and east-west relationships

are as straightforward as on a road map, choose a map with a rectangular grid.

That’s an advantage enjoyed by the Mercator, the Miller Cylindrical, the Peters,

and the Hobo-Dyer among others. Map projections such as the Robinson, the

Winkel Tripel, and Goode’s Homolosine use convex/concave lines for longitude, so

directional relationships are not as obvious or intuitive. In the opinion of some,

the problem of distorting size is the most serious. Thus the authors of a standard

geography textbook say about maps “relative area is of fundamental importance.”

4

This highlights your question about an apology: I believe publishers and

promoters of maps that get sizes wrong should acknowledge that they distort

people’s perception. At the very least, they should warn consumers that certain

maps may be dangerous to their view of the world.

By the same logic, shouldn’t those who support maps like the Peters

make it clear that they don’t show shape accurately?

Actually, in the case of the Peters that assertion has been forthcoming. In a

handbook to the Peters map5 I point out that it distorts shape, saying this is the

price to be paid in order to achieve other qualities. Call it honesty if you will ... or

just stating the obvious.6 Of course, you could say it’s not on the map itself. But

no map can do everything!

The Peters would be more fully accepted if it didn’t look so strange.

Some even say it reminds them of Salvador Dali’s paintings: you know,

watches melting over the side of a table and all that. Couldn’t it have

been made less different?

Can you help me know – perhaps with some examples – what you mean by the

term “less different”?

Take Africa... couldn’t it have been depicted more normal – not so

long and narrow?

Any mapmaker lives within certain constraints. First, there are the

http://www.odtmaps.com/detail.asp_Q_product_id_E_NewView-3-BK


requirements imposed by geography itself. Any landmass must be shown

accurately in terms of its coordinates, that is, those points where latitude and

longitude intersect.

Peters chose a rectangular grid for a number of reasons, but partly because he

believed most users were more comfortable with lines of latitude and longitude

that consistently intersected at 90°. He also set out to achieve fidelity of area.

Taken together, these goals impose strict requirements on the mapmaker. He or

she cannot “fatten” Africa’s midsection at will, nor reduce its top-to-bottom

stretch without also adjusting other areas proportionally. A useful application of

this principle may be found in the Hobo-Dyer world map. It does exactly what you

hope for in how it presents Africa: it shows that continent less stretched north to

south, or more “normal.” The price it pays for this is to further distort, or

”flatten”, shapes in high latitudes.

What are some ways people have used the Peters map?

There are some fascinating stories here.

The General Board of Global Ministries of The United Methodist Church had a

Peters world map etched in glass at the entrance to its New York office. The result

stands over six feet high; visitors cannot miss it as they come in. This serves as a

fitting reminder of the agency’s concern for the whole world, a world in which

justice and equal rights will be enjoyed by all the people of this world.

The president of a major multinational corporation sent his chauffeur to the

publisher’s office, asking them to stay open after normal hours so he could get a

copy in time for his next board meeting.

An interior decorator learned of the map through a design magazine; liking it,

she recommended that it be hand-painted on the wall of a client’s family room.

An organization devoted to international education uses the Peters map on T-

shirts, promoting a realistic worldview.

When the Ontario Science Centre devoted its impressive space to investigating

the question, What Is Truth? the Peters world map was featured prominently.

(The accompanying photo shows a young woman pointing to the area of East

Africa to which she had been appointed as an aid worker.)



“Who is civilized?” was part of the overall theme, “What Is Truth?” at the Ontario

Science Centre. Curators chose the Peters world map because it enables people to think in

new ways about big questions.

Four management consulting firms – Wilson Learning Corporation, The Forum

Corporation, KnowledgeWorkx, and ODT, Inc. have used it in training sessions.

“It frees up our participants,” was one trainer’s comment. “And whenever we

divest ourselves of old ideas we open ourselves to new learning.”

A teacher uses the Peters map to help students do two things: gain a more

realistic view of the world they live in, and develop a positive, questioning

attitude. “These days,” comments the teacher from a Catholic high school in

Toronto, “young people have so much thrown at them from all sides, unless they

learn to sort it out and do some critical thinking for themselves, they’re lost. Just

because they see a Mercator on the wall doesn’t mean it’s the real world. I find we

can take the discussion from there to other questions where they need to exercise

some independent judgment. Just because some media idol says it’s OK to do



steroids or drugs doesn’t make it harmless; just because the majority of their

friends do something doesn’t make it right. This map can lead to some amazing

discussion.”

Most people would have less dramatic stories. They would relate personal

conversations about the map and the world it tells us about. They might mention

putting it on a wall of their home, using it in college or post-graduate courses in

geography or political science or ethics, or in informal settings such as world

mission studies in churches. And not surprisingly Third World development

action groups are major users.

This map has been prominently displayed in the Vatican and the offices of the

World Council of Churches. NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization) forces

have used it. UNDP, the United Nations arm that deals with development,

supported the use of the map from its earliest days. UNICEF alone, which focuses

on the world’s children, has distributed over 60 million copies.

The map has been available in a variety of formats in ten or more languages. In

addition to English and German, these have been Spanish, Arabic, Russian,

Ukrainian, French, Italian, Basque and Asturian. In some cases interpretive

materials are also available: in print, in audiovisual format or online. For

example, UNICEF has published an atlas based on the Peters map for schools in

Switzerland. An Italian company, in cooperation with UNICEF, developed a

suitcase of print and audiovisual resources to support educational use of the map.

Are Peters maps of individual countries available?

Friendship Press, the original publisher of the map in North America, published

a map of Korea, for example. They also produced a map of the African continent.

The Peters World Atlas7 also shows a portion of the earth’s surface – one sixtieth,

to be precise – on any two-page spread.

At the same time, let’s recognize that maps on other projections have met that

need and will continue to do so. In other words, the value of the Peters is most

evident in its whole-world version, not in maps of smaller areas. Useful and

appropriate map projections of smaller regions already exist, so there is no need

to duplicate them. Regional maps on other projections can combine area accuracy

file:///Users/simos/Desktop/how-maps-change-things/OPS/chapter-10.xhtml#pope


with correct shape.

The claim is that the Peters map is fair to all peoples. But is that

really true? What about, say, the Kurds in the Middle East or the Roma

people in various countries of Europe – they aren’t even shown!

Fairness – let’s face it – is an ideal. We strive for it but it’s always beyond our

grasp. We cannot point to any nation, any political or educational or economic

system, any business enterprise and say, “Look, that’s what fair is all about!”

Given your interest in sports, let me turn to baseball for an illustration. Jackie

Robinson, as you know, smashed through the color barrier. He was signed by the

Brooklyn Dodgers in 1947, the first black player in the major leagues. Against

great odds and at high personal risk he succeeded. Along with his manager,

Branch Rickey, he pushed open the door for other blacks to play pro ball and to

press for progress in other fields. Nine years later Rosa Parks sat on an Alabama

bus, sixteen years later Martin Luther King, Jr. proclaimed to thousands at the

March on Washington, “I have a dream” and 61 years later Barack Obama would

attain the highest office in the land. The USA was striding toward justice.

Did Jackie Robinson bring about fairness for every victim of discrimination in

the USA or the world? Of course not. But in words that came from his heart he

summed up his view of how things work: “When you can’t do everything, you do

your part ... and point the way for others.”8

The Peters map, by giving Swedes and Mexicans, and the people of India and

Iran and Colombia and Canada precisely their share of the world’s landmass – no

more, not one bit less – is as fair to all peoples as any world map can be today. We

assert the same claim for the Hobo-Dyer and other equal-area projections.

Making maps comes down to technical expertise, pure and simple.

It’s math-based, so either you get it right or you don’t. That’s why I

can’t go along with people like Peters or Fuller, who seem to be trying

to change the way we look at the world. They have an agenda!

Let me affirm a point Denis Wood, Bob Abramms and I make in another book9:

maps are never simple, straightforward representations of some abstract “truth.”

It has never been the case that “a map is a map is a map.” What they leave out,



what they choose to show and how they show it affect not only the visual product

but the viewer’s experience. Maps first frame our questions, then supply their own

answers. Maps do take a point of view.

The sharp, sometimes acrimonious debate surrounding the Peters, previously

unknown in cartographic circles, highlights the fact that any map carries cultural

messages. In the case of the Peters, that comes through loud and clear. Brian

Harley, an eminent authority on the history of mapmaking, sums it up: “[T]here is

no doubt that Peters’ agenda was the empowerment of those nations of the world

he felt had suffered an historic geographic discrimination.”

If we’re honest about it, the debate has to do with our values far more than it

does with “getting it right” in some mathematical sense. This is not to suggest that

sloppy work at the technical level is acceptable. Rather, it is to focus on the

underlying issue: do we support or reject – or are we simply indifferent to – those

values that any map embodies?

I don’t understand why lines of longitude – meridians – are shown

as straight lines on some maps but curved on others, though latitude

lines show as straight. If the Earth is round, it’s round in all directions,

so shouldn’t the lines that go around it all look alike?

A bit of history may help us here. A man named Gerhard Kremer wanted a map

that would be useful to sailors. Their need was for a way to plot their course with

reasonable accuracy. Such a map did not exist, so he set out to create one. To

achieve his purpose he decided to show latitude and longitude with straight lines

– only straight lines.

With that decision he divorced himself from the prevailing mode of

mapmaking. Ptolemy of Alexandria, a cartographer of the second century, had

established the ruling tradition. Though maps with a rectangular grid were not

unknown, Ptolemy chose curved parallels, and curved meridians coming together

at the poles. Then, in the Middle Ages Europeans, under strong religious

influence, adopted a worldview centered on Jerusalem; when their cartographic

creations reflected this they sacrificed some of the precision of earlier maps.

From a modern perspective Kremer’s dissent from prevailing patterns seems



simple enough and totally logical, but at the time it was a daring breakthrough.

He would lay the whole world out on a grid; every intersection on the grid would

be right-angled. Using this projection, navigators could plot their course as

straight lines and enjoy an enormous advantage and security they had not known

before.

This rectangular format is still widely used. Kremer’s creation, known as the

Mercator projection – or more specifically a version of it known as the

“Transverse Mercator”-- is the basis of navigational charts to this day. But when

used in a whole-world presentation – never part of Kremer’s intention – it has a

major drawback: it distorts size more and more as you move from the equator to

the poles.

Some mapmakers have therefore opted to return to a rounded grid. Result: size

distortion is decreased. Examples include the Van der Grinten and the Robinson

(Figs. 7-5 and 7-6). These show one meridian as a straight line, termed the central

meridian; all others curve inwards toward the poles.

Fig. 7-5 Van der Grinten projection



Source: © 2010 Lovell Johns Ltd

Fig. 7-6 Robinson projection

Source: Arthur H. Robinson

What you say about lines of latitude being straight is partially true, but there are

exceptions. Shall we say that mapmakers sometimes toss us a curve? The same

Van der Grinten from Figure 7-5, is shown with the grid lines emphasized in

Figure 7-7. Note that though the formal name for lines of latitude is parallels, the

lines on this map do not run parallel; they grow farther apart as they move out

from the central meridian.

http://www.lovelljohns.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robinson_projection


Fig. 7-7 Notice the grid lines on the Van der Grinten spreading further apart as you

move away from the equator.

Source: National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency

Now compare the two maps of North America (shown here as Figures 7-8 and

7-9). That long stretch of the Canada-U.S. border that runs along the 49th parallel

from the Great Lakes to near the Pacific may be shown as straight or curved,

depending on the projection system. While either may be defended as accurate, in

the curved example it is possible for people to get the impression that the border

tilts northward as it moves west. Therefore in their minds Washington State

http://geoengine.nga.mil/geospatial/SW_TOOLS/NIMAMUSE/webinter/geotrans2/help/grinten.gif


pushes farther north than Minnesota, and Winnipeg, Manitoba is located farther

south than Vancouver, B.C. Compare locations for New York City and Los

Angeles; can you understand how a casual observer might suppose they are at

similar latitudes? The alternate map, Figure 7-8, shows position more clearly.

Source: Public Domain

Fig. 7-8 Compare this map of North America to the next map showing the USA and a

few Canadian cities. That long stretch of the Canada-U.S. border that runs along the 49th

parallel from the Great Lakes to near the Pacific may be shown as straight or curved,

depending on the projection system.



Fig. 7-9 Compare this map of North America to the previous map showing the USA

and Canada. That long stretch of the Canada-U.S. border that runs along the 49th parallel

from the Great Lakes to near the Pacific may be shown as straight or curved, depending on

the projection system.

Source: © Len Guelke

In a day when schools offer so little geography education, the question is

legitimate: Do we really want to add to such faulty perceptions?

You've made it clear : there is no perfect map of the world: every

map has some shortcomings. Since they're all flawed, what's the

problem of sticking by the one we've always known ? [In the case of

this Ohio high school, that was a traditional, Mercator-like map.]

Isn't that like saying, The perfect food doesn’t exist, so we’ll pig out on a daily

diet of fries and Coke, thank you. Or, since by definition there is no perfect human

being, I’ll just hang out with whoever comes along ... maybe we’ll even get married

some day. Either way, it’s no big deal.

Common sense says there are differences between people; there’s a difference



between one kind of food and another. Maps also make a difference – a big

difference! Which one is best depends on the purpose you have in mind. What do

you want the map to do for you ? In your case, if your school has the goal of

preparing students for a career as navigators, by all means choose nautical charts

that conform to Mercator’s projection. But even that, let me be clear, would not

justify using a world map on the Mercator projection in textbooks or on the

classroom wall! On the other hand, if the school is supposed to be preparing

students to live in the modern world, for heaven’s sake junk your size-biased

maps and go for something better suited to that need!

I can’t believe that Mercator-type maps distort people’s sense of

their place in the world. I’m a geographer; I grew up on the Mercator

but I never thought Greenland was as big as it appears. Where is the

scientific evidence?

My congratulations to you and to any others who may have managed,

somehow, not to internalize the data and images that regularly confront us. I

mean: if you consistently see things but don’t let them influence you – well, that is

remarkable, to say the least.

As for scientific evidence, do you always ask for that? How, for example, would

you prove that “all men are created equal”? Yet since July 4, 1776 - when the

Declaration of Independence was approved by the Second Continental Congress -

Americans have affirmed it as true. What’s more, some of us hold that the

principle applies not just to men but to everyone, not just to Americans but to

people of all nationalities. So the Universal Declaration of Human Rights can

affirm, in more sweeping terms, “All human beings are born free and equal in

dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act

toward one another in a spirit of brotherhood.”

Or turn to a more recent case. An anonymous graffiti artist sprayed the Berlin

Wall with the words - in German, of course - “This wall will fall. Beliefs become

reality.” Skeptics might have insisted on proof, but that’s not how some things

work. Rather, the conviction over time provided its own proof: the wall did come

down. Isn’t the point that some convictions fit most neatly in the category of self-

evidencing: they seem true, they are reasonable, they stand up to scrutiny, they



generally meet the test of experience and they help move us toward important

goals.

In my own experience of inviting people to draw a world map from memory,

conducted among more than 200 students ranging from middle school through

high school and college/university plus adults, in the United States and Canada,

fully 80 percent produced maps that reflected size and shape distortions that owe

their origin to the misuse of Mercator’s work. Geoffrey Underwood, speaking for

the National Geographic Society, similarly states that children asked to draw a

world map regularly show an oversized Northern Hemisphere. Asked whether

National Geographic world maps contribute to this distorted view, he said yes -

“quite a bit.” My statistics and Underwood’s general statement are compatible

with those of Thomas Saarinen’s more formal research. Analyzing results from 75

universities in 52 countries, Saarinen noted that our mental maps generally

exaggerate the northern hemisphere and diminish areas near or south of the

equator.10 Saarinen’s work may be the most objective evidence now available to

show that traditional maps do strongly influence the way we see the world.

Therefore anyone who holds that the images we are inundated with are powerless

to mold our mindset and shape our action – that person is making an assertion

that really cries out for proof!11



Fig. 7-10 This map, drawn from memory by a student in Thailand, clearly exaggerates

northern nations. It is typical of mental maps Thomas Saarinen found even in Third

World countries. He concludes: “A colonial mentality and Euro-centric image of the world

of the world still remains dominant in many places a quarter of a century after the end of

the colonial era.”

Source: www.eric.ed.gov

There’s an economic crisis going on right now; people are losing

their jobs and their pensions –and you want us to think about maps?

Just as the present crisis affects not only decision makers in banking, insurance,

and the housing industry, but clerks and carpenters and students, and farmers

from Minnesota to Madagascar, so it will not be solved by financial wizards and

politicians alone. The interconnectedness of all peoples is the basic reality here.

Everyone – seven billion of us – deserve hope, the opportunity to better our lot,

and fairness – in any stage of the economic cycle.

How do we help people see that better world? Without being dogmatic about it,

I would find it hard to think of any major shift in world affairs in which maps did

not play a significant role. So, yes, I invite you to think about maps, even when

http://www.eric.ed.gov/PDFS/ED293738.pdf


times are tough!

It’s OK to be idealistic, but when I’m faced with foreclosure I’m not

going to care about other people’s problems. I’ll be totally focused on

my own needs.

Nobody is required to put their own life - or that of their loved ones - in

jeopardy to help others. Self-preservation is part of who we are.

Still, people can put service above self-interest. The news out of Haiti after the

disastrous earthquake of 2010 included a story of a search-and-rescue team. It

happened to be from Iceland. Now the remarkable thing is not that they traveled

thousands of miles from a land that fits tight against the Arctic Circle to a tropical

country, but that the sending nation was tottering on the brink of bankruptcy.

They could have decided they had lots of work to do right at home ... instead, they

recognized the plight of fellow human beings, and responded.

Many of us can probably cite examples of some pretty needy people who don’t

wait for the wealthy to carry the humanitarian load alone. In fact, Jay

Brandenberger, associate professor of psychology at the University of Notre Dame,

points out that as a group the poor give a higher proportion of their income to

charity than the middle class.

Beyond the stories and the impressive statistics lies what I believe to be

demonstrable fact: people crave community. Both Robinson Crusoe and Friday

lived fuller lives after they found each other. That need for connectedness is as

evident among nations as it is in our personal lives. Facing foreclosure can be

terribly threatening; what can help is for people to experience the support of both

friends and experts in finance. Being consigned to live at the bottom of the world’s

disastrous economic system, with virtually no hope of climbing out, is - if we can

imagine it - frightening and frustrating in the extreme. Only if people begin to see

the world as a community will we progress toward solutions.

The most accurate portrayal of our world is one we already have. It’s

called a globe. Why don’t we all just use globes and forget about world

maps?

You are right to point out that a globe, and only a globe, can be fully accurate.



Both shape and size can be correctly discerned on it, for example. Even a cheap,

inflatable globe can be a helpful adjunct to a flat map.

Nevertheless, any globe has severe built-in limitations. For one, how would a

teacher use a globe in class? The average globe is too small for more than two or

three students to use at a time. To enable a whole class to examine a globe at the

same time one would need to build a room around it, since so large an object

would never fit through an ordinary doorway. Even then, students would see less

than half the world at any one time. Its equal-area advantage would be lost every

time students could not see, at the same time and on an equal plane, the several

places to be compared. Globes have a portability problem as well. So the list of

inherent deficiencies continues.

Still, there is hope. John Hammer, former president of the International Map

Trade Association, suggests that a screen with a projected globe on it might suit

admirably. (He's right!). In the future new holographic technologies may come up

with solutions to the “flat map vs. hard-to-display globe” dilemma. But as far as

we know, we’re not there yet.

Flat maps are needed – no question. Many maps help meet our human hunger

to understand our world with precision and clarity.

You present an interesting case, and I have learned from it. My

criticism is that it lacks balance. You have a point of view and you

make it clear, but wouldn’t it be better to keep that in the

background... present only facts and let your readers make up their

own minds?

What I am attempting here is to show that maps have a social component, a

political component, an ethical component, a personal-perspective component.

My assertion is that the scientific-factual base should always be there, but the

point is to go beyond that to explore the implications of our maps. And I hope that

in allowing my own convictions to show through I am following impressive

precedent ... After all, where would the world be without the courageous stance of

Nelson Mandela or Martin Luther King, Jr.? Or Rigoberta Menchu, the aboriginal

peasant woman who as a child labored in the coffee fields of Guatemala, whose

story of courage confronting power won for her not only the Nobel Peace Prize but



the assurance that she was helping to right wrongs on behalf of countless other

“forgotten” people? Where would we be without the example of those Hebrew

prophets who dared disturb the status quo? Advocating is not a bad word! Still,

people are free to make up their own minds. I hope you will!

Notes to Chapter 7
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CHAPTER 8

The World We Want

"Over here will be water...and this part is a place for

elephants to get a drink." "This is where the people live, so

we have to have lots of houses." "I’m building a hospital,

so sick people can come and get better..."

- from an unrehearsed conversation of a group of children at play, setting up their own

mini-world.

Children – that’s who we are. We play with ideas; we imagine a different world.

Science fiction writers spin out such dreams on paper or film; prophets, activists,

and mystics of many backgrounds broadcast their beckoning visions through

spoken words and sacred writings. Academics simulate alternate futures,

stimulating debate and action. Video games aficionados enter a different, virtual

reality. And in the windup to every election, voters ponder political platforms,

asking the essential question, What if ...?

Inventing the future is serious business. It’s also play. It’s the kind of game

where, if we get it right, everybody wins. What’s not to love about that?

Now it’s time to ask, What kind of world do we want, anyway? Assuming it

won’t be a clone of the world we have, just how will it be different?

This chapter takes a different approach from those that have gone before. It is

more focused on process, allowing your input. If you’re using this material in a

group setting, you’ll reap the benefit of others’ ideas. If you are reading it by

yourself, the steps outlined here can be useful as we continue our “conversation”

about maps and what they mean.

What’s Your Vision?



Stage One: Right Brain Time / Brainstorming

I urge you to take a few minutes right now to pull together your thoughts on the

kind of world you’d like to have - or see or live in. Keep in mind that the invitation

is not to imagine a better job or even a better town but to think globally –the

World We Want. So get a pad of paper and a pen. Describe your vision in a poem

or a paragraph or song or draw a picture to sum it up. Liberate your imagination

– let this be “play time.” Don’t get bogged down with details or practical questions

like how to pay for your dream or even how you’d get people to vote for it; all that

can wait. If you’re part of a group, share your statistics or artwork or catalog of

characteristics – whatever you might come up with. What follows is geared to a

small group; if you’re reading this on your own you can (let me repeat for

emphasis) still follow the process profitably.

Stage Two: Engage

Questions for clarification are in order at this point; critiquing or being

judgmental is not. If someone’s concept does not embrace every aspect of life,

consider why what they did present is important. Thus you might ask, “Why do

you think the five big ideas you’ve listed are crucial?” But bite your tongue before

blurting out, “that’s the stupidest statement I’ve heard all day!”

Stage Three: Find Patterns

Clusters of ideas will emerge. Whether under the guidance of a designated

leader, by democratically sharing insights or exercising your own intelligence, find

those patterns. How many ideas deal with economics, for example? Politics and

forms of government? If several contributions focus on how children are cared for,

consider putting them together under the same umbrella. In this process some

informal evaluation is certain to take place. What ideas get you or your group

excited? .

Do some ideas seem crazy or impractical? If so, you’re in good company. Mark

Twain once proposed a way to solve all traffic problems: no car would be allowed

on the road unless it was paid for. Camelot may turn into a vision of a world



where candy has no calories, horses are born with saddles, fish jump out of the

water, and rain falls only after sundown. Isaiah talked of a peaceful world in which

“a little child shall lead them” ... can anything be more far-fetched?

While holding to the ideas you’ve come up with, consider the following vision:

Bono on the World We Want

Every year in Washington, D.C. there is an event known as the National Prayer

Breakfast. Bono, the popular Irish rock star, was invited to speak at the 2006

event.

Bono applauded Americans, through the elected officials who were seated

before him, for their good work. “[Y]ou have doubled aid to Africa. You have

tripled funding for global health. Mr. President, your emergency plan for AIDS

relief and support for the Global Fund – you and Congress – have put 700,000

people onto life-saving anti-retroviral drugs and provided 8 million bed nets to

protect children from malaria.”

But Bono boldly went on.

“Here’s the bad news,” he said.

“It’s not about charity, is it? It’s about justice.

“Let me repeat that: it’s not about charity, it’s about justice.

“And that’s too bad. Because you’re good at charity. Americans, like the Irish, are good

at it. We like to give a lot, even those who can’t afford it.

“But justice is a higher standard. Africa makes a fool of our idea of justice; it makes a

farce of our idea of equality. It mocks our pieties, it doubts our concern, it questions our

commitment. ...

“Because there’s no way we can look at what’s happening in Africa and, if we’re honest,

conclude that deep down, we really accept that Africans are equal to us. Anywhere else in

the world, we wouldn‘t accept it. Look at what happened in South East Asia with the

Tsunami. 150,000 lives lost.... In Africa, 150,000 lives are lost every month. A tsunami

every month. And it’s a completely avoidable catastrophe.

“It’s annoying but justice and equality are mates. Aren’t they? Justice always wants to



"Equality is a real pain."

- Bono

hang out with equality. And equality is a real pain.

“You know, think of those Jewish sheep-herders going to meet the Pharaoh, mud on

their shoes, and the Pharaoh says, ‘Equal? A preposterous idea: rich and poor are equal?’

And they say, ‘Yeah, “equal,” that’s what it says here in this book. We’re all made in the

image of God.’

“And eventually the Pharaoh says, ‘OK, I can accept that. I can accept the Jews – but

not the blacks.

“Not the women. Not the gays. Not the Irish. No way, man.

“So on we go with our journey of equality.

“On we go with our pursuit of justice. ”1

Now let’s analyze what you’ve just read. How would you describe the world

Bono wants? What words come to mind ... would they include - for starters -

hope, truth-telling, one-sided, selective, brainless, politically correct [“P.C.”], a

fair chance for all, tough love, respect for all people?

Where does Bono’s vision differ

from the one you set out? For

example, do you hold that taking

care of the natural environment

should be a high priority? (Bono

didn’t mention it; is that a problem?) What about energy independence? Does

your ideal world call for a Hummer - or at least a hybrid - beside every hut? If not,

why not? How do you feel about the direction some emerging economies are

taking: more cars, more global competition for oil, more American-style

consumerism, greater independence in setting policy? What does your position on

these questions say about you, about your commitment to saving the planet,

about practical considerations, about equality? Should there be more – or fewer –

private vehicles? If you considered education, should it be free? Available to all?

Should it include basic literacy? How to manage money? Values education?

Critical thinking skills? What’s the best way to finance it? What did you say about

health care? War and peace? Race? Gender discrimination? Financial security?

Freedom from hunger? If security got onto your list, do you see it in terms of an



alarm system in every home, a guard dog at every door and a pistol under every

pillow, or a healthy investment portfolio or good relationships with neighbors or

fewer guns or a world of peace and respect? What did you say about water: do

people have a right to safe drinking water, or fish to unpolluted streams? What

role do you see for international agencies such as the United Nations, the World

Court, The United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the international police

clearing house known as Interpol, the World Bank, the body set up to deal with

refugees (United Nations High Commission on Refugees or UNHCR)? Did your

vision mention borders, trade and tariffs, terrorism? How about the issue of which

nations should be allowed to have and hold nuclear weapons and which ones

should be kept outside the nuclear club? (In this instance do you vote for equal-

opportunity-for-all? Or no nations at all? Or only peace-loving nations in the

nuclear club? Who should decide?) To put the question another way, if you had

opportunity to follow up Bono’s speech, what would you say?

“A World in Space”

Bono is not alone in envisioning a different world. As we pointed out in the

opening lines of the chapter, imagining a better reality is part of who we are as

human beings. Here’s a provocative statement attributed to Rabbi David Polish,

prominent leader in Reform Judaism:

“There is a world out in space which is an exact duplicate of our own. It is populated

with men and women like ourselves. They live in countries like our own. They live under

various economies and governments, and are divided into different national, religious,

and racial groups. They differ from us in only one respect. In each country there is a

pathological obsession with human welfare.

“As a result, over 60 percent of the national budgets are devoted to a compulsive and

hysterical desire for sheltering life from the normal ravages of human existence which we

accept more stoically. Billions of dollars are spent by governments on the conquest of

disease. Over the years, nations have poured their resources into medical research and

today no cancer, no kidney ailments, no degenerative disease exists.

“Unheard of sums are spent by governments on housing. They have so ordered their

fiscal policies that slums and blight are unknown. They are so overprotective of their

children that they overpay teachers, and training schools for teachers have to turn



candidates away. The perverseness of these conditions reaches its greatest height in their

legislation against all private charities in behalf of human welfare. The outlawing of

private charity has, of course, stifled the philanthropic instincts of the people.

“There is only one exception to this restriction against private benevolence. Since the

national budgets are so swollen with human betterment appropriations, there is little left

for national defense. It therefore becomes necessary for private citizens to raise money

for armaments. Thousands of private organizations exist for this purpose alone. There

are clubs to buy guns through raffles. People stand with tin cups on street corners to

collect coins for the purchase of hand grenades. Drives are conducted to acquire tanks.

There are tag days for military aircraft. Cousin clubs sponsor dances to buy uniforms.

The national governments simply neglect the problem of defense and let the burden fall

on private agencies.

“But the inadequacy of this system is apparent to all. People grumble that under such a

policy there will never be a war.”2

The questions we applied to Bono’s comments may profitably be brought to

bear on Polish’s statement. To what extent do you find each vision inspiring ...

firmly based in reality ... impossibly idealistic ... too costly, or ... ? Do you perhaps

find yourself uncomfortable with both of these "alternate worlds" in the same way

many resist being told that north doesn't have to be uppermost on any map, or

that the "developed world" has no intrinsic right to its privilege? How do you see

the two visions, and where do they fit into yours?

There’s a Map for That!

Visions like these are - surprisingly - closely linked to maps. Any vision is in

reality a projection in that it proposes – projects - an idea, an agenda for us to

consider. And that, as we have stated, is precisely what a map does - it

simultaneously operates on two levels: it (1) projects a curved surface onto a flat

plane and (2) projects an agenda. The map sets before us a way of looking at the

world. It is appropriate, therefore, that we now set world maps beside these and

other visions.

If the world you want is lopsided: a system in which some dominate while

others are short-changed, would not a Mercator look-alike represent that? If, on



the other hand, your ideal world is founded on fairness (which might include one

person, one vote; universal access to education, every country given its due),

would not a Peters or Hobo-Dyer be consistent with that goal?

No map will magically bring about the world we want. But until we give our

lofty goals visual expression, we’ll work under a handicap. It’s like running a race

without ever seeing the finish line.

For that reason map projections like the Peters and its close relative, the Hobo-

Dyer, pull us toward the world we want, serving like a magnet. And that, let us be

clear, is not just a pleasant “extra” – it belongs to the essential nature of maps.

What we’re talking about here is nothing less than a radical revisioning: seeing

things in a new way. The agenda, then, is to gain a new perspective on the world.

As British geographer J. Corner says, “the function of mapping is less to mirror

reality than to engender the reshaping of worlds in which people live.”3 We may

not inhabit that reshaped world ourselves, but who ever said that’s a reason to

give up?

Notes to Chapter 8
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CHAPTER 9

The World We Get

"Between the idea 

And the reality 

Between the motion 

And the act 

Falls the shadow..."

- T. S. Eliot

Mini-climates in Southern Ontario are friendly to fruit-growing; its vineyards

look like a smaller Napa Valley; its peach orchards rival Georgia’s. Growers rely

on seasonal help. Thus, friends of ours regularly count on men from Jamaica to

work their fields from spring to fall. Over time they developed a relationship of

trust and friendship – more like family than a rigid hierarchy of bosses and

workers. So, when the Canadian couple visited Jamaica they invited their worker-

friends, plus their families whom they had never met, to enjoy time with them at

their hotel.

Then the shocker hit. When the invited guests got to the hotel gate, guards

brusquely turned them away. No apology. No explanation. Just one not-so-subtle

message: this was a hotel for tourists; average Jamaicans were not welcome.

Let the story serve as a microcosm of our world. Privilege is not evenly

distributed. Discrimination lives. Even with the best of intentions, things may

turn out wrong. The world we may desperately want is not the world we get.

Between Us and the World We Want

Analytical critiques of our global malaise are never hard to find. Our purpose

here is not to add to the existing mountain of weighty commentaries but to step

back a bit, so gaining perspective.



One striking fact – at least to this observer – is how many analysts from widely

varied backgrounds see a major split – a deadly serious fault line – in the world.

They propose such terms as

Third World

Third and Fourth Worlds

The Developed World, the Developing World, the Underdeveloped World

Fast World/ Slow World

The Core and the Gap

The Core and the Periphery

The Stuffed and the Starving

Freedom’s Divide

North/South

Viable States/Failed States

The terms themselves can be revealing. “Third World” gained currency during

the Cold War. With East-West tension – centered on Moscow and Washington –

demanding top attention and constant vigilance, suddenly inventing a term like

the “Third World” introduced a whole new dimension. It called people to

recognize that much of the world had urgent needs not related to the East-West

power struggle.

Actually, the term first surfaced in French – le tiers monde. The common

English translation loses part of the point, simply suggesting a race in which some

people come in third. A more accurate translation would be the one-third world,

which speaks to the size and importance of this segment. In fact some advocates,

doing the math, conclude we should refer to the two-thirds world, based on sheer

numbers of people.

When the North-South Commission chaired by German Chancellor Willy

Brandt presented its groundbreaking report in 1980, it served to alert an

international audience to that vast area it termed “The South.” It found the



symbol of its concern in the Peters World Map, and reproduced that map on the

cover of its report, inking in a line running dramatically across the map to mark

off North and South. “East-West rivalry isn’t the whole story,” it seemed to be

saying. “There is another way to look at the world, and we better not forget it.”

Fig. 9-1 The findings of the North-South Commission gained wide distribution in book

form through language or regional editions. The line separating “North” from “South”

does not mean that everyone above it is privileged while on the other side all are

oppressed. Certainly Australia and New Zealand, though south of the equator, are part of

the “developed world.” Some in the “South” are extremely wealthy; some in the

industrialized countries live in Third World conditions. The marker serves to highlight

prevailing conditions that make a huge difference.

Source: Akademische Verlagsanstalt

Without denying the importance of the North-South split, New York Times

columnist Thomas L. Friedman sees a world divided into tradition-bound

societies and those eager to change. His book The Lexus and the Olive Tree offers

an explanation of how some societies adapt to new realities: if the world wants

cars or computers they will build them, even innovating and aiming for the

highest quality they can achieve. Meanwhile, other societies cling to age-old

habits, harvesting olives from the same groves that have stood there for centuries.

Should people who tend trees build luxury cars instead? Could they? What

options do they have, really? Which points to another worldwide split: some enjoy

freedom to choose; others live within severely limited options. This in turn hinges



on educational opportunity, social expectations, access to resources, and living in

an open, democratic society in contrast to a dictatorial regime. The gap is real,

though we are learning that how to deal with it will never be simple.

In a report to the United Nations, the Human Settlement Program predicted

that by 2020 about 1.4 billion people would be living in slums. The world’s

present slum population is about 1 billion, most of them in the “South” or

developing world. Without radical intervention by governments, 27 million more

people will be forced into slums every year. That is the equivalent of all the people

in New York’s Manhattan plus all of Australia - picture these millions getting

pushed off a precipice into poverty, no matter how hard they struggle: condemned

to life without adequate shelter, without safe water, without working sewers,

largely without hope.

With an estimated 90 percent of the world's slum dwellers geographically

distanced from us, we may fall into the "out of sight, out of mind" syndrome. We

feel sorry for them but seldom think about them. Nevertheless, warns Forbes

Magazine in a 2007 analysis, "the world ignores slums at its own peril."

Economist Jeffrey Sachs is passionate about responding to the rich/poor divide.

In The End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for Our Time he points out that

more than a billion people currently subsist on resources of less than a dollar a

day. No matter how we try to explain it, that is extreme poverty. Sachs tackles

head-on such common excuses as the idea that Africa is poor because it has

corrupt governments. The root of the problem, in his analysis, is grinding poverty;

deal with that and political improvement will follow. But first, he says, we may

need to change our mindset – we in the West, the North, the developed world. We

need to see Africa as the significant, vital part of the world that it is. That sounds

like a clear rationale for replacing South-suppressing map images with the more

realistic perspective of equal-area maps, letting Africa confront us anew in all its

vastness. Wouldn’t that seem a logical place to start?

Thomas P.M. Barnett, an adviser to the United States Department of Defense,

selects “The Core” and “The Gap” as labels. Noteworthy is the fact that the former

bears similarity to “the North” (or West or developed world) while “The Gap” is

largely made up of former colonies now caught in the poverty cycle. And what



solution does he recommend? Connectedness is key, he says: in a kind of extreme

networking, nations caught in The Gap need to link up. Not only with other Gap

nations but with the Core. Especially with the United States. Globalization - in

communications, commerce, cultural ties, and military alliances – counts.

High on the list of effective organizations concerned about world poverty is the

Millennium Project. Director John McArthur, speaking to the Canadian Institute

for International Affairs, identified a 3-speed world. “The first speed is the part we

live in, the rich world which has been blessed with an ‘economic miracle.’ The

second speed has people living in extreme poverty, but with rapid rates of

progress and social mobility. Then there’s the third speed, which is more like no

speed. These people are at the bottom of the ladder. Actually, they’re not even on

the ladder. These are the people living in parts of Southeast Asia, Northeast India,

Africa and Central Asia, who die ‘silent, voiceless deaths.’”

Some analysts pay more attention to cultural issues than to questions of

affluence and poverty. In his provocative book The Clash of Civilizations and the

Remaking of World Order, Harvard political scientist Samuel Huntingdon

predicted a war of values. While the clash may be interpreted narrowly as between

Islamic jihadists and Christian fundamentalists, it may be seen as having far

broader implications. “Not just youngsters, but people with families, in their 30s,

are willing to go to Iraq and blow themselves up. That is something new,” points

out Reuven Paz, a specialist in contemporary Islam who is based in Israel. Paz

sets such nihilism alongside the American policy of “endless war against

terrorism,” exemplified by the invasion of Iraq and other countries. Thus these

two thoughtful observers from very different vantage points speak of a single

reality: a global fault line that kills effective communication as it sets up

“righteous” battles against “evil.”

While many seem surprised by the vehemence and vigor of the resentment on

the other side of the divide – whether perceived as the poor, the South or the

Islamic world – some perceptive analysts saw that over 50 years ago. At the height

of the Cold War Reinhold Niebuhr observed:

The victors [in the Cold War] would ... face the “imperial” problem of using power

in global terms but from one particular center of authority, so preponderant and



unchallenged that its world rule would almost certainly violate basic standards of

justice .... If [we in America] assume  that all our actions are dictated by

considerations of disinterested justice ... the natural resentment against our power ...

will be compounded with resentment against our pretensions to a superior virtue.” 1

Niebuhr, who taught at New York’s Union Seminary, was speaking about

American power, but surely it requires no stretch of the imagination to see the

resentment Niebuhr observed in 1960 evolving into “revenge” and spilling over to

countries aligned with the USA – say the G8 counties, the North, and the

developed world.

Resentment of American power becomes the focus for other astute

commentators as well. William Appleman Williams spoke of U. S. architects of the

postwar world as operating out of “visions of omnipotence.” As in physics, where

an action calls forth an equal and opposite reaction, so in human affairs: such

over-reaching pride creates a climate of fighting back. Williams was one of the

20th century’s most influential analysts of American foreign policy.

Edward Peck, former U. S. Ambassador to Iraq and deputy director of President

Reagan’s task force on terrorism, asks, “Why is it that all of these people hate us?

It’s not because of our freedom. It’s not because Britney Spears has a belly button

or because we export hamburgers. They hate us because of things they see us

doing to their part of the world that they definitely do not like.”

From a Muslim writer living in the West we hear, “Muslims are in a state of

crisis, but their most daunting problems are not religious. They are geopolitical,

economic and social – problems that have caused widespread Muslim despair

and, in some cases, militancy, both of which are expressed in the religious

terminology that Muslim masses relate to.” Haroon Siddiqui, a past president of

PEN Canada2, points out that most Muslims live in the developing world with its

still-recent history of colonialism. That is not the only source of their difficulties,

but it is one significant factor. He provides statistics:

The total GDP of the 56 members of the Islamic Conference, representing more

than a quarter of the world’s population, is less than 5 per cent of the world’s

economy. Their trade represents 7 per cent of global trade, even though more than



"Convictions matter. At least our own

convictions – the affirmations,

commitments, and practices that are

central to our personal and social

identities – matter to us. Yet because

we live in a world of unprecedented

global interaction, the convictions of

people everywhere matter to all of us

whether we know it or not."

George Rupp, CEO of the International Rescue

Committee

two-thirds of the world’s oil and gas lie under Muslim lands.

The standard of living in Muslim nations is abysmal even in the oil-rich regions,

because of unconscionable gaps between the rulers and the ruled. A quarter of

Pakistan’s budget goes to the military. Most of the $2 billion a year of American aid

given to Egypt as a reward for peace with Israel goes to the Egyptian military.

The most undemocratic Muslim states, which also happen to be the closest allies of

the U.S., are the most economically backward.3

If the West sees itself as under

siege, whether by Jihadist Muslims

in particular or by the world’s

downtrodden in general, it may be

time to ask whether “they” may not

also feel threatened by the West. In

the case of the Jamaicans not

allowed past the guards into a

hotel in their own country, they

seem to have taken a forgiving

attitude. But can we always count

on tolerance when people feel they

bear the brunt of injustice? If

today some Muslims lash out at what they perceive to be their “oppressors,” what

guarantee do we have that other groups will not join them tomorrow?

If the world were a family – persons in one room scrounging for scraps; in the

next room a banquet being served; in one part of the house people dancing and

enjoying a party while just out of sight other family members lie sick and in

wracking pain – would we not label the family dysfunctional? Would somebody

not call for professional help? In the kind of world we actually get – so different

from the world we want – the follow-up questions become, “Where will healing

come from?” and “How can we begin to make things more fair?”

Meanwhile, the fault line running through our world, no matter what label we

choose to give it, and the resulting siege mentality on both sides, has



consequences. And these threaten, like some rushing tsunami, the well-being of

the world.4

The gap has another dimension as well. It demonstrates the disconnect between

our pious declarations and our actions, between our self-image of caring about

justice and the reality of an unbalanced world.

While the chasm of separation would present a problem in any period, it takes

on special urgency in our day. A century ago the most impoverished knew little

about life in the developed world; today what happens “here” can be instantly

known “there.” Consider the operators in a call center in Mumbai, India, devoting

their working day to business transactions on behalf of clients in the North – do

we really suppose they are unaware of the impassible divide between the fabulous

funds they move electronically, and the aching hunger of children they see when

they go back home? Thomas Friedman declares in The World Is Flat, “They do

not want our Nikes or our Blackberrys; they want our jobs, our kind of

opportunity.” Strong feelings within the impoverished world are not to be

dismissed. No matter how we label them: jealousy, ambition, frustration, envy,

hope, longing, impatience, the sad relic of long-ago injustice... the reality is they

form a volatile mix.

This is not to claim that the North-South split is the only fact we need to

address to understand the world-as-it-is. But it is to assert that only by being fully

aware of that reality can we be realistic about the world we’ve got. So let’s focus

on a seldom-asked question about how borders function in the global community

How Long Can Borders Last?

Somewhere in the world a medical team is being dispatched to a land most of

us will never visit. Borders that cut people off from others virtually vanish before

the medics’ single-minded determination to help victims of disease or disaster.

“Borders? They’re challenges, sure, but in the final analysis they’re just lines on a

map ... they have no reality except what people give them.” Any wonder these

people are called Médecins sans frontières/Doctors without Borders?

Other examples similarly instruct. The European Union represents a high-



minded effort to break down walls of insularity built up over centuries.

Some things do not change, however. Doctors serving beyond borders are still

doctors; the mapline between France and Germany has been downgraded in

importance, but people on one side still speak and think in French; on the other,

in German.

Would a world without borders still be the world? Would nations without

borders still be the nations we know? Is a world without borders even thinkable?

Realistically, no. Border-free is not the world we get. Still, there are some

factors - gentle pressures, if you will - trying to move us in that direction, and

some signs that they are having some effect. Here are some examples, with no

attempt to rank order them:

The European experiment. True, the EU has its problems, but who today

contends that the continent should return to its former status of xenophobic

fiefdoms? Would anyone choose either the map or the mindset of the

continent that gave us modern nationalism, imperialism, and the Holocaust?

The clear consensus is that letting national borders fade to a less prominent

role - on the map and in trade and commerce and freedom of movement -

represents real progress.

The image of Earth from space. It’s obvious from this NASA photo that every

border on the planet has been contrived by human beings. And it’s clear

from history that many a border marks ancient scars and continues to be

imposed and defended by force. Therefore, logically, borders can be scrapped

should we ever muster the will.

The Appalachian Trail, which

ran for years from Georgia to

Maine and now reaches into

the Maritime Provinces and

Newfoundland, may be

further extended - get this! -

to Portugal, Spain, even



Fig. 9-2 Earth from space

Source: NASA

Morocco. Those European-

North African countries

surprisingly have mountain

ranges that owe their origin

to the same collision of

tectonic plates that formed

the American Appalachians.

Some 300 million years ago

they were all part of the same

mountain mass. Then, about

100 million years later, the

large landform known as Pangaea split apart, so some of its mountains are

now located in Europe, some in North Africa, some in North America.

Appalachian activist Dick Anderson explains the motivating vision: “We

want to get people to think beyond borders.” He sees this as a way of helping

people connect across cultures.

Electronic-communication systems now bypass borders as if they weren’t

even there. Who cares whether your email correspondent or Facebook friend

lives under another flag? Even in those cases where fearful governments try

to limit access by erecting high barriers, the trend would seem to be toward

people exercising freedom to speak and act on their convictions. The full

change may not come tomorrow, but no borders can match the power of the

human spirit coupled with the electronic revolution. If members of Facebook

were to consider themselves a country their population would be the third

largest on Earth (800 million).

Poet Robert Frost gave the world a great insight when he spoke of a

“something” that doesn’t go for walls - that in fact stubbornly resists all

http://visibleearth.nasa.gov/view_rec.php?id=2429


bordering off. He never defined that “something”-- perhaps no one can. Like

the breeze we never see but know only by its effects on waves, leaves, and

skin, we experience that pervasive force when it helps bring down the Berlin

Wall or the fortress walls of Quebec or ancient Troy.

What are borders for, anyway? They are there to define. They make clear

what belongs inside the line. They do this very largely by keeping “the

outside” out, whether that is defined as foreign people, products, or ideas. In

times of peace nations may defend their interests by tariffs on imports; when

things heat up they escalate troop levels. To what extent are the borders

marked on maps the result of a deep-seated parochialism, and to what

extent do they encourage it? Would the territorial imperative - “Keep out;

you’re not welcome here!” - be any less operative if there were no borders?

What, indeed, do we mean when we say we “belong” to a certain country - in

what sense does an abstract entity own us? Is it possible, given our history,

our group loyalties, our maps, to conceive a world where loyalties are

broader than the nation?

Still, reality is never simple. If we quote Frost should we not also remember his

observation, “good fences make good neighbors”?

Shift the debate: are there some borders that should be abolished while others

are beefed up? Look at any political map, that is, one that shows nations and

borders. Which lines would you label beneficial and which would the world be

better off without? How about the U.S.-Canada border? America’s border with

Mexico? The line between England and Scotland? The barrier between East and

West Germany, including the Berlin Wall, that fell in 1989? The DMZ separating

North Korea from South? The line between the developed world and those nations

caught in the cycle of poverty?

How to Respond?

If you’re reading this book you have three major advantages. First, you have the

discretionary time and money to buy and read this book (or you have access to a

local library or your professional association gave you a copy as a member



benefit). Second, you live in a free society, which sets options before you. Third,

you’re aware of the problem. Millions aren’t. Or don’t care. That means people like

you and me can take informed action. Consider how the following “starter” ideas

might make a difference:

By linking with an existing group or starting a new one, set up a study-

action program around issues this book has raised.

Support an organization that focuses on world affairs or justice, perhaps in

your community, synagogue, church or mosque, library or school.

Find out about book clubs in your area; suggest this issue as a focus; offer to

participate.

Remember that “Third World” need not be only overseas. Events such as

Hurricane Katrina and the recession of 2008 (and following) reveal that

pockets of poverty are hidden within even the wealthiest nations. Some may

be near where you live; seek them out and explore how you can support

those neighbors.

Do an inventory of activities in your community that engage in intercultural

dialogue. Get to know people with a different background or outlook.

Sponsor an intercultural experience. A Toronto church does this at

Thanksgiving, enabling “new Canadians” to experience this uniquely North

American holiday, tell their stories, and contribute to intergroup

understanding in the city that the UN has labelled the most cosmopolitan in

the world. In this case hundreds of immigrants from Central America,

China, Nigeria, and other countries have formed friendships with long-term

residents. Pushpins on a Peters map, identified with people’s names, mark

the locations from which they come.

Investigate the possibilities of “twinning” your community (city, town,

church, school, for example) with a comparable group on the other side of

the global divide. Help may be found at www.sistercitiesinternational.com

among other sites.

Find out more about NGOs (non-governmental organizations) and their role

http://www.sistercitiesinternational.com/


in responding to human need. Reflect on the fact that some observers see

these groups’ humanitarian work as one of the most hopeful developments

of modern life. For example, Brian Stewart, a veteran foreign correspondent,

says that the modern NGO movement is the fastest growing sector of the

world economy. “Everywhere I’ve gone in the last ten years, I’ve been struck

by the way [they] form a ‘critical mass,’ bringing better education, health

and respect for human rights to ever-spreading circles of people.”

Check with your representatives in Congress or Parliament; what stance do

they take on issues of fairness locally and globally? Listen, encourage, push,

write, or lobby as needed.

Seek out persons and organizations working for fairness to all5 and peace

(examples abound, including fair trade enterprises such as Ten Thousand

Villages stores or New Internationalist, co-publisher of this ebook); ask how

you might help or volunteer to support them.

Deal with the challenge of narrow world views. If the first requirement is to

change people’s mindset, how do we go about that? If you see equal-area

maps such as the Peters and Hobo-Dyer helping that happen, how can you

help make them more widely known?

Are the world’s problems subject to human control? Can hope survive? Getting

our daily fix of bad news may push us to say "NO". But that may be precisely the

time to celebrate the "YES!" - those moments when people refuse to surrender to

despair. Celebrate Gerhard Kremer: can you visualize him watching, feeling the

pain of families saying tearful good-bys to men setting out to sea, knowing they

might never see them again. So he created a map that changed all that. Celebrate

Arno Peters: he saw a lopsided world; instead of keeping silent he spoke out for

justice through an equal-treatment map. Celebrate medical mappers and weather

mappers and eco-mappers who make life better for us every day. Celebrate all

who take action for a fairer, more liveable world. Celebrate hope with song and

vivid art and joyous dancing!

The point is surely clear: the world we live in is not the world we want. But

there is good news: we can all do something to narrow the gap. That, some of us

http://www.tenthousandvillages.com/
http://www.tenthousandvillages.com/
http://www.newint.com.au/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QXISGHLT0Og


are convinced, directs us towards a world where everybody wins.

I bike. On a favorite trail I regularly clock one segment at 15 minutes. Later --

funny thing -- I do the opposite direction in just 8 minutes. The secret? Nothing

to do with being more experienced; I’m simply going downhill. But nobody can

roll down until they’ve climbed up; we all learn that only through the pain can

we claim the gain.

I offer no apology for laying out the problem in perhaps depressing detail:

developing awareness is always the first step. Now it’s time to shift focus. First

we’ll look at the surprising, little-understood, yet significant connection between

maps and faith systems or, more broadly, the values that claim us. Then we’ll

move on to investigate how our values and our maps together can make a world

of difference. To those changed perspectives we now turn.

Notes to Chapter 9

1. Reinhold Niebuhr, The Irony of American History, New York: Scribner, 1952. Niebuhr’s

references to such terms as imperialism, pretensions (arrogance), and justice/injustice may

seem harsh, especially to those Americans who believe their country acts out of noble motives

for the benefit of others. Nevertheless, a growing body of works by analysts attests to the

contemporary relevance of Niebuhr’s position. See, for example, God and Empire: Jesus Then

and Now, by theologian/political analyst John Dominic Crossan (New York: HarperCollins,

2007), Perils of Empire by political scientist Monte L. Pearson (New York: Algora Publishers,

2008), The Perils of Empire (that‘s correct, same title) by another political scientist, James

Laxer (Toronto: Viking Canada, 2008), In Praise of Barbarians: Essays against Empire by

Mike Davis (Chicago: Haymarket Books, 2007), and The Forging of the American Empire:

From the Revolution to Vietnam: A History of American Imperialism by Sidney Lens and

Howard Zinn, (London: Pluto Press, 2003). In his 2010 book Washington Rules: America’s

Path to Permanent War (New York: Henry Holt) Andrew Bacevich states his conviction:

American claims to be operating out of “benign purposes” are false. Bacevich writes with the

perspective of a West Point graduate with 23 years of army service. (At the same time, we

recognize that others strongly hold to a different view; thus Max Boot argues in USA Today

(May 5, 2003) that “U.S. imperialism has been the greatest force for good in the world during

the past century.” Even so, we note that commentators on both sides of the debate clearly

acknowledge that imperialism is alive and well.) 

http://www.press.uchicago.edu/Misc/Chicago/583983.html


By imperialism in this context I mean the modern variant of what was once called colonialism:

the domination, through overpowering strength, of others by one nation, one economic or

cultural system, or one faith/philosophical outlook… by arrogance  I mean the working

assumption that one’s own group is so far superior that the opinions of others may be

disregarded. Francis Fukuyama, political scientist at Johns Hopkins University, weighs in on

that issue: what he calls “American exceptionalism” is described as the “implicit judgment that

the United States is different from other countries and can be trusted to use its military power

justly and wisely in ways that other powers could not.” (America at the Crossroads:

Democracy, Power, and the Neoconservative Legacy, New Haven: Yale University Press,

2006, p. 101) by justice I mean fair and equitable access to the world’s available resources. ←

2. PEN is an independent, nonprofit association of writers and others concerned with freedom of

expression. It assists those it deems to have been unjustly silenced under authoritarian

regimes. ←

3. Being Muslim, Toronto: Groundwood Books, 2008. p. 27 ←

4. Many other perceptive commentators have called attention to the split or chasm in the world.

The remarkable thing is the surprising convergence of their ideas, though they come from

widely varied backgrounds. Among them:

Margaret Atwood. In The Handmaid's Tale, this renowned novelist depicts a society under

stress: if things aren’t going well it must be the communists, or the Jews, or the liberals, or

evil people who can’t stand it that others are free … so the world gets divided into “us” – the

white hats – and “them” – the evil-doers who need to be set right or stopped dead. 

Martin Amis. This British novelist tells of people demeaned, stripped of dignity and power,

who actually find an ultimate pleasure in killing. 

John Updike in The Terrorist. “I felt I could understand the animosity and hatred which an

Islamic believer would have for our system,” explains the prize-winning author, commenting

on his work. 

Condeleeza Rice, United States Secretary of State in the second George W. Bush

administration, who speaks of “freedom’s divide” and those “unlucky enough to be born on the

wrong side of that divide.” 

Robert Rubin. In his book In an Uncertain World this former Secretary of the Treasury

(Clinton administration) sets out a declaration of interdependence that, if acted upon, would

help bind together the peoples of the world across the present chasm of separation. 

Black Gold. Using coffee as a case study, this British documentary film sharply contrasts

capitalist greed vs. Third World need. It asks the basic question why, when people in the

developed world pay $3 to $4 a cup at specialized coffee shops, only one or two cents is paid to

http://pen.org/
http://www.amazon.com/Muslim-Groundwork-Guides-Haroon-Siddiqui/dp/0888998864


those who grow the beans. 

Michael Ignatieff. In Blood and Belonging this Harvard-academic-turned-political-leader-

in-Canada-turned academic points to the psychological reality that underlies the chasm:

“Between the hungry and the sated nations, there is an impassable barrier of

incomprehension.”

Richard Gwyn, London-based syndicated columnist. “To look closely at rich-poor, or North-

South, trade is to look directly at a nightmare. The U.S. collects more in tariffs from its trade

with Bangladesh than from its trade with France. Japan imposes 1,000 per cent duties on

imported rice. Mozambique loses as much because of European sugar subsidies as its gets

from European foreign aid.” 

The International Red Cross. Its World Disasters Report charges that humanitarian aid

from developed nations to areas of need reflects political priorities more than an ethic of help

based on human need. 

Worldwatch, an independent research organization based in Washington, adds that the root

cause of hunger is not shortage of food but poverty. Of all malnourished children in the Third

World, 80 percent live in countries that have enough food, but it is not available to the poor. 

The International Summit on Democracy, Terrorism and Security brought together

more than 200 global leaders and scholars in Madrid in 2005. High on their list of conclusions

was the pressing need for global justice. 

Finally, John McCain, in a pronouncement many will find surprising – given other stances

he has taken and the bellicose image he projects – stated that, in any effort to shift the

relationship between the West and the Islamic world, “scholarships will be far more important

than smart bombs.” ←

5. A math teacher in a Toronto public school gave her 7th Grade students the following

homework assignment:

(a) Compare the wages earned by a Chinese factory worker ($0.28 an hour) with the salary of

Nike’s CEO (approximately $9600 an hour)

(b) Calculate how many hours one factory worker would have to work to earn the equivalent of

what Nike spends annually on advertising (950,000 years). 

Would you encourage curriculum planners and teachers in your local schools to include

problems of this nature? Why or why not? What new awareness might develop? What possible

action? ←



Economic strength and military force will

never build peace in a globalized world, said

Lech Walesa, former president of Poland, at

the University of Central Florida. Human

values are paramount. And the developed

world, especially the United States, must be a

power in renewing those values.

CHAPTER 10

Maps and the Faith/Values Connection

"Values will be the most important political question of

the 21st century."

- Jim Wallis, Christian social activist

Lance Armstrong, champion cyclist, got it right. “It’s not about the bike,” he

said in summing up his record. Similarly, Arno Peters got it right; analyzing the

debate over his map he declared, “It’s not about a map - it’s about a worldview.”

To talk about worldviews is to

move beyond - though never to

reject - the domain of

mathematics: the realm of

projection systems and rectangular

vs. curved grids ... and enter the

realm of attitudes, relationships,

how we connect with one another

and with the planet. It’s to shift

from the hardware to the software of our inquiry. In a very real way it is to enter

the realm of faith and values.

Note the language: we do not claim it is to enter the realm of “religion” as that

is often understood. In fact, you don’t have to be “religious” to like the Peters

map. This is exemplified by Peters himself: he was highly skeptical of all formal

religions.

Yet without the support of religious organizations this map would never have

achieved the worldwide recognition it enjoys. Faith communities were early

enthusiasts and remain strong supporters. Is this just coincidence, or is there

something more going on here?



A helpful way to get at the question is to focus on values. When we move

beyond paste-on labels, getting through to those motivators that drive our daily

behavior, it’s no longer a question of: Are you Baptist? ... or Catholic? Muslim or

mystic? Hindu or humanist? If you’re Jewish it’s not a question of whether you

keep kosher and strictly observe the Sabbath. What does count is what your goals

are, what springs you into action – in short, your values. That holds true whether

that “you” refers to you as an individual, or to a family, an organization, or a

nation. While we will focus in this chapter on the Peters map as the most

dramatic example of the principle, the same values analysis may be applied to

other maps. What worldviews are implicit, say, in the map that sees Iraq primarily

as a source of oil for the United States, the map that shows the world centered on

Havana, then enlarges Cuba (see chapter 11), the map that flaunts the British

Empire in grandiose glory?

An early proponent of the Peters map in North America was the Evangelical

Lutheran Church in America. So strongly were they convinced of its ability to

reshape people’s operative image of the world that within months after the map

was published they distributed many thousands of copies. The Rev. Arthur Bauer,

then with the church’s Board for World Mission, explained it this way:

The Christian message includes an emphasis on justice for all, based on the love of

God which is extended to all. That message cannot utilize a map that sets forth an

inaccurate, distorted world view. The Peters map appears to be the best educational

tool for showing us our place on Earth. The values and purposes of this map coincide

well with the teachings of the Bible and the church.1

The Roman Catholic Church emphasizes what it calls “the preferential option

for the poor.”2 To know what this means, consider three statements – more

precisely a fact, a principle, and a recommendation:

First (and most obvious): some people in the world are poor, marginalized,

and oppressed.

Second: people of faith have the duty/privilege to respect those marginalized

people.



Followed by the injunction: merely to deal with them on an equal basis is

not good enough, for that only perpetuates their disadvantage; “second-mile

generosity” is called for in order that accumulated wrongs may be righted

and fairness achieved.

It may come as no surprise, then, to learn that Pope John Paul II had a large

Peters map hung in the halls of the Vatican. To all who saw it, it became a wake-

up call: the importance of the Two-thirds World, and the need to keep

marginalized people and nations constantly in the forefront of attention. The

United States Catholic Mission Association likewise gave the Peters map pride of

place in their public materials.

Source: Akademische Verlagsanstalt

In the United Kingdom an early version of the Peters map was distributed by

Christian Aid, complete with a quotation from Psalm 89, from which they took the



This world map, known as the Hobo-Dyer,

received favorable attention in Oslo, Norway

when the 2002 Nobel Peace Prize was awarded,

and later when it was displayed at the Carter

map title, “North and South.”

The World Council of Churches, encompassing major Protestant, Anglican, and

Orthodox bodies and through them representing some 560 million Christians

around the world, regularly uses the Peters in its publications and educational

resources.

President Jimmy Carter of the United States, when he received the Nobel Peace

Prize, deliberately chose the Hobo-Dyer (as we pointed out earlier, it shares with

the Peters its foremost quality: a totally accurate and fair treatment of all areas, all

nations) to present the worldwide work of the Carter Center. While there is no

overt faith reference here, Carter’s personal convictions are well known. His own

value-system and that of the Carter Center find clearest expression in a world map

that treats all nations with respect.

In the days before the Peters

map had entered either the

commerce or the psyche of the

English-speaking world, it was a

German publisher who brought it

to my attention. Evangelische

Weltmission, the enterprise he

represented, was distributing it

primarily to churches to support

their work in building global

awareness and action. The map

spoke to the need to treat all

peoples fairly and with dignity.

In France Cimade, an

ecumenical activist organization

focused on justice for marginalized

people everywhere, makes the

Peters its map of preference,

offering a realistic view of the

world as it is and the world we



Center in Atlanta, Georgia. The Carter Center

effectively serves needy people in 78 nations.

work toward. Its collaborator le

Comité Catholique contre la faim

et pour le développement (Catholic

Anti-Hunger Development

Committee) developed its own

tools for elementary-level education about the Peters map and how it stimulates

awareness of what we call developing nations or the Third World.

Speaking for the World Association for Christian Communication, General

Secretary Randy Naylor says,

The Peters is prominently displayed in our London offices; it will be even more

arresting when we supersize it for our new Toronto location. The Peters, as we use it

in a marked-up version, makes it clear that communications in practice – global

news, documentaries, drama and entertainment – often reflect a privileged and

extremely narrow political, economic, sociological and religious worldview. The

stories of the world represented by the South on the Peters map are integral to a fair,

just and holistic worldview. Without such stories and perspective we not only

shortchange others, we shortchange ourselves. The Peters helps us identify the hope

of living in this world that combines great need with great potential.3

The United Methodist Church, prominent among Protestant denominations in

the United States, placed a Peters map of the world etched in glass at the entrance

to its Global Ministries office. You can’t miss it – not just because it stands more

than six feet tall, but as you walk into the offices - literally through that map - you

get the sense that you’re part of a “different” world; you become a participant in a

mindset that takes the needs of the whole world seriously.

Canada’s largest Protestant body, the United Church of Canada, so identified

with the goals made visible in the Peters map that it placed a large order

customized with its own imprint. Mardi Tindal, who had helped launch the map

by interviewing me on TV, became the 40th Moderator of the denomination in

2009. She comments:

As a learning tool the Peters Projection map has helped people including those in

the United Church to think about the assumptions that shape how we perceive the



Additional comments from a faith

perspective may be found on the DVD, Arno

Peters: Radical Map, Remarkable Man.

world.  That "ah hah" moment when we begin to see the world from a different

perspective is a crucial step in becoming involved in justice making. The map and its

use in educational workshops has been part of the United Church's commitment to

decolonize its world view and therefore the way we participate in mission.  These

types of learning tools continue to be crucial to the church's ongoing commitment to

live faithfully in the midst of empire and to becoming an intercultural church.4

The Mennonite-sponsored fair

trade retail stores, Ten Thousand

Villages, have sparked community

outreach programs on global

justice. Using both the Peters and

the What’s Up? South! (see chapter

2) has been effective for them; in

fact, these maps have often been

among their ten best-selling items

sourced from outside their

traditional supply chain.

Malcolm Fife, a Canadian, writes

from the vantage point of Lifeline

International, an interfaith

network of volunteers working to

assist persons in crisis:

When I first encountered the Peters map and studied the related Handbook I was

propelled into a new way of relating to people everywhere. I soon found a practical

use for this understanding. As active members of Lifeline, my wife Fran and I worked

up a customized map of the world to highlight those places where Lifeline operates –

from Papua New Guinea to South Korea, Australia, Botswana, the USA and beyond –

and showing where the more than 600 delegates to our Toronto world convention

came from. The Peters was perfect for our purpose. The resulting map was so large it

clearly dominated our meeting space, became more than decoration, more than an

educational device; it forcibly reminded us, as one overseas participant remarked,

that in spite of cultural differences and the controversies that threatened to tear us

apart, we were all one, in one world with one purpose.5

http://arnopeters.bravenewtheaters.com/
http://arnopeters.bravenewtheaters.com/
file:///Users/simos/Desktop/how-maps-change-things/OPS/chapter-02.xhtml#upsouth


While many a map might be utilized to highlight the unity Fife and his

colleagues are committed to, the Peters did the job especially well because it helps

viewers visualize equal respect for all nations.

Stephen Goldstein, an American with two decades of experience preparing

missionaries to serve in other cultures, points out that “missionary policy

understands mission to be not from North America and Europe to the Southern

hemisphere, Asia and the Pacific; rather, we celebrate the fact that our

missionaries come from everywhere and serve everywhere. It can be no surprise

that in orientation and training we have relied on the Peters map to support this

world view.”

In the parish or congregational context, examples abound of people finding the

Peters map helpful. In an unsolicited comment a Baptist minister writes;

I use the Peters map as part of my Sunday School and mission teaching. ... [T]he

Peters ... has been extremely helpful in making the point about the misconceptions

people (especially Americans) have about the world. ....

By the way, after dealing with the visual contrasts between Mercator and Peters, I

usually get into an issue that flows from that: HIV/AIDS, bringing out the point that

while it is a relatively small issue in North America, it is a huge issue in sub-Saharan

Africa, yet perceptually people in the USA have little sense of urgency about what’s

happening in Africa.

This becomes a launching pad for our mission agenda: getting the congregation

committed to the needs of the two-thirds world.6

Whenever I do map presentations with Jewish groups, I am impressed with

their openness to questions of global justice, which is never far from a

consideration of equal-area maps. So regular an occurrence cannot be simple

coincidence; there has to be a connection. Here is what Ellen Hofheimer

Bettmann, an anti-bias educator with the Anti-Defamation League, has to say:

Jewish teaching includes the concept of tikun olam, a mandate that means



repairing the world; this theme underlies many rabbinic teachings. While the concept

may sound vague, we Jews are helped in the process of figuring out what to do by the

concept of mitzvot, loosely translated as good deeds. There are 613 mitzvot in

Judaism, Biblical in origin. One of these, central to the lives of social justice activists,

is “Do not stand idly by.” (Leviticus 19:6) Noticing suffering, caring, and taking action

is central to Jewish life. Another key element in Judaism is remembering our history

as slaves and the exodus from Egypt. This remembering, which is another of the 613

mitzvot and forms part of the shema or daily prayer, compels us to work always to

ensure that all people are treated fairly and justly. This distinctly Jewish perspective

is a major reason why I am such an enthusiast for maps like the Peters and the Hobo-

Dyer.7

Has Buddhist philosophy been threaded into Arno Peters’ design? Not

intentionally, but the compatibility is remarkable. A Buddhist expression says,

quite simply, “What we think, we become.” And Thich Nhat Hanh wrote, “...

change in the world begins in personal, inward change.” Those who experience a

new view of the world, stimulated by the Peters map and opening themselves to

its full implications, enter into an inward change that leads to change in the

world. “Enlightenment” may be private, but it can bring public results.

The Chinese sage Confucius, whose perspectives on life remain influential 26

centuries after his death, held that always treating others with respect was of

highest importance. In a book on maps it is appropriate to ask, Which maps show

greater respect: those that cut some countries to a fraction of their size, or equal-

area treatments?



Source: Global Citizens Network

High values shared by the world’s faiths and by many who identify with no

religion come through clearly in the mission statement of the Global Citizens

Network. “The people of the world are one people, enriched by differences, united

by the common bond of humanity,” they affirm. That perspective plays out as

international teams of volunteers build bridges of understanding and respect

between peoples. The organization commissioned the world’s largest Peters map

for its Minneapolis headquarters - 16 feet wide! Comments staff member Laura

Kurland,

It is the best icebreaker we could have ever asked for! My favorite story about this

so far was when a delegation of Latin American civic society leaders arrived in our

office. When we took a break during the meeting they all ran over to the map and

discussed their observations about the proportions and sizes. It was an absolute hit!

http://www.globalcitizens.org/


Inclusive/Exclusive Points of View

But let’s be clear that not all expressions of religion, not all value systems,

endorse the Peters or any similar map. There is, in fact, a deep divide, with some

on one side, some on the other.

First, the context. Ever since history began people have been persecuted or even

mass-murdered because of the values they held. Just wearing – or not wearing - a

certain religious label has, in many cases, been reason enough to get a person

tortured or killed. Early Christians in the Catacombs, Jews in Nazi Europe,

Muslims and Eastern Orthodox Christians during the Crusades come quickly to

mind. Sometimes the driving force for hatred focuses on ethnic or political labels:

Joseph Stalin came close to wiping out the Kulak peasants because they owned

property; 16th century Spanish conquistadors effectively destroyed the Inca

civilization of Central America; suicide bombers – Islamic extremists – murdered

some citizens of the Western world who happened to be in the wrong place in New

York or Shanksville, Pennsylvania or Washington, D.C. on September 11, 2001 or

in London on July 7, 2005 or Mumbai on November 26, 2008.

To that horrible list we must, unfortunately, add a current example. But it’s a

different sort:

This one does not record a killing that has taken place; rather, it glorifies the

idea of a mass killing that, it predicts, will take place.

This kill-off dwarfs all others we could list. If the others were mass, this one

is “masser.”

The agent in this case is not people out of control but a vengeful god. Or, as

some would have it, God.

A case in point is the “Left Behind” series of thrillers. While fictional stories,

they do reflect a value system and therefore need to be taken seriously. The “Left

Behind” books have sold more than 65 million copies worldwide, and have long

been best sellers in the United States, and been adapted for movies. In the story

Glorious Appearing, Jesus returns to earth to wipe out all non-Christians. The



Neither lopsided maps nor intolerant

religious perspectives are about to be

nominated for a Nobel Peace Prize. Wrong

views are no less wrong when they are

perpetrated in the name of cartography or of

the gods we worship. Today’s interdependent

world demands better.

authors describe a vast sinkhole opening up in the earth, swallowing all who do

not hold the “right faith.” Their cries of despair reach deafening decibels. Even so,

those who look on stretch out no hand in help. Then the Earth closes up again,

and all is silent. The action? Violence. The purpose? Exclusion. The basis?

Totalitarian intolerance.

Are you shocked by the ethnic cleansings of the 20th and 21st centuries? Mere

practice runs compared with this act of total terrorism! Yet underlying all the

examples just mentioned is one reality: how surprisingly similar they are. They all

reject fairness and acceptance; they all opt for self-righteousness and “us first.”

Neither Hitler nor Stalin nor the colonial masters of the world ever experienced

the attitude-expanding perspectives of today’s many maps. Their schools never

featured an equal-area treatment, nor even a thematic map showing levels of

poverty, illiteracy, or military expenditures. That, of course, is history; what is

more relevant today is that those who hold the most intolerant views in our time

are no fans of the Peters or the Hobo-Dyer or any other map that promotes

fairness for all people.8

Let’s face it: it’s easier to consign

- in a novel, in one’s mind, or in

practice - whole groups of people

to death or unending torture when

one regularly sees uncounted

millions – no, make that billions --

–in a position of inferiority on a

map. Conversely, wherever an

equal-area map affirms the

essential equality of all peoples, respect and empathy gain visual support.

How Wide the Circle?

In Chapter 2 we made the point that we all exist at the center of our worldview.

It can’t be otherwise, simply because we can never jump out of our own skin or

see through any eyes but our own.



"Maps help to tell us not only where

we are but also how we view the world.

How we view the world, in turn, defines

who we are and from where we came."

- David Woodward9

The question here is not whether that’s good or bad but how wide our world

stretches beyond our kind of people, our interests, our square meter of Earth. The

function of faith and the function of good global representation – as we

understand the terms in this context – effectively merge, because both exist to

stretch our worldview, to enlarge the circles of our concern. Students of human

behavior often analyze relationships as being “in-group” or “out-group.” Visualize

a circle with you at the center: those inside are the OK types: We accept them, feel

good about them, make common cause with them. They are “us.” Everybody

outside the circle, on the other hand, is “them” – different, less important,

sometimes demonized. In their presence we may feel vaguely uncomfortable, even

threatened.

On what basis do we draw the line between “us” and “them”? In the example

just cited from Glorious Appearing, the difference between the “saved” and the

“damned” – the “goodies” and the “baddies” – is seen in religious terms, but other

factors can function as effectively. People draw lines based on skin color, economic

class, sports enjoyed or teams supported, management/labor, political preference,

geography, profession, accent, what gets covered by clothes and what doesn’t,

educational level, lover of classical music vs. rock or hip-hop ... the list goes on

and on.

Do you see the connection?

Minimizing the worth of others and

minimizing their place on a map

are not the same – but they are

strongly correlated. Visualizing

others as less, and treating them as

less must be seen as two sides of

the same ugly coin. Seeing a map

never engages just the eye; it involves the brain and, beyond that, how we process,

intellectually and emotionally, the information we receive. Seeing the world as

divided between “us” and “them,” with us being superior and them inferior, can

take many guises. When given “religious” expression it begins to look like the

“saved for heaven” and “damned to hell” split...the same mindset expressed on

maps can look a lot like a Mercator-based, North-biased map of the world.



"The unexamined life is not worth

living"

- Socrates

By the same reasoning we may say that

The Values Gap

What we’re dealing with here is a sharp discontinuity of values. “Some people

are important”: that’s a value that seems to be universally held. Are others also

important, or are they innately inferior? If important, how important? In the final

analysis, do those in the out-group count as much as those in our in-group? Do all

people merit respect, or do some make us hit the REJECT button? Are

relationships to be built on mutual respect? Or by we dominate/you submit; we

exercise power/ you follow orders?

Those who find the politics of rejection and put-down intolerable, whose values

support a fairer world, tend to like what equal-area maps stand for. Arno Peters

didn’t invent fairness or concern for others. Neither was he the first to create an

equal area map. But he linked those concepts and gave them visual form. Through

his map the sometimes abstract idea of “justice” becomes visibly real. The most

natural thing in the world is that those who stand for justice should opt for the

perspective that Arno Peters brought dramatically to popular attention.

Maps as Semi-Sacred

Whatever other functions faith-systems serve, they strive to express meaning in

human existence. Whether the focus is on the Hebrew prophets or the parables of

Jesus, on ecstatic union with the divine through dance or being caught up in awe

while watching the sun set over the distant horizon – or a thousand other

possibilities – the many faiths of humankind have in common the human hunger

to find meaning in life.

Maps are part of that profound search. That is, maps are more than squiggles

and dots; maps are stories, and in those stories lies meaning, and in that meaning

we can discern direction and purpose.

This is not to claim that maps

rise to the level of “the holy;” they

will never call forth the response

associated, for many, with the Star

of David or the Cross or the



anything – yes, anything - that pushes us to

examine the meaning of life is worthwhile.

Accordingly, it may be time to appreciate maps

for their uncanny power to shake us up, to

disturb the status quo, to question what is.

laughing Buddha. Nor, for that

matter, with the Stars and Stripes.

But in a pragmatic way any faith-

system is free to utilize secondary

symbols as well as those it

considers most sacred. Since maps

are always overflowing with meaning, I assert that some may be said to overlap

the realm of religion. They have an innate connection with faith-systems.

Perhaps that connection, that territorial overlap, that ability to look at the

world-as-it-is and perceive a world-as-it-can-be lies at the root of the faith/values

response to equal-area maps. Arno Peters correctly understood that rejection of

his map was not primarily a technical, cartographic critique but a problem with

his worldview. Conversely, the positive response to his map by faith groups and

values-focused movements reflects their recognition that in his map they have a

strong ally. The seemingly disparate worlds of expressing faith and making maps

come together in a mutually reinforcing way. The challenge now is to see how

maps and values affect each other, and how both have power to change the world.

Maps and faith? To some it still seems an improbable marriage, but I assert that

they are made for each other.

That is the faith/values connection.

Notes to Chapter 10
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CHAPTER 11

Why Care?

"We couldn’t live without maps. All our dealings with the

world stem from how we create them."

- Hooley McLaughlin, Director, Ontario Science Centre, in Canadian Geographic

Annual, 2000

Our question “Why Care?” is really two questions: “Why care about the world?”

and “Why care about maps?” But here’s the point: the two are profoundly

inseparable. To exercise an informed caring for the world is to recognize the

importance of geography and maps. To understand maps in all their richness is to

move beyond tangible documents to the world they point to, the living arena of

our planet and its people.

Why Care about the World?

Sometimes cataclysmic events exercise such fatal fascination for people that

other concerns retreat to the margins. When health problems hit - or financial

crises or terrorist attacks or natural disasters - it becomes very difficult for even

the most public-spirited citizens to focus on distant needs. Who can concentrate

on how to get to the world we want when the world we get saps all our energies?

But if the world as it is makes it harder to see clearly the world we want, it

never fully wipes out our hopes. The goal of a better world lives on in spite of all

setbacks - otherwise the vision would long ago have vanished. Its tenacity

underscores why the appeal to fairness, for justice and peace and service and high

ideals make some sort of stubborn sense in spite of the contrary forces of

cynicism, self-centeredness, and “who-gives-a-damn.”

Catastrophes can, amazingly, lend new urgency to the need to care deeply for

the world. If the world is to be a better place - to make any progress toward the



ideal we outlined a couple of chapters ago - freedom from fear must displace our

strength-sapping concern for terrorist threats, food on every table must win out

over hunger and, above all, at least roughly equal opportunity must replace the

widening chasm between privileged and exploited.Times of crisis can even provide

a “seize the moment” opportunity, since whenever old systems break down there

is room to develop new ways of doing things.

We’re not there yet. But some say they see a way toward the goal. Get a

different perspective on the world - that is exactly what we need, according to

geographer-historian James Blaut. Right up to the time of his death in 2000 he

held that the world’s central problem lay in its North-South inequities: tackling

that justice issue would require a whole new view of global relationships.

Commenting on Blaut’s vision, Geoffrey Parker of the University of Birmingham

points out that “an interesting attempt to achieve this cartographically is the

Peters projection.” 1

Recent events may be lending credence to such convictions, including the

momentous expansion of the G7 (or G8) nations to become the G20. Emerging

powers such as China, India, and Argentina have suddenly become partners, not

just spectators, in shaping the future of the world. They have an equal place at the

table, with a full measure of responsibility. The world as visualized on Mercator-

like maps, is in process of being replaced.

James Wolfensohn, the Australian former head of the World Bank, also calls for

a new perspective on the world. “Without dealing with [the] question of poverty,

there can’t be any peace.” Yet the world is preoccupied with what he sees as

parochial problems. Yes - in a striking departure from common understandings -

he looks on issues like terrorism, Iraq, Afghanistan, strains in the Atlantic

alliance, and budget deficits as minor - mere nitpicking! - compared with

worldwide inequality. As a result of our focus on side issues, he asserts, the real

problem - grinding poverty and all that goes with it - gets only “lip service.” He

highlights the figures: this is a world that manages to find $900 billion (U.S.) for

the military every year, and $300 billion in farm subsidies in the industrial

countries, but only $50 billion to $60 billion for global aid. “Absurd” is the label

he applies before calling for widespread “missionary zeal” to deal with poverty and

threats to the environment. 2



The world is fractured. That is
serious, but not the worst news.
More shocking still is the fact
that so few are shocked by it.

In late September 2008 the media focused people’s attention on the financial

crisis that struck Wall Street. Day after day, month after month they reported - in

far more detail than most people could absorb - what was happening in the United

States Congress, in the financial markets, what might happen to international

capital markets, to investments and pensions. Less than 5 miles away from “The

Street” the United Nations had a very different agenda: the Millennium

Development Goals. In contrast to a flood of information about stock prices, the

story from the UN, with its call to commitment to overcome the scourges of

disease, poverty, and hunger, was largely ignored.

The contrast reflects the disconnect between the “First” and the “Two-Thirds”

worlds: the “rich” minority preoccupied with investments; the poor-world majority

constantly concerned for food or a job or minimal health care or a bit of dignity.

Does this mean we should turn away from issues of unemployment or corporate

finance? No! They will always be foundational. But it is becoming clear that to

ignore the well-being of the larger world is to fail to move toward the world we

want. It is a sign of our global schizophrenia that “North” and “South” see and

experience the priorities so differently.

When well-off people complain

that the poor aren’t doing enough

to better themselves, famed

economist Jeffrey Sachs has an

answer. Taking Africa as an

example, he says its people are

trapped by geographical handicaps: lack of navigable rivers, isolation, climate, and

disease. To his list let us add another: trapped by widespread misperceptions of

the importance of the South and its people, aided and abetted by the distorted

maps in our minds. Weighed down with such heavy burdens, says Sachs, the

director of the Earth Institute at Columbia University, neither the poor nor their

nations can get out of the hole on their own.

Offering another prescription is the (then) director-general of the United

Nations’ nuclear watchdog agency, Mohamed ElBaradei. He points to - yes -

weapons of mass destruction. Some warheads have been destroyed, he reminds us,



"We who are on the right side of

freedom’s divide have an obligation to

help those unlucky enough to be born

on the wrong side of that divide."

- Condeleeza Rice, former U.S. Secretary of

State.

but some 27,000 still stand in stockpiles. And who has these weapons of mass

destruction? “More than 15 years after the end of the Cold War, it is

incomprehensible to many that the major nuclear-weapons states operate with

their arsenals on hair-trigger alert,” he stated in accepting the 2005 Nobel Peace

Prize. His clear point: When the present nuclear powers sharply cut their

threatening stockpiles and redirect spending toward positive goals: combating

poverty and dealing with organized crime, they will have made a “good start”

toward a better life for all.

Why care about the world? First: 18 million human beings die of hunger and

preventable illness every year, year after year after year. What other reason for

action do we need if we believe that people are important? It would be gratifying if

we could add that people and governments everywhere are responding heroically

and the end of undeserved poverty is in sight. “Unfortunately, in the rich countries

like ours, we really don’t give a damn,” is Jimmy Carter’s stinging assessment. As

a result, the world is entering a food crisis. Indicators point to prospects actually

getting worse, not better. The distribution system denies even minimally adequate

food to about one billion people; at the same time, many in the developed world

consume more than their share and press a heavy carbon footprint on the

environment. Can a world so out of whack long continue?

Within our human nature there

is a tendency - sometimes

powerful, sometimes toned down -

to reject appeals to high idealism

in favor of calculating benefits to

oneself. This is the ages-old

“What’s in it for me?” approach.

Do-good organizations run into it;

until they offer incentives, all their invitations to take the road to a better world

will often draw disappointing response. Is this the ultimate bad news; does it

really mean that the way to a world of fairness is blocked by ineradicable

selfishness?

Marilynne Robinson, an American writer with a Pulitzer among her many

honors, tackles the question head-on. She refers to people in the armed forces,



then reminds us “there’s a very strong chance they will not live to enjoy” what

they are fighting for. To her list of fighters we might add a long list of martyrs for

a cause and a host of social activists who work tirelessly for others. As Martin

Luther King, Jr. put it, “I may not live to see the Promised Land, but ....” That is,

sacrifice - which nobody really wants - begins to make sense when we take the

long-range rather than the short view, and the “we” approach rather than the “me”

view.

The parallel between those who give of themselves and many a radical

mapmaker is instructive. In refusing to accept the dominant worldview as final

truth, they are both profoundly countercultural. “Another way to see the world” is

a description aptly applied to the Peters; and can also be applied to the Dymaxion,

Hobo-Dyer, What’s Up? South!, and many other maps. In similar fashion, all who

live - or even die - for the common good show us another way to “do life...” not in

following the crowd, not in accumulating “stuff,” not in self-aggrandizement, but

in commitment to widespread hope for a more just world.

We may not live to see the results of our changed perspectives, but somebody

will. As people in former generations, through their altruism, have made our 21st

century lives better - in some ways at least - than theirs, so we have opportunities

to do good for people we will never get to know.

Yet ...

Suppose that all such appeals leave us unmoved, and we simply fail to act. How

about factoring in our own benefits, here in the developed world? In reality, there

is significant payoff. To the surprise of many, the North also benefits when people

in the South experience dignity and fairness.

Noreena Hertz provides a powerful example in her book The Debt Threat. The

government of Pakistan, she points out, has been so burdened by the interest it

must pay on loans that it had to cut expenses somewhere. So where? In a pattern

grown all too familiar, it slashed support for public education. For a time that

seemed to work; there were, after all, alternative schools, so students were not

thrown out on the streets. But some of those schools - who knows how many? -

fostered attitudes of mistrust, even hatred of the West or the whole non-Muslim

world. The record strongly points to one conclusion: those schools have incubated



anger and terrorism.

The story of Hafiz Hanif suggests as much. In its issue of September 13, 2010

Newsweek points out that for years the world had no clear account from Al Qaeda

insiders on their thought processes or education, but “Hanif’s account provides

that view.” Here it is, in summary:

In his mid-teens Hanif, an Afghan, lived with his parents in Karachi, on

Pakistan’s coast. He was a bright student, with good grades in math and a mastery

of several languages. Though his parents never approved his dreams of joining the

jihad, their influence couldn’t match the persuasive power of those with whom he

came in contact at school and on the street. Leaving his “regular” school, he

enrolled with about 30 other students in an Al Qaeda training program. His father

and mother desperately want him to come home, but he is just as determined to

fight, to use the terrorist tactics he has learned, and even die for what he now

believes.

If Hanif had benefited from shall we say normal schooling, his story might have

taken a very different direction. Given its present trajectory, its final act may be

disastrous both for him and those he manages to blow up.

Greg Mortenson, well known for his Three Cups of Tea and Stones into Schools,

sometimes described as “knowing Afghanistan better than any other American,”

relates that

... in October, 1994, a group of about two hundred young men, many of whom had

grown up in the squalid refugee camps around the city of Peshawar, joined forces to

launch a new jihad. The vast majority of these men had studied in hard-line

madrasas, or religious schools ... where they had been indoctrinated with a virulent

and radical brand of Islamist ideology. Calling themselves the Taliban, a Pashto word

that means “student of Islam,” they crossed the Pakistan border and swarmed into the

Afghan truck-stop town of Spin Boldak with the aim of restoring righteousness and

stability by uniting the country under the banner of a “true Islamic order.” 3

The conviction that underfunded schools and biased teachers in faraway places

may be a worldwide problem is supported by retired Navy Admiral Dennis C.

Blair. Early in 2009, while director of National Intelligence, he told Congress that



"We have lived by the assumption

that what was good for us would be

good for the world. We have been

wrong. We must change our lives, so

that it will be possible to live by the

contrary assumption that what is good

for the world will be good for us."

- Wendell Berry, farmer-priest and

environmental activist

Predicting the future - which we all

keep trying to do - can be very tricky.

But here’s the thing: the best way to

predict the future is to shape the

future.

unrest stemming from the global economic crisis had become the number one

security threat to the country. Not subversives sneaking across our borders, not

terrorists blowing up bridges or power plants, but people blindly lashing out

against their own hopelessness. So rather than pulling back from international

commitments in times when money is scarce, Blair’s plea is to start paying serious

attention, if only for reasons of national security. That is, Americans concerned for

homeland security cannot do better than to work for economic justice everywhere.

Ban Ki-Moon, UN General Secretary, agrees. “We must act ... not just because it is

the right thing to do but because it is in all of our enlightened self-interest.” 4

In another practical application,

a strong case can be made for

radically improving health delivery

systems worldwide. Since

infectious diseases don’t respect

those artificial lines on maps that

we call national boundaries, an

outbreak “there” can threaten lives

“here.”

In the final analysis, some of us

cling to the idea that we can make a difference. It’s hard to prove that statistically,

but it’s a conviction that won’t go away. We care about the world - ought to care

about it, want to care about it - simply because we can. Like Mount Everest, it’s

there; what more do we need? And in that caring we begin to experience what it

is to be human. Not just to be descended from some common ancestor, but

expressing our solidarity with the whole of humankind - that marks us as

members of the human race.

How to Care about the
World?

Deciding to care - really care -

about the world doesn’t magically

make everything clear. Chief



among the sticky issues still to

work on is how to do the caring.

In Chapter 8 we explored major outlines for the kind of world we want. Here we

need to look, though briefly, at how we map the route. Two major approaches

stand out: push ahead through exercising power (dominance and control) or seek

to go forward by way of justice (fairness or equality). The tension between these

two is evident all through Western culture: in the political arena, in faith/value

systems, in funding for research and development, in social patterns. We have

spoken about the chasm separating the global North from South or the affluent

from the underprivileged; let me now add that the split between the advocates of

power and the advocates of justice may be just as relevant to the future. The

approach through power has its associations with military strength,

terrorism/counter-terrorism, imperialism, the weak serving the strong. It also

connects, I hold, with maps that portray one part of the world dominating the rest

of the planet.

The approach through justice, on the other hand, is aligned with emphasizing

freedom from fear and want, the Earth sustaining all its people with adequate

food, safe drinking water, decent public health and fair treatment. The association

with equal-area maps will, I hope, be clear by this point in our conversation.

If the symbol of one approach is a clenched fist, the proper image of the other is

an open hand - ready to work with the needy or to shake a stranger’s hand. If the

one is experiential (meaning that the world has long and depressing experience

with it), the other is experimental (we are still struggling with how it could work).

One approach is seen in pax romana (Rome’s ability to silence all opposition,

imposing what the Empire labelled peace) or some modern variant: the powerful

applying pressure to make sure the “servants” stay in line. The other takes on

reality through that portion of foreign aid that benefits the people more than

powerful despots, and those voluntary organizations that work on behalf of

refugees or for global health and education.

The contest continues, and the choice is real. Exactly how it will all work out

one can only guess, but I am convinced that maps will play a major role in

shaping the outcome. To that question we now turn.



Why Care about Maps?

Of all the reasons we might identify, let’s focus on three.

For the Sake of Accuracy

If it seems obvious that maps should be accurate, let’s be clear: some maps

falsify. Consider examples.

A world map published in Castro’s Cuba seems like what you would expect - in

most respects. Africa, Asia, Europe look “normal.” Some things, however, startle:

Cuba, close to the visual center, leaps into enlarged prominence. Rays, as if from

the sun, fan out from it - to suggest Cuba enlightening other nations? As for the

USA, too bad - it’s cut to a fraction of its proper size. A false perspective?

Certainly. Yet it is just one example out of many of a mapmaker’s agenda taking

over. Like many maps, it puts a spin on reality.



Fig. 11-1 Cuba-centered map

Source: Unknown

Map publishers have been known to insert a feature - say a street or a stream or

a bend in a road - that doesn't exist, or deliberately change the height of a

mountain; it’s one way to trap copyright violators. Whether for that reason or as a

humorous prank, a mapping official secretly added two fictitious “towns” to

Michigan's official 1978-79 road map. Locating them over the border in northern

Ohio, he named them Goblu and Beatosu. In football, Go Blue was the University

of Michigan’s rallying cry; Beat OSU (Ohio State University) was their hope.

Maybe he set a trap ... he certainly snuck in a couple of plugs for his favored team.

In the Nazi era, German maps deliberately enlarged the size of the German

Reich. Their propagandists clearly understood a reality that many even today have

trouble crediting: that maps carry power. That is, their message burrows into the



psyche, and from there it spills over into attitudes and action. In effect, they had

laid hold of a basic fact: maps are all about climate change. That is, Nazis used

distorted maps to change the climate of German public opinion. Today the

challenge is to see maps as tools for a more accurate, more realistic view of the

world, for the benefit not of one nation or one group but of the whole world.

At another level, two noted oceanographers contrast the differing perceptions

about ocean temperatures - and consequently of global climate change - resulting

from plotting temperatures on a Mercator image and an equal-area projection.

“There are many ways to project a spherical surface into a plane;” assert Gunther

Krause and Matthias Tomczak, “some are more useful for a given application than

others. ... [A]rea is important because the coupling between the ocean and the

atmosphere occurs at the sea surface, and most exchange processes are

proportional to the area of contact.” Their conclusion? That the Mercator and

certain other maps are seriously misleading, whereas “The Peters ... will often be

the best choice.” 5



Fig. 11-2A Ocean temperatures shown on a Mercator projection



Fig. 11-2B Ocean temperatures shown on a Peters projection

Source: www.tos.org

To raise the question of accuracy is also to ask what gets included and what gets

excluded. Maps of “local attractions,” commonly used by visitors, usually fail to

reveal how a place qualifies to get on the map. In some cases at least, the criterion

is first and foremost financial: organizations that take out advertising or otherwise

pay get on, while other sites equally worthy are bypassed. So unsuspecting tourists

are fed skewed information. More specifically, J. B. Harley, British geographer,

professor at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and co-author of the renowned

History of Cartography, points out that the United States Geological Survey, the

trusted source for highly detailed, official data about the geography and

topography of the country, glossed over nuclear waste dumps as if they weren't

even there,6 all the while providing data on places of much less social concern.

Think again about Fig. 1-4, the image of Iraq set before the Energy Task Force.

At first it seems accurate and acceptable: shape, scale, position, and other map

http://www.tos.org/oceanography/issues/issue_archive/issue_pdfs/8_1/8.1_krause_tomczak.pdf


qualities are preserved. Still, the nagging question remains: by making Iraq look

more like a vast oil reservoir than a place where people live and work and eat and

love, did it skew reality?

Easy answers tend to be wrong answers, of course. But the question is worth

asking, and working on answers may open up insights not only into how maps

work but how political decision makers deal with their world - indeed, how all of

us deal with the world. If a map, by the way it selectively presents data, can nudge

otherwise intelligent persons toward a particular perspective - whether helpful or

tragic --where are the checks and balances in the system? Are we ever safe from

mapping manipulation? How can we learn to decipher the messages embodied in

maps?

In sharp contrast to all examples of deception (intentional or not), really caring

about maps means that questions of perspective, accuracy, and reliability always

belong front and center.

For Our Own Sake

We, the people of all nations, deserve the fullest, most functional map and view

of our global home that it is possible to achieve. In practical terms that means not

one map but many. Through internalizing many ways to see the world we may

even develop openness to other people’s points of view and greater self-awareness.

For example, a map that sets South at the top - on any projection you choose -

may stretch understanding. And certainly we hold that equal-area maps belong in

every world citizen’s collection.

Civilizations do not drop down, fully formed, from the sky; they develop over

time out of a people’s sense of who they are. Self-understanding gives rise to

national anthems, systems of governing, attitudes toward other groups. Colonial

conquest, the Marshall Plan, or intervention in the life of another nation arise out

of our worldviews, which in turn are conditioned by our maps.

Since both desirable (moving toward the world we want) and undesirable

(pushing us into trouble) events stem in part from our map-based perspectives on

the world, does it not follow logically that we ought to care deeply about our



"Six and a half billion humans must

make a choice to change course, to turn

to life as our defining value and to

partnership as our model for relations

with one another and the planet. [We

must] free ourselves from Empire’s

cultural trance by changing the stories

by which we define our possibilities and

responsibilities."

- David Korten,7 self-styled conservative,

leader in the movement for a new economic

and social order.

Korten may be right: changing the stories we

live by will make a difference. But since, as

the saying goes, a picture is worth a thousand

words, I assert that it also makes sense to

change the maps we live with!

maps? When we get them wrong, everybody suffers; when we get them right, the

common good stands to gain.

For the Sake of the Cheated People

As the Prime Minister of Malaysia was leaving office in 2003 he spoke frankly.

To outsiders his speech sounds like variations on the theme of being put down. “I

will not enumerate the instances of our humiliation,” said Mahathir Mohamad.

“We are all Muslims. We are all oppressed. We are all being humiliated ... Today

we, the whole Muslim [community] are treated with contempt and dishonor.”

Though he had led his country for two decades during which its economy showed

remarkable success, he went on to speak of “hopelessness” and a feeling among

many Muslims that they can do “nothing right.”

But you don’t have to be Muslim

to be put down. “Do not degrade

the people of the tropics,” was

Arno Peters’ advice to mapmakers.

“They’re having a tough enough

time as it is.” The goal, then, is first

to understand the world as fully as

possible - which requires

appropriate and provocative maps

- then to reshape that world -

which means the world’s peoples

acting, separately and together, to

make real the world we want. To

care about maps is only one step -

yet an absolutely necessary one - in

the challenge of redesigning how

we experience the world.

In an example of great insight, a

group of thinker-activists once - it was July 4, 1776 - called for a “decent respect

for the opinions of mankind.” Out of that perspective on human affairs came the



"Look at the world around you. It

may seem like an immovable,

implacable place. It is not. With the

slightest push - in just the right place -

it can be tipped."

- Malcolm Gladwell, The Tipping Point

breath-taking experiment that we call the United States of America. Today the

question is whether the developed world, now led by the United States, is

adequately demonstrating such respect for the opinions of the rest of humankind.

Ironically, much of the Third World now sees the privileged world the way 18th

century American colonists saw Britain - as uncaring and unresponsive. Why

should we be surprised if, like American colonists, they take matters into their

own hands? What would “a decent respect” for their opinions mean?

Why Care, Anyway?

We opened this chapter with an

assertion that cataclysmic events

may drain so much energy from

people that they reduce their

caring capacity. This may be such a

moment in history. Even as the

numbers of the very needy are increasing, the readiness of the privileged to share

is under serious pressure. To be specific: in June 2009 the United Nations’ Food

and Agricultural Organization reported that over 1.2 billion people go hungry day

after day; this is the highest number in history. At the same time governments at

every level face shrinking revenue streams, forcing them to curtail programs of

assistance to the needy at home and abroad. Average citizens may also experience

compassion fatigue: they simply cannot keep up with the mounting appeals. The

spirit may be willing, but the wallet is anemic.

Perhaps, instead, tough times should fire them up, redoubling their good work.

Can we expect that to happen? Not if you’re a realist! Far from strengthening

assistance to the world’s neediest, popular opinion often sees aid as the first place

to cut when budgets need balancing. Americans are sometimes surprised to learn

that foreign aid amounts to just one percent of the nation’s budget, including

military aid, so trying to solve our financial troubles that way will hardly show on

the scale. But reducing or eliminating such foreign aid will throw many into

poverty and an early death and handicap the nation’s global policy initiatives.

And, equally important, it will reduce our sense of connectedness with all of the

world's people.



Into this heated debate, throw the rising public desire of many for compassion,

fairness, and hope. I see this in the action of the people of First Baptist Church of

Orlando who, after a segment on TV's 60 Minutes laid bare the reality of

homelessness in Central Florida, raised, over a period of just two weeks, $5.6

million beyond their regular contributions, to help. I see this will to change

expressed in the Arab Spring, the Tea Party phenomenon, and the Occupy

movement that began on Wall Street in 2011 and soon spread across the USA and

beyond. In such disparate movements there is hope. Combining high idealism and

a realistic view of our global community can only bring positive results.

One who understands that well is Maria de Lourdes Pintasilgo, President of the

Independent Commission on Population and Quality of Life. She points to the

urgency as well as the need to care: “The three decades ahead may prove to be the

most critical in history.”8 The moral challenge of our time, she asserts, is to

expand our caring. We can do this by doing away with what she calls forced

poverty, by assuring people’s economic, social, and political rights, and by lending

support to raising the quality of life for all.

Wayne Gretzky, sometimes called the greatest hockey player of all time, puts it

in simpler terms: “You miss 100 percent of the shots you never take.” Scoring the

winning goal is never guaranteed; what we can do is give it our best shot. At least

then there’s hope.
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CHAPTER 12

Let the Conversation Continue...

"Endings to be useful must be inconclusive."

- Samuel Delany, Award-winning science fiction author.

The world is a lot like the weather: it’ll change. So will our maps. And our way

of understanding maps. And our - well, what the Germans call Weltanschauung –

the worldview that shapes the way we live.

Which means, among other things, that this book won’t be the end of the

discovery process. Of course, it was never intended to be the last word; it’s time

now to confront that fact quite openly. Some people will find these pages helpful,

expanding their perspective; others will quarrel with one assertion or another or

with some of the persons or organizations called as witnesses. Some may object to

the underlying premise: that our maps and our relationships with the world are

intimately related. No problem: the goal is not to exact agreement but to stimulate

thinking.

Indeed, the best conversations always continue. The conversation opened up in

this book now needs to move forward on three levels:

The meaning of maps: what they are, what they do, how they work.

The special contribution of equal-area maps.

The world’s problems and possibilities, with special attention to how

developing new perspectives, particularly evidenced in maps, can contribute

to a positive future.

Continuing the Conversation: Maps

A hundred years ago, if you wanted to be a mapmaker you learned how to



measure and draw, then went into the world to observe and record.

Two or three centuries before that you would still have surveyed and recorded,

but you might have journeyed in a sailing ship to distant coasts, mapping

shorelines and navigable rivers. You might have filled in the blank spaces with

fantastic creatures.

Today you are more likely to look at a computer screen while you click on data

points. It hardly matters whether you’ve mastered how to use a sextant or the

principle of triangulation or surveyed the scene with your own eyes; with the aid

of good software anyone can learn to customize a map. What we are experiencing

in our time is a dramatic democratizing of the mapmaker’s art. More and more

people are showing at least a basic interest and even some degree of skill in the

field.

That is progress. If Google Earth is to be believed, 80 percent of the world’s

data has a geographic component. In a world like that, what’s not to love about

people learning to appreciate maps and how maps connect us with the world?

Maps, in fact, have an expanding usefulness. The entire mapping process has

unique, practical, and increasingly important contributions to make in daily life.

That said, progress is never simple and straightforward. For example,

Will GPS Kill Geo-Literacy?

The hand-lettered sign on the gas pump was clear: Please pay inside before

pumping.

I did. I said I wanted to fill the tank. Regular.

“Nope,” came the reply. “Tell me how much you want.”

“It’ll take ten gallons.”

That was not what she needed. “Give it to me in dollars and cents.”

“Well, at $2.959 a gallon, ten gallons will be $29.59, right?”

The attendant looked at me as if I had just breezed in from an unknown planet.



After a moment of silence she called out to another worker, “Tom, this guy wants

ten gallons. What does that come to? I don’t have my calculator with me.”

Some educators are convinced that over-reliance on calculators results in

people not being math literate. Perhaps that was the case with this attendant: she

had a high school diploma, yet evidently did not know that to multiply by ten you

merely move the decimal point - one of the simplest mathematical exercises ever

devised. She was numeracy-challenged.

Is there a similar danger when we depend on GPS devices to tell us how to go

where we want to go? Can the machines that supply the answers atrophy that part

of the brain that formerly figured out the answers? If we don’t exercise our spatial

consciousness, will we eventually lose it?

The question is in the earliest stages of being asked, so no one knows for sure.

But what would it be like to live in a world where even the simplest reference to

mapping or to geographical understanding had to be referred to a machine

because we had lost the ability to intuit the answer in our brain?

It’s far too early to panic. But it’s not too early to ask the question.

Through Maps to Better Public Health

A good example of maps contributing to the common life comes out of 19th

century London. Actually, there are two stories: one overlaid with legend, the

other more complex and accurate.

The popular version, in outline, opens as thousands are dying of cholera.

Marking up a local map, a physician named John Snow keeps track of where the

deaths occur. Struck by the clustering of fatalities in the area served by a

particular water pump – on Broad Street – he presents his findings to the Cholera

Inquiry Committee in 1855. From the data he develops the hypothesis that cholera

results from contaminated water. His peers, however, are unimpressed; their

minds have locked in on the idea that the disease is airborne. The breakthrough

comes when Snow persuades decision makers to take the handle off the Broad

Street pump. Deaths decline dramatically. So Snow makes his point; uncounted

lives are saved. And he has effectively pioneered the medical use of mapping. It is



Fig. 12-1 John Snow supposedly used this

map to creatively link statistics and geography:

the numbers dying of cholera and the location:

where the victims lived and where they got

their water. Notice how many bars,

representing one or more deaths in a

household, are grouped around the Broad

Street pump. Mapping led to a medical

advance.

not irrelevant to add that in 2003 Snow was declared “the greatest physician who

ever lived” based on a poll of British medical personnel. (Hippocrates, the iconic

founder of medicine, came in second.) The connection between his status as a

medical mapper, holding the man in veneration (not too strong a word), and

voting him number 1 in his profession seems clear.

Recent research reveals a more

layered, if less reverential, story.

Tom Koch, a geographer at the

University of British Columbia, has

made it clear that Snow did not

single-handedly solve the cholera

puzzle. He was not the first to use

maps in medical sleuthing; neither

was he totally clueless about the

cause of cholera until his map

made everything perfectly plain.

Perhaps most pointedly, the maps

even many professionals still

assume to be Snow’s may not be

his at all. Let’s summarize.1

Snow utilized existing maps,

1854 and 1855, marking

cholera deaths by location.

E. W. Gilbert adapted Snow’s

work, passing off the result as

“Snow’s map.” His

interpretation appeared as

“Pioneer Maps of Health and

Disease in England” in 1958.

Edward Tufte in turn revised

Gilbert’s adaptation for his

The Visual Display of



Source: Brody H et al. The Lancet 356(9223), 64-68,

2000.
Quantitative Information,

1983.

Mark Monmonier further

manipulated Tufte’s result for his How to Lie with Maps, 1991.

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC) utilized this in 2001, so lending

the prestige of their office to a flawed understanding.

As a result, Koch points out, “the map itself is twisted, turned, and truncated –

violated by each map-maker’s mindset and point of view.” Would Snow recognize

the maps and the medical accomplishments attributed to him? Doubtful.

Koch further points out that the line of reasoning was not as straight as may be

supposed. Not “my maps prove that the pump is the problem,” and “the pump in

turn proves that cholera must be transmitted by water.”

Rather, the marked-up maps laid open a chain of events like this:

Living closer to the Broad Street pump → higher probability of people drinking

water from it → heightened death rate. That is, the maps did not serve as decisive

tools of analysis so much as pointers to a possible cause-effect connection.

In both accounts one thing is sure: maps mattered. They contributed to

controlling the outbreak of cholera in London. If you and I go through the day

without fear of cholera, we benefit from the historic advance that clusters around

Snow and his colleagues. There was a synergy between using maps and medical

progress.

If Snow became a pioneer in the application of mapping to questions of public

health, others have developed it further. In the textbook Endemic Areas of

Tropical Infections, an international publisher uses more than 100 maps to show

exactly where certain infectious diseases are prevalent. Significantly, author

Dieter Stuerchler demonstrates a good grasp of how maps work: he uses the

Peters whenever he needs a world map, thus taking advantage of its equal-area

quality, and a more shape accurate equal area map when he wants a smaller

region, say Africa.



Fig. 12-2 A and B Two examples of mapping the prevalence of disease: A is flea-

borne Typhus; B, Toxoplasmosis in adult populations. The choice of an area-accurate map

provides for comparability across regions that might otherwise be lost.



Source: © 1988, Dr. Dieter Stuerchler. From Endemic Areas of Tropical Infections, published by Hans

Huber Publications, Bern. Used by permission of the author.

Can the Right Maps Lower Crime Rates?

Crime – think of it as another form of disease, a pathology of how we live in

community – is also being mapped in efforts to control it. Using sophisticated

techniques developed in University College, London, crime prevention crews

conclude that people and property within 400 meters of, say, a breaking and

entering offense are at elevated risk for up to two months. So the crews draw up

maps of “prospective hot spots.” Some police forces claim 30 percent stepped-up

effectiveness compared with other approaches.2 The Los Angeles Police

Department has been effectively using this approach to allocate scarce human

resources in the most effective way.

In 2008 and 2009 the Toronto Star released attention-getting analyses that

some predict will at least bring about a rethinking of public policy on prisons,

possibly even lead to a new approach for dealing with criminals. Mapping served

as the essential tool: the entire Greater Toronto Area – Canada’s largest - was

mapped; incarceration costs for each postal code were overlaid, these were then

compared with such social indicators as education level, unemployment, and

percentage of households headed by a single female in those same areas. Those

results were then set alongside available data on both the costs and benefits of

intervention: providing preschool programs, recreational facilities and job

training, for example.

The bottom line? Taxpayers are spending more to keep the lock-up system

running than they are to help the most vulnerable live useful lives. Some analysts

even conclude that prison is largely ineffective at reducing crime. Prevention, on

the other hand, pays off. Among observers with a professional vantage point is

Patrick Lesage, former chief justice of the Superior Court of Ontario. “The root

causes of crime and violence aren’t resolved by putting people in jail,” he

comments.

Both mapping as an essential tool and the conclusions of the Toronto study are

paralleled by other, independent researchers. The Justice Mapping Center, based

http://www.npr.org/2011/11/26/142758000/at-lapd-predicting-crimes-before-they-happen
http://www.npr.org/2011/11/26/142758000/at-lapd-predicting-crimes-before-they-happen


in Brooklyn, has broad experience in using computer mapping applied to issues

such as criminal justice. Working with government agencies and other concerned

groups, it has enabled decision-makers in Gateshead, UK; Wichita, Kansas; the

State of New Jersey and other places see crime questions in a new perspective,

hence deal with them more effectively. Sending people to prison begins to look

like a simplistic nonsolution rather than a rational response to the problem,

according to some experts in the field. Thus Eric Cadora, a co-founder of the

Justice Mapping Center, says, “I think of incarceration as a lazy response to

poverty. It’s a way of not dealing with the issue.”3

A Mapping Approach to Climate Change

Can we see not only cholera and crime but also global warming as a malady,

one from which all people as well as the nonhuman world suffers? Do maps

matter in such an issue?

At the very least, as climate changes it is clear that maps will have to be

redrawn. As sea levels rise as a consequence of melting ice caps, beaches will

recede, small islands simply disappear, and port cities such as New York,

Vancouver, Amsterdam, Shanghai, and Monrovia will have to deal with water

levels predicted to go higher from one to seven meters (3 to 23 feet) over the next

several decades. “Waterfront property,” traditionally in high demand, may

become something to avoid. Given present realities of how resources are

distributed, the impact of rising sea levels will be felt far more severely among the

poor. As ocean temperatures rise, typhoons and hurricanes will become a greater

threat, further eroding shoreline contours. Extreme weather may become the

norm, not the exception. The year (2011) just prior to the publication of this book

witnessed this in many locations in North America and around the world.

Climatologists warn that, paradoxically, inland waterways will shrink for lack of

water. In some places the productivity of land will decline as agricultural soil turns

to desert. At a bare minimum, then, mapmakers will keep busy redrawing

shipping charts, commercial maps, political maps, property line maps,

topographic maps.

But maps themselves are not the heart of the problem; more serious is the



human reality to which they point. Lives are being disrupted - or ended - and will

continue to be.

Maps: A Tool for Social Action

Is there more? Yes! Maps not only set forth present reality and expected

futures; they can alert us to alternate scenarios, giving impetus to present action.

In central California the Big Creek Lumber Company wanted to log on land owned

by the San Jose Water Company. The lumber company stated that the area

affected measured 2,002 acres, which under existing regulations gave them legal

harvesting rights. In effect, they had a green light. They notified local residents of

their plan, including a map.

Large numbers of people either assumed the proposal met all requirements, or

ignored it. Many said they couldn’t understand the map, so disregarded it. They

turned their attention to more immediate concerns: washing the car, shopping,

firing up the barbeque.

Nevertheless, a few formed Neighbors Against Irresponsible Logging (NAIL) to

oppose what they saw happening. One of their worries was that water quality

would be affected, the area in question being part of the watershed that supplies a

quarter of the drinking water in Silicon Valley.

With the help of volunteers including Rebecca Moore and Adelia Barber, a

Ph.D. student at the University of California Santa Cruz, the group used such tools

as Google Earth to do a detailed analysis of the logging proposal. One result: they

mapped the affected area at 2,733 acres – which meant it violated the law. Their

map also showed that the logging area would come close to a preschool and day

care center – the buffer would be less than 300 yards wide. At that point their

mapping took on two new dimensions – it became a political argument against

logging and it delivered an emotional wallop. Not at the expense of precision,

however: since there are “many ways to map,” they pointed out, they made sure

their process followed the best, most reliable techniques. To counter, Big Creek

Lumber prepared a modified version of its map ... but NAIL’s persuasive mapping

and careful calculations were upheld by the California Department of Forestry.

We’re all familiar with protests involving boycotts, barricades, marches and



demonstrations. We also know the attitude of “You can’t fight City Hall,” or that a

handful of people can’t stop progress or oppose powerful companies. NAIL’s

action contradicts that conventional wisdom. “We were sitting at our computers

and slaving away – and it worked,” commented Barber. Their secret weapon?

Good mapping.

This effort – by amateurs in mapping! – gained support from environmental

activist former Vice-President Al Gore. More than that, it has inspired others,

including the Sierra Club of Minnesota as well as citizen groups as far away as

Australia. The value of Google Earth and of mapping as an effective tool has been

made clear – and may safely be predicted to become more widespread.

What if people all over the world threatened by, well, you name it – logging,

commercial development, polluting factories, hydrofracking chemicals in drinking

water, say – what if they could all see maps as tools of analysis and action? What

if residents of the Florida Keys and power brokers on Wall Street could see a

believable map that showed their familiar venues under water? How about a map

to make clear where the hazardous electronic wastes of the developed world get

dumped – in parts of the world where rent is cheap and human life is devalued?

What if we could visualize the human devastation from rising sea levels to people

eking out a living among the waterfront shacks in Dhaka, Bangladesh? Can maps

make a difference? How can they not? Bring together maps, available technology,

human creativity, and people’s willingness to take a stand and you’ve got a

powerful recipe for changing events.

Continuing the Conversation: Equal-Area Maps

Arno Peters, we have said, had a clear intent when he created his map. He

believed that a fairer map would move us toward a fairer world.

Obviously, we have not achieved that fairer world, though the longing for it is

broad and persistent. Similarly, equal-area maps are not the standard image in

the media or in people’s minds. Maps that were a source of pride in our

grandparents’ era still skew our perceptions. There has been progress, but the

hangover from our long binge on old map images continues, and there is a long

way to go.



Progress: that is the first reality in the continuing story. The buzz that the

Peters map has developed – its unprecedented rise to prominence and the

controversy it has stirred up – coupled with our heightened awareness of global

realities now clamoring for attention, these all work together to ensure that the

story will go on. The Peters is arguably the pre-eminent map story of the late 20th

century. Some believe its full impact will be part of the history of the 21st.

To turn from the general to the specific, consider the rain forest of the Amazon

basin. Sometimes called the “lungs of the world,” this vast expanse cleanses much

of our global air, taking in carbon dioxide and releasing life-supporting oxygen. It

is said to be the largest remaining stand of timber in the world. But only on an

area-reliable map does its extent come clear. If that extent is under threat – as

many experts are warning – air quality is in trouble globally, not just locally.

Area-accurate maps speak to our need to understand our world, those resources

on which our life depends, and the absolute necessity of acting as good stewards

of the Earth.

Note that we use the term conversation to describe this book: our intention is

that you find these pages an exploration of some important questions. Now let’s

apply the term another way: a map, just as this book does, invites conversation.

Roll that around in your mind: Every map is an invitation to a conversation. It

elicits dialogue between you, the viewer, and the physical product we call the map.

Or, if you will, between you and the mapmaker’s agenda. In the case of the Peters

and the Hobo-Dyer and Goode’s Homolosine, it becomes an opportunity to

participate in a new perspective on the world – to take seriously certain realities

of life on the planet. As you enter into dialogue with the visual you gain a new

vision; that, in turn, can motivate action. It does happen! That is precisely why, in

a book that explores maps as tools for understanding the world, we have opened

up such issues as poverty and hunger, war and peace, resentment and hope,

condescension and respect. Questions of liberty, equality, the pursuit of happiness,

ethics, public policy, foreign affairs, intercultural relations, economic justice, the

environment, and how we live together on planet Earth, our home – these are

never far from any dialogue about today’s provocative maps.

To participate in such a dialogue is to engage in reframing the questions that

define our common life. This book presents the question, Can we see - really see -

http://www.tos.org/oceanography/issues/issue_archive/issue_pdfs/8_1/8.1_krause_tomczak.pdf
http://www.tos.org/oceanography/issues/issue_archive/issue_pdfs/8_1/8.1_krause_tomczak.pdf


the vital connection between the maps we use - and carry in our heads - and the

way we deal with the world?

Continuing the Conversation: What Lives Are Worth
Saving?

The question is well posed by Bill Gates, founder of Microsoft. Gates was

shocked to learn, some years ago, that in the developing world about a half

million children die each year from rotavirus, which brings on severe diarrhea.

“Why have I never even heard of a disease that kills half a million children every

year?” he asked himself.

There was more to come: Gates learned that millions of children die of diseases

that pose no threat in developed countries. He and his wife, Melinda, decided to

take action. Their foundation - said to be the largest in the world – focuses on the

medical needs of people on the other side of the world’s privilege gap. Speaking to

the World Health Organization in Geneva in 2005, they summed it up: they

“couldn’t escape the brutal conclusion that – in our world today – some lives are

seen as worth saving and others are not.”

The point is worth pondering. Are Bill and Melinda Gates right? If people attach

high value to some lives and minimal value to others, why is this so? Pursue the

issue further: Are some people not only perceived as more valuable but are

actually more worthy of health and opportunity than others? Are some nations

somehow entitled to hold on to special privilege while others are denied equal

opportunity? Is exploitation of the weak by the strong - the master/slave

relationship that we thought was gone for good - now reappearing in the way

whole nations deal with one another? To what degree should equal treatment for

all be a matter of principle? And how is that to be reflected in world maps?

Continuing the Conversation: Global Issues

In late September 2009 the G20 – nineteen nations plus the European Union –

met in what has come to be known as the Pittsburgh Summit. The setting was

significant: delegates sat in a circle around a map of the world that, in the words



of a spokesperson, imaged “unity and inclusiveness as well as diversity.” National

borders were deliberately omitted. Given its massive size and centrality, it’s hardly

surprising to learn that the map drew lots of oohs and aahs. Images of the map

were sent around the world with the final communique.

“The map symbolizes President Obama’s message that today’s economic and

environmental changes know no borders, and will require global solutions. The

consequences of failure (he and his team have said) are global in scope.”4

For the record, the map seems to have been based on the Miller Cylindrical

with some modifications by the designer (artists do sometimes take liberties with

strict facts) set within a circle. The point here is not whether the choice of

projection was the best; rather, that summit planners thought globally and to that

end set a global image before the delegates in a way that would keep the good of

all – not just of any one segment –in their focus. Will this image become “the map

shot ’round the world” – not only because it formed an integral part of the

Summit report but because it heralds a new era in international cooperation? So

the conversation about maps and global issues continues and can make a

difference.

A few paragraphs ago I referred to some of the world`s most pressing issues.

But underlying them all is one persistent issue: how we as humans relate: to one

another, to the world, to those values set out in the UN Declaration of Human

Rights and regularly given lip service. Is fair treatment for all even possible? And

if so, what would that look like?

Far from being spun out of airy idealism, such questions are intensely practical.

General Romeo Dallaire says that at the Canadian Forces Peace Support Training

Centre instructors use a chart to make plain the nature of the world. The chart

looks much like this:

http://www.un.org/events/humanrights/2007/hrphotos/declaration%20_eng.pdf
http://www.un.org/events/humanrights/2007/hrphotos/declaration%20_eng.pdf


Fig. 12-3 State of the Village Report.



Source: Donella Meadows. 2005 data provided courtesy of Sustainability Institute and produced as a

public service (copyright free) by ODTmaps. This document is a PDF online at:

www.odt.org/Pictures/popvillage.pdf 5

Clearly, most of the world’s residents - even when we celebrate the fact that

millions in such places as Brazil, China, and India are moving out of poverty - live

in conditions sharply different from those considered normal in the Northern

world. That has consequences, points out Romeo Dallaire:

... many signs point to the fact that the youth of the Third World will no longer

tolerate living in circumstances that give them no hope for the future. From the young

boys I met in the demobilization camps in Sierra Leone to the suicide bombers of

Palestine and Chechnya ... we can no longer afford to ignore them. 6

General Dallaire, currently a Canadian Senator, goes on to speak of predictable

results. “This lack of hope in the future is the root cause of rage. If we cannot

provide hope for the ... masses of the world, then the future will be nothing but a

repeat of Rwanda, Sierra Leone, the Congo and September 11.” 7

The concern exists: it shows in the statements and actions of many to whom we

have referred in this book; it lives also in the hope and will of people across

cultures, nations, faiths. All these are part of the continuing conversation, without

which the world seems destined to continue in a downward spiral ....

Dallaire, like Bill and Melinda Gates, keeps coming back to a single question:

“Are we all human, or are some more human than others?” If we answer that we

are, indeed, equally human, does it not follow that we should choose maps that

reflect that equality? If we say we are not yet equally human but that would be a

goal to strive for, does it not make sense to employ maps that visualize that future

and that draw us toward a world of fairness?

If we are honest we must confess that we, the people of the world, do not act as

if all deserve equal treatment. A news reporter was asked about the world’s

seeming unconcern while hundreds of thousands die in Darfur, compared with the

response she had seen to wars and natural disasters in other places. “Over here,

8
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they’re just dead Africans,”  she replied. We have not taken that long journey to a

new mindset that makes for fairness to all. Most of us haven’t even, yet, taken the

first step: fully utilizing and accepting a fair-to-all-nations world map!

Is the situation hopeless? By no means. Dallaire closes his book with a can-do

attitude: “Peux ce que veux. Allons-y” - literally, “We can do what we want to do.

Let’s get on with it.”

Stephen Lewis, whose experience includes service as a politician, UN diplomat,

professor, AIDS activist and humanitarian, aptly titled a series of lectures, “Race

against Time.”9 “Every minute delayed is another life lost.” While his focus was

clearly on HIV/AIDS across Africa; and while he made an impassioned and

moving plea for the world to respond urgently to that human crisis, the present

global need encompasses more than one health issue. We are all in a race against

time. Can the world be healed before it moves further and ever faster into

tragedy? By our action – or inaction – we are supplying the answer. No one has

the time to do it all. The question becomes "how deep is our commitment to fixing

the world?"

Where Dallaire says we can do it if we will, where Lewis sounds the call to enlist

now, others point out that even when the cause seems hopeless, prompt, strong

response can make an impact. One of this last group is William Schultz, who

formerly headed Amnesty International, a worldwide movement to free political

prisoners.

About a year ago, a church in the little town of Bedford, Massachusetts (I know it

well because I was a minister there in the 1970s) hung a banner over its front door

protesting the march to war in Iraq. The church is located in a prominent place in

town – right in the town square – and Bedford is the home of Hansford Air Force

Base so the combination proved quite explosive. Day after day military families and

their supporters demonstrated in front of the church, objecting to what they regarded

as an unpatriotic banner in the heart of their small town.

War came of course and people started dying and one day last fall two military

police appeared at the door of a Bedford family. That afternoon the minister received

a call from a stranger. “May I come see you?” the stranger asked. “Of course,” the

minister replied, and when the stranger arrived, this is what he said, “This morning I



learned that my son was killed in Iraq. Last spring I was one of those who

demonstrated against your church and its banner. But today I realize I was wrong.

You are the only ones in town who tried to prevent this madness. I’m here to ask your

forgiveness and one thing more: I’m here to ask you to do the memorial service at

Arlington National Cemetery for my son.10

Embedded in the story is good news: Anger can give way to acceptance.

Resentment can turn to respect. The “no” that seems so final can grow into “yes.”

New perspectives can make a difference. Let the conversation continue!

That ongoing conversation will gain practical application as we see the intimate

connection between maps and politics, maps and ethics, maps and international

affairs, maps and war and peace, maps and public health, maps and climate

change, maps and our yearning for a better world, maps and the attitudes we

wake up with every morning... clearly seeing such connections can help bring us

closer to the world we want.
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PARTING SHOT

P.S.

If you picked up this book expecting it to be all about maps, you were in for a

surprise, right? It moved further into politics and faith and the values we hold and

into human relations, justice and peace and budgets and environmental concerns -

- in short, how we deal with the world -- than you anticipated.

Actually, the assertion that maps have agendas, though long and vigorously

resisted, is now widely accepted. But we haven’t reached the end of the journey;

the next phase will come as people recognize the function of values in the whole

map mix. We pointed to the important role values played – and play -- in the

popularity of the Peters (and, by implication, in any equal-area rendering) but

values are implicit every time a map is devised. If you seek further evidence of

that, reread those sections dealing with the Grand River/Caledonia controversy,

the California logging map, the Energy Task Force map of Iraq, whether to set the

edge of a world map in Russia, the choice of “up,” among other examples, then ask

yourself what values were in play. To restate the thesis: there is no way to deal

with maps without also opening up a world of other questions.

But that’s the striking thing about maps. They have the power to take us into

unexpected adventures. Enjoy the trip!
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